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In?the?last?30?years,?superresolution?in?optical?microscopy?has?been?a?major?field?of?research.?During?this?time,?different?techniques?
have?been?created?to?break?the?diffraction?limit?in?order?to?make?observations?at?a?nanometric?scale.?Given?that?optical?microscopy?
is?non?invasive,?those?superresolution?methods?pave?the?way? for?a?better?understanding?of?biological?mechanism?at?a?molecular?
level.?Most?of?those?methods?are?based?on?a?nonlinear?interaction?between?the?excitation?light?intensity?and?the?sample?response?
(often?fluorescent?signal).?
In?the?same?time,?nanodiamonds?containing?fluorescent?defects?have?been?proven?to?be?a?choice?probe?for?superresolution?nanos?
copy?since?they?exhibit?a?strong?and?stable?fluorescent?signal?even?under?high?light?intensities?exposure?(often?required?to?obtain?
nonlinear?photoresponse).?Nanodiamonds?containing?Nitrogen?Vacancy?(NV)?defects?that?exhibit?a?red?fluorescent?signal?had?been?
previously?shown?to?be?a?viable?biomarker?for?STED?superresolved?image.?First,?we?demonstrated?that?green?fluorescent?nanodia?
monds?containing?Nitrogen?Vacancy?Nitrogen?(NVN)?defects?can?be?used?with?a?Stimulated?Emission?Depletion?(STED)?superresolu?
tion?microscope.?Then,?we? implemented?a?STED?microscope? in?our? lab?and?compared? the?properties?of?NVN?and?NV?centers? for?
STED? imaging.?We? conclude? that?even? if?nanodiamonds?with?NVN?defects?are? less? intense,? they? can?be?used?as?a? second? color?
nonbleaching?biomarker.?To? illustrate?the?potential?use?of?green?nanodiamonds?as?bio?compatible?probe,?we?superresolved?them?
internalized?into?a?cell?with?STED?microscopy.?
Second,?we?tried?to?work?on?one?of?the?main? limitation? in?STED?nanoscopy:?the? lack?of? information? in?the?axial?direction?within?a?
single? scan.?We?combined?our?home?made?STED?microscope?with?a?Double?Helix?phase?mask? that?modifies? the?detection?point?
spread?function? in?order?to?obtain?axial? localization?of?the?superresolved?emitters.?We?achieved?three?dimensional? localization?of?
nanometric?fluorescent?emitters?but?we?note?that?photobleaching?was?the?main?limitation?of?this?approach?with?organic?dyes.?We?
discussed?different?solutions?to?limit?the?photobleaching?and?their?feasibility.??
We?also?worked?on?a?different?superresolution? technique? that?we?named?Computational?Nonlinear?Saturated? (CNS)?microscopy.?
We?showed?that?with?digital?post? treatment?of? the?acquired?data,?a?nonlinear?photoresponse?can?be?harnessed? to?any?scanning?
microscope?equipped?with?a?camera?detector?to?enhance?the?resolution.?We?demonstrated?that? increasing?the?excitation?power?
and?inducing?fluorescence?saturation,?it?is?possible?to?break?the?diffraction?limit?in?a?conventional?confocal?microscope?(after?data?
post?treatment).?However,?with? this?method,?we?did?not?obtain?a?gain? in? resolution?as?high?as?with?other?superresolution? tech?
niques? involving? fluorescence? saturation,? such?as? saturated? structured? illumination?microscopy.?To?understand? the?origin?of? this?
limitation,?we?carried?out?simulation?to?investigate?the?performance?of?CNS?microscopy?in?noisy?environments?compared?with?wide?
field?techniques.?We?propose?alternative?implementation?and?quantify?the?possible?resolution?gain?with?simulations.?
Finally,?we?demonstrated?how?a?technique,?initially?created?for?optical?microscopy,?can?be?adapted?to?lensless?endoscopic?imaging.?
Recently? in? our? laboratory,? ultrathin? endoscopy? has? been? implemented?with? phase? conjugation? through?multimode? fiber.?We?
demonstrate?how?the?resolution?of?this?endoscopic?imaging?technique?can?be?improved?by?saturated?excitation?and?temporal?mod?
ulation?of?the?excitation?beam.?Moreover,?we?demonstrate?the?presence?of?optical?sectioning?with?this?method.?We?show? image?
contrast?improvement?provided?by?saturated?excitation?sectioning?and?discuss?its?use?in?thick?biological?sample.??
?????????
Microscopy,?superresolution,?stimulated?emission?depletion?microscopy,?double?helix?localization,?confocal?microscopy,?structured?
illumination?microscopy,?endoscopic?imaging,?saturated?excitation?microscopy.?
?
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Les?techniques?de?microscopies?optiques?super?résolues?permettent?des?observations?à?l'échelle?nanométrique?au?delà?de?la?limite?
classique?de?diffraction.?Elles?ouvrent?donc?la?voie,?sans?être?invasives,?à?une?meilleure?compréhension?des?mécanismes?biologiques?
au? niveau?moléculaire.? La? plupart? de? ces?méthodes? d'imagerie? super?résolues? reposent? sur? une? interaction? non?linéaire? entre?
l'intensité?lumineuse?envoyée?à?l'échantillon?et?le?signal?réémis?(en?général?de?fluorescence).??
Dans?ce?cadre,?des?diamants?de?tailles?nanométriques?contenant?des?défauts?fluorescents?très?stables?ont?été?récemment?dévelop?
pés.?En?premier?lieu,?nous?avons?démontré?que?des?nanodiamants?(ND)?verts?avec?des?défauts?azote?lacune?azote?(NVN)?pouvaient?
être?utilisés?avec?un?microscope?à?super?résolution?commercial?de?type?STED?(Stimulated?Emission?Depletion).?Nous?avons?ensuite?
construit?un?microscope?STED?et?comparé? les?propriétés?des?défauts?NVN?avec? les?défauts?azote?lacune? (NV)?qui?ont?été?utilisés?
précédemment?pour?des?images?STED?d'échantillons?biologiques.?Nous?avons?ainsi?démontré?que?bien?que?moins?intenses?que?les?
défauts?NV,?les?défauts?NVN?sont?également?des?marqueurs?appropriés.?
Dans?un?deuxième?temps,?nous?avons?tenté?d'apporter?une?réponse?à?une?des?limitations?inhérente?des?techniques?non?linéaires?
de?microscopie?à?balayage:?le?manque?d'information?sur?la?profondeur?de?l'échantillon?lors?d'un?balayage.?Nous?avons?amélioré?un?
microscope?STED?en?l’équipant?d'un?masque?de?phase?qui?modifie?la?fonction?d'étalement?du?point?afin?d'obtenir?en?un?seul?scan?
une? localisation?axiale?de? l'échantillon?super?résolu? latéralement.? ?Nous?avons?constaté?que? le? la? limitation?principale?de? la?tech?
nique?est?le?photo?blanchiment?avec?les?colorants?organiques.?Nous?proposons?donc?des?alternatives?et?discutons?leur?faisabilité.?
D'autre?part?nous?avons?développé?une?technique?différente?de?microscopie?à?super?résolution?que?nous?avons?baptisé?CNS?(Com?
putational?Nonlinear?Scanning)?microscopy.?Nous?avons?ainsi?démontré?comment?le?post?traitement?des?images?d'un?microscope?à?
balayage?équipé?d'une?détection?à?champs? large?combiné?à?une?photo?réponse?non?linéaire?de? l'échantillon?peut?conduire?à?un?
gain?en?résolution.?Ainsi,? la?simple?augmentation?de? l'intensité?d'excitation?dans?un?microscope?confocal,?entrainant? la?saturation?
de? la?fluorescence?réémise,?permet?d'obtenir?des? images?super?résolues?(après?traitement?des?données).?Cependant,? les?gains?en?
résolution?obtenus?expérimentalement?sont?limités?comparés?par?exemple?à?la?microscopie?à?illumination?structurée?utilisant?éga?
lement? la? saturation? comme?phénomène?non?linéaire.?Pour?déterminer? les? causes?de? cette?observation,?nous?avons?mené?une?
analyse?de?l'influence?du?bruit?sur?la?résolution?obtenu?et?montré?en?quoi?elle?était?inférieure?aux?techniques?d'imagerie?en?champs?
large.?Nous?proposons?des?modifications?de? la? forme?du? faisceau?d'excitation?et?prédisons? les?gains?en?performances?obtenus?à?
travers?des?simulations.???
Enfin,?nous?avons?démontré?qu’une?de?ces? techniques?à? super?résolution?originalement?développée?pour?des?microscopes?clas?
siques?pouvaient?être?utilisée?pour?améliorer?la?résolution?d'imagerie?endoscopique.?Nous?avons?utilisé?la?technique?de?conjugaison?
de?phase?à?travers?une?fibre?multimode?développée?dans?le?laboratoire,?pour?obtenir?un?endoscope?très?fin?sans?lentille.?D'une?part?
nous? présentons? l'amélioration? de? la? résolution? par?modulation? temporel? du? faisceau? d'excitation.?D'autre? part,? nous? rendons?
compte?de? l’obtention?de? coupe?optique? avec? cette?même?méthode.?Nous?démontrons? l’amélioration?du? contraste?d’imagerie?
grâce?à?la?coupe?optique?puis?nous?discutons?ses?possibilités?réelles?d’applications?dans?des?échantillons?biologiques?épais.?
??????????
Microscopie,?super?résolution,?microscopie?à?déplétion?par?émission?stimulée,?fonction?d’étalement?du?point?en?forme?de?double?
hélice,?microscopie?confocale,?microscopie?à?illumination?structurée,?imagerie?endoscopique,?microscopie?à?excitation?saturée.?
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Optical?microscopy?is?regarded?as?one?of?the?most?important?tools?in?science?history.?Indeed,?important?discoveries?in?various?disci?
plines?resulted?from?the?visualization?of?the?fine?structures?that?are?invisible?to?the?naked?eye.?These?discoveries?led?to?significant,?
scientific,?economic?and?cultural?progress?throughout?history.?For?example,?in?the?18th?century?the?visualization?of?cells?and?bacteria?
led?to?great?progress?in?medicine?[1].?During?the?same?period,?the?identification?and?classification?of?fungi?was?the?first?step?towards?
crop?protection?from?fungal?pathogens?and?towards?the?isolation?of?penicillin?[2].?During?the?19th?century,?microscope?observation?
was?the?main?instrument?for?mineralogy?and?the?control?of?polarization?led?to?the?identification?of?mineral?internal?composition?[3].?
The?progress?of?modern?research?drives?a?never?ending?quest?for?higher?resolution?and?deeper?observation.?In?the?last?two?decades?
the?diffraction? limit?has?been? surpassed? in?optical?microscopy.?Thanks? to? superresolution? fluorescence?microscopy,?current? light?
microscopes?allow?for?the?dynamic?observation?of?relatively?large?structures?like?cells?assemblies?with?the?visualization?of?molecular?
organization?at? the?nanoscale.?Thus,? superresolution?microscopy? is?an?active? research? field? that? is?growing?because?optical,?na?
nometer?resolution? imaging? is?providing? important? insights?about?various?biological?systems?and?will? lead? in?the?future?to?further?
major?advances.?
On?the?advantages?of?far?field?optical?superresolution?microscopy.?
When?confronted?with? the? theoretical? limit? imposed?by?diffraction,? researchers? first?opted? for? the?obvious? solution.? In?order? to?
improve?the?resolution,?the?wavelength?was?decreased,?and?visible?light?was?ultimately?replaced?by?an?electron?beam?to?probe?the?
sample.?The?Transmission?Electron?Microscope? (TEM)?and? then? the?Scanning?Electron?Microscope? (SEM)?were?developed? in? the?
1930’s?not?long?after?realizing?the?wave?nature?of?electrons.?Owing?to?the?electron?wavelength?(~nm),?electron?microscopes?reveal?
atomic?organization?of?the?materials?and?some?subcellular?structures?with?accuracy?going?to?the?angstrom?range?(Figure?1?1?(a)).?In?
the?1980’s?different?approaches?were?developed?to?observe?beyond?the?diffraction?limit?without?directly?using?a?wave,?but?by?prob?
ing?the?sample?with?an?ultra?thin?solid?tip.?Within?this?group?are?Atomic?Force?Microscopy?(AFM),?scanning?tunneling?microscopy?
(STM)?and?Scanning?Near?Field?Optical?Microscopy?(SNOM).?AFM?and?STM?measure?the?interaction?between?the?tip?and?the?sample,?
respectively?the?contact?forces?and?the?tunneling?current,?to?image?the?property?of?the?sample?at?the?tip.?SNOM?uses?the?evanes?
cent? light?wave?at?the?end?of?a?fiber?tip.?The?resolution?obtained?with?those?techniques? is?related?to?the?size?of?the?tip,?AFM?and?
STM?provide?typical?resolution?in?the?angstrom?range?while?SNOM?resolution?is?in?the?nanometer?range?(Figure?1?1?(b?c))?[4].?
?
Figure?1?1:?Examples?of?microscopy?methods?breaking?the?optical?diffraction?limit.?(a)?Scanning?electron?microscopy?image?of?TiO2?(Courtesy?of?M.?
Hashemi?LO?EPFL)? (b?c)?Scanning?probe?microscopy? images.? (b)?AFM? images?of?nanocellulose? fibers? (Wikipedia,?public?domain)? (c)?SNOM?Topo?
graphical?images?of?DNA?molecules?deposited?onto?mica?surface.?Single?strand?parts?of?DNA?can?be?differentiated?of?double?stranded?DNA?and?are?
highlighted?with?red?circles.?(Courtesy?of?Dr.?S.?K.?Sekatskii,?LPMV?EPFL.).?Scale?bars?are?500?nm.?
However,?the?very?high?resolution?obtained?with?all?those?nanoscopy?imaging?techniques?comes?with?strong?restrictions.?Electron?
microscopes? impose?strong? limitations?on? the?sample?preparation? that?complicate? the?observation?of?organic?samples?and,?until?
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recently,?precluded?the?observation?of?live?imaging?[5].??SNOM,?STM?and?AFM?techniques?are?delivering?very?accurate?surface?pro?
file?of?various?samples?but?they?remain?limited?to?the?imaging?of?single?interfaces?and?do?not?provide?volumetric?images?(Figure?1?1?
(b)).??
State?of?the?art?in?superresolution?microscopy.?
The?past?two?decades?have?seen?the?development?of?far?field?optical?microscopy?methods?that?have?overcome?the?diffraction?limit.?
All?together,?these?techniques,?usually?referred?to?as?“superresolution?microscopy”,?were?recognized?as?an?important?breakthrough?
with?the?awarding?of?the?2014?Nobel?Prize?for?chemistry.?The?main?superresolution?techniques?are?Stimulated?Emission?Depletion?
(STED)?microscopy?[6],?Structured?Illumination?Microscopy?(SIM)?[7],?Photo?Activated?Localization?Microscopy?(PALM)?[8]?and?STo?
chastical?Optical?Reconstruction?Microscopy?(STORM)?[9](Figure?1?2).?All?these?techniques?rely?on?the?same?concept:?as?the?minimal?
pattern?size?of? the?excitation? light? is? limited?by?diffraction,? further? resolution? improvement?must?come? from? the? interaction?be?
tween?the? light?and?the?sample.? In?consequence?most?of?these?methods?use? fluorescent? labelling?and? improve?the?resolution?by?
modifying?the?fluorescence?emission.?For? instance,?STED?drives?the?fluorophores?to?their?ground?state?by?stimulated?emission?ex?
cept?at?a?central?point,?thus?confining?the?observation?volume?to?a?subdiffraction?sized?voxel.?PALM?and?STORM?are?based?on?the?
sequential?activation?of?single?fluorescent?molecules.?The? individual?emitters?are?precisely? localized?sequentially?and?the? image? is?
reconstructed?in?a?pointillistic?way.?On?the?other?hand,?SIM?does?not?rely?on?light?matter?interaction,?but?exploits?frequency?mixing?
between?the?spatial?frequencies?of?the?sample?and?the?patterned?illumination.?The?detected?image?is?then?demodulated?to?extract?
the?sub?diffraction?sample?details.?
The?possibility?of?visualizing?a?sample?with?about?one?order?of?magnitude?resolution?enhancement?over?conventional?light?micros?
copy?has?led?to?numerous?discoveries?and?applications,?particularly?in?the?life?sciences.?Numerous?studies?have?refined?our?under?
standing?of? intra?cellular?structures,? in?mitochondria? ,?the?nucleus?or?organelles?[10].?They?have?confirmed?previous?observations?
made?with?electronic?microscopy?and?have?revealed?new?information?thanks?to?the?specificity?of?fluorescent?labeling?and?the?ability?
to? image? live? cells.?The?distribution?and?dynamics?of? synaptic?proteins?have?also?been?widely? studied?providing? insight? into? the?
organization?of?proteins?in?the?presynaptic?zone?and?around?the?dendritic?spines?[10,11].?Another?prominent?example?of?superreso?
lution?microscopy?application? is? the?analysis?of? lipid?protein? interaction? in?plasma?membrane?[10,11].?With? a? lower? impact,? the?
principles?of?superresolution?microscopy?have?been?applied?to?different?fields,?for?example?to?improve?photolithography?fabrication?
resolution?[12].??
?
Figure?1?2?Examples?of?superresolution?imaging.?Courtesy?of?Bioimaging?&?Optics?platform,?EPFL.?The?same?labelled?cytoplasm?microtubules?imaged?
successively?with?wide?field?microscopy?(a),?structured?illumination?microscopy?(b)?and?stochastical?optical?reconstruction?microscopy?(c).?
Nevertheless,?superresolution?microscopy,?or?nanoscopy,? is?still?young?and?has?continued?to?show?significant? improvement? in?the?
last?few?years.?For?example,?PALM,?STED?and?SIM?were?initially?used?for?lateral?resolution?enhancement,?but?each?of?them?has?been?
modified?to?enable?three?dimensional?superresolved?imaging?[13–15].?Also,?several?works?have?recently?been?presented?to?acceler?
ate?image?acquisition?speed,?by?technical?refinement?[16]?or?with?focused?illumination?parallelization?[17–20].?Recent?publications?
have?also?focused?on?the?imaging?depth?improvement?by?the?use?of?nondiffracting?beams?[21],?nonlinear?excitation?[22]?and?adap?
tive?optics?[23].?
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Future?progress?relies?on?the?development?of?new?probes?with?smaller?size?and?more?precise?control?of?the?photophysical?charac?
teristics?for?more?precise?labelling??[10,24].?Progress?also?depends?on?new?instrumental?designs?to?address?the?current?limitations.?
The?existing?methods?are?complementary?as?each?offers?advantages?and?disadvantages.?However,? further? improvements? to? the?
nanoscopy?methods?are?yet?to?come.?The?resolution?needs?to?be?improved?beyond?the?current?performance?(20?to?40nm?in?biologi?
cal?samples).?The?discrepancy?between?lateral?and?axial?resolution?should?be?reduced?for?isotropic?three?dimensional?imaging.?Also,?
both?biological?and?material?science?would?benefit? from?superresolution? imaging?at? increased?depth? to?resolve? thin?details?deep?
inside?the?samples.?Finally,?the?time?resolution?must?be?improved?to?capture?dynamic?biological?events?in?a?sufficient?field?of?view,?
which?would?provide?environmental?context?and?enrich?data?interpretation.?
In?a?more?general?perspective,?optical?microscopy?is?an?important?tool?because?it?is?the?non?invasive?observation?method?with?the?
highest?resolution?available?up?to?date.?However?in?order?to?understand?the?entire?ensemble?macroscopic?behaviors,?conventional?
microscopy?is?often?insufficient.?A?deeper?understanding?is?only?possible?by?observing?at?the?molecular?level,?which?call?for?nanos?
copy.?
Outline:?
In?this?thesis?we?study?and?implement?different?scanning?methods?that?break?the?diffraction?limit,?each?of?them?conveying?a?specific?
advantage?compared?to?existing?techniques.??
In?all?superresolution?techniques,?the?achievable?resolution? is? intrinsically?connected?to?the?signal?to?noise?ratio.?This?means?that?
the?strategies?to?further? improve?the?resolution? involve?the?development?of?fluorescent?probes?able?to?deliver?more?photons?be?
fore?bleaching.?In?Chapter?2,?we?propose?and?characterize?a?novel?type?of?fluorescent? label?for?nanoscopy:?diamond?nanocrystals?
containing?Nitrogen?Vacancy?Nitrogen?(NVN)?defects.?Indeed,?lattice?defects?in?diamond?crystal?have?been?identified?as?interesting?
fluorescence? sources? thanks? to? their?uniquely?high? resistance? to?photobleaching?[25].?A? single? type?of?point?defect,?namely? the?
Nitrogen?Vacancy?(NV)?defect?has?been?used?with?STED?microscopy.?Thanks?to?the?absence?of?photobleaching,?it?was?imaged?with?
resolution?down?to?5.8?nm?[26].?These?NV?centers?emit?red?light,?however,?many?others?crystal?defects?with?many?different?colors?
are?present?in?diamonds?but?have?remained?unused?in?superresolution?microscopy.?They?all?share?the?same?outstanding?photore?
sistance?but?exhibit?different?fluorescent?properties?and?their?compatibility?with?superresolution?microscopy?has?not?been?investi?
gated.?Moreover,?a?second?color?diamond?probe?would?open?the?door?for?two?color?superresolution?imaging?at?very?fine?resolution?
(below?20nm)?or?long?term?colocalization?superresolution?studies.?With?this?goal?in?mind,?we?analyze?the?photophysical?property?of?
NVN?defects? that?emit?green? light.?We?show? that?NVN?centers?are?perfectly?compatible?with?STED?microscopy?and?we?measure?
resolution? improvement?with?the?green?fluorescent?defects.?The?embedment?of?color?centers? into?nanocrystals?has?also?recently?
opened?the?door?for?their?use?as?a?biological?label.?To?demonstrate?the?potential?of?NVN?containing?nanodiamonds?as?a?nonbleach?
ing?probe?for?biological?imaging,?we?imaged?in?vitro?fluorescent?particles?up?taken?into?a?cancerous?cell.?
Superresolution?methods?like?conventional?light?microscopy?do?not?exhibit?three?dimension?isotropic?resolution:?they?suffer?from?a?
degraded?axial?resolution?compared?with?the?lateral?one.?It?is?especially?true?for?conventional?STED?imaging?where?the?resolution?is?
enhanced?only?in?the?lateral?dimension?and?the?axial?one?remains?dictated?by?diffraction.?In?Chapter?3,?we?record?images?with?iso?
tropic? information?in?three?dimension?by?combining?STED?imaging?and?a?double?helix?point?spread?function?axial?localization?[27].?
The? technique?does? not?provide? axial? resolution? improvement? as? has? been? demonstrated?with? three? dimensional? STED?[15]? or?
PALM?[9].?However,?this?method?is?well?suited?for?cases?where?a?sample?is?resolved?with?lateral?STED?and?confocal?sectioning.?The?
high? resolution? three?dimensional? images?are?obtained?by?post?processing?after?a? single? lateral? scan?acquisition.?Thus,? in?axially?
sparse?samples,? the? technique?has? the?potential? for? isotropic? imaging,? faster?acquisition?and?consequently? lower?phototoxic?side?
effects?compared?with?three?dimensional?scanning?techniques.?As?the?method?relies?on?scanning?acquisition?with?an?imaging?sensor?
(a?camera),?the?actual?speed?is?still?limited?by?the?speed?of?available?sensors.?We?discuss?the?current?limitations?in?term?of?photo?
bleaching?together?with?the?potential?improvement?with?a?fast?camera?sensor.?
In?Chapter?4?we?present?a?method?that?uses?the?SIM?mechanism?of?resolution?enhancement?but?uses?focused?illumination.?In?fact,?
as?we?discussed?above,?SIM?was?one?of?the?pioneering?superresolution?methods.?In?its?linear?implementation,?SIM?results?in?a?reso?
lution?enhancement?of?a? factor?of? two?[7],?but? it?exhibits?a?higher? resolving?power?when?combined?with?nonlinear? fluorescence?
saturation?[28].?Despite? its?potential?advantage?in?terms?of?speed?due?to?wide?field?detection,?the?difficulty?to?project?very?stable?
and?precise?sinusoidal?fringes?over?the?entire?field?of?view?has?limited?its?popularity?compared?to?STED?or?PALM.?Recently,?exploit?
ing?a?similar?principle?as?SIM?as?described? in?[29,30],?the?same?resolution?doubling?has?been?demonstrated? in?scanning?microsco?
py?[31].?This?renewed?interest?has?been?motivated?by?the?simplicity?of?the?method:?by?only?using?a?camera?detector?in?a?standard?
confocal?microscope,?resolution?gain?could?be?obtained?with?digital?post?treatment.?Several?publications?have?very?recently?shown?
the?potential?of?the?method?for?biological?sample?imaging?after?improvement?of?the?acquisition?speed?by?parallelization?[19,20]?and?
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of?the?contrast?by?two?photon?excitation?[19].?However,? like? linear?SIM?all?those?studies?remained? limited?to?an?enhancement? in?
resolution?by?a?factor?2,?while?saturated?SIM?has?been?demonstrated?to?reach?much?higher?resolution?improvement?[28].?In?Chap?
ter?4,?we?show?how? it? is?possible? to?harness? the?saturated?SIM?principle? in?confocal?microscopy?by?using?a?different?post? treat?
ment?[32].?We?demonstrate? resolution?enhancement?above?a? factor?of? two?obtained?by?only?post?processing?a? scanning? image?
acquired?with?a?camera?detector.?We?also? investigate?the?theoretical?resolution? limit?with?this?method?and?whether?a?resolution?
improvement?comparable?to?saturated?SIM?can?be?obtained.?
In?Chapter?5?we?present? the?use?of? fluorescence? saturation? for?ultrathin?endoscopy? imaging.? Indeed,?optical? resolution? imaging?
deep?inside?scattering?media?(especially?biological?tissues?for?medical?investigations)?is?still?a?major?challenge.?Scattering?distortions?
and? out? of? focus? fluorescence? complicates?microscopic? imaging,? especially? superresolution? imaging.? Recent? progress? has? been?
made? to? increase? imaging?depth?with?adaptive?optics,? for?example?depletion?beam?aberrations?have?been?dynamically? correct?
ed?[23]?and?alternative?methods?like?speckle?scanning?using?the?memory?effect?have?been?demonstrated?[33,34].?However?all?those?
techniques?limit?the?imaging?depth?to?a?few?millimeters?at?most.?The?only?existing?solution?to?imaging?deeper?with?very?high?resolu?
tion? is?then?pretty?basic:?to?use?an?endoscope?to?guide?the? light?through?the?scattering?medium?and?get?closer?to?the?part?to?be?
imaged.?The?trade?off?is?then?different.?Roughly,?a?larger?endoscope?provides?better?resolution,?but?it?is?more?invasive?to?the?pene?
trated?tissue?(usually?human).?In?Chapter?5,?we?adapt?a?microscopy?method?to?ultrathin?(and?thus?minimally?invasive)?fiber?based?
endoscopy?[35]? in?order? to? improve? the? resolution.? The?method,? called? Saturated? Excitation?Microscopy? (SAX)? consists? in?using?
fluorescence?saturation?(as?Computational?Nonlinear?Scanning?microscopy?in?Chapter?4)?combined?with?temporal?modulation?and?
demodulation?of?the?fluorescence?to?enhance?the?resolution.??We?show?how?a?0.5?micron?resolution?can?be?obtained?with?200??m?
diameter?endoscopes.?In?addition,?we?demonstrate?that?saturation?excitation?endoscopy?also?results?in?optical?sectioning?that?can?
dramatically?improve?the?contrast?of?the?images.?
Hence,?each?of? the?methods? I? investigated? realizes?of?a? specific?advantage? in? term?of? speed,?precision?or? imaging?depth.?These?
methods?are?our?contribution? to? the?quest? for?a? live,? inexpensive?and?versatile?optical? imaging?method?at? the?nanometer?scale,?
before?new?breakthroughs,?perhaps?from?novel?concept?like?quantum?imaging?[36,37]?or?plasmonic?imaging?[38–40].??
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In? this?chapter,?after? introducing?a? few?basic?optical?microscopy? fundamental?concepts,?we?describe?how?nonlinear?scanning?mi?
croscopy?can?break? the?classical?diffraction? limit.?As?an?example,?we?detail? the?principle?and? implementation?of?one?of? the?most?
popular?nonlinear?scanning? techniques,? i.e.?STED?microscopy.?The?experiments?were?performed?with?Fluorescent?Nanodiamonds?
(FNDs),?which?have?the?distinct?advantage?of?not?photobleaching.?Therefore,?the?performance?of?the?STED?method?is?limited?only?
by?the?available?power?and?imperfections?of?the?optical?system.?We?used?a?home?built?system?with?770?nm?wavelength?laser?light?
for?depletion.?The?maximum?resolution?was?measured?with?Nitrogen?Vacancy? (NV)?FNDs?to?be?about?50?nm,?which? is? typical? for?
CW?STED?with? the? level?of?power?used.?Currently,? STED? imaging? is? the? reference? technique? for? superresolution? in? fluorescence?
scanning?microscopy,?so?this?study?provides?a?point?of?comparison?for?the?different?studies?described?in?this?thesis.?Moreover,?we?
demonstrated?for?the?first?time?the?use?of?Nitrogen?Vacancy?Nitrogen?(NVN)?defect?in?diamond?that?emits?green?fluorescence?with?
STED?microscopy.?We? characterized? the?performance?of?green?FNDs? for?STED? imaging?and? investigated? its?possible?use?as?a?bi?
omarker.?The?green?FNDs?are?shown?to?have?similar?luminescence?characteristics?to?the?widely?used?red?FNDs?but?the?brightness?is?
presently?limited?by?the?defect?concentration.?
???? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
To?quantify?the?performance?of?a?microscope?it?is?common?to?determine?its?Point?Spread?Function?(PSF),?which?is?the?response?of?
the?imaging?system?to?a?point?object.?Any?object?can?then?be?regarded?as?a?superposition?of?point?sources?and?its?image?through?
the?microscope?can?be?described?as?the?sum?over?the?contribution?from?each?point.?In?an?ideal,?aberration?free?imaging?system,?this?
corresponds?mathematically?to?a?convolution.?Thus,?the?image?Im(x,y)?produced?by?a?microscope?of?an?object?Obj(x,y)?can?be?writ?
ten:?
??? ? ? ? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ?
x y Obj x y PSF x x y y dx dy
Obj x y PSF x y
? ?
?? ??
? ? ? ?
? ?
? ? ? Equation?2?1?
?
The?convolution?by? the?PSF?blurs? the?object.?Therefore,?a?sharper?PSF? (minimal?spread)?provides?an? image?closer? to? the?object.?
There?are?different? types?of?microscopes?with?different? imaging?modalities.?The? idea?of?scanning?microscopy? is? to? illuminate? the?
sample?by?a?focused?spot?of?light?and?to?detect?its?response?to?light?excitation?(e.g.?fluorescence?or?backscattering).?By?moving?the?
focused?spot?at?different?points?on?the?sample?and?recording?the?signal,?an? image? is?created.?The?spatial?resolution?of?the? image?
depends?on?the?size?of?the?probe?that? is?used?to?scan?the?object.?For?example,? in?atomic?force?microscopy?the?object? is?scanned?
with?a? tip.?A? thinner? tip?provides?higher? resolution.?Similarly,? in? far? field?optical?microscopy,?high? resolution?can?be?obtained?by?
using?a?narrow?illumination?spot.?The?purpose?of?the?STED?method?is?to?reduce?the?size?of?the?probe?beam?below?the?classical?dif?
fraction? limit.?However,? light? is?a?wave?and? the?diffraction? imposes? the?minimal?size?of? the? light?spot? that?can?be?obtained.? In?a?
typical?microscope,?the?light?is?focused?by?an?objective?lens.?The?light?distribution?in?the?focal?plane?of?a?circularly?symmetric?and?
aberration?free?lens?is?given?by?[41]?(p485?491):?
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?
?
Figure?2?1?Resolution?limit?in?scanning?microscopy.?(a)?A?light?beam?is?focused?by?a?lens:?diffraction?from?the?edge?of?the?aperture?of?the?lens?results?
in?spreading?of?the?focused?spot.?(b)?The?intensity?profile?of?the?spot?obtained?at?the?focus?of?an?ideal?lens?with?a?circular?aperture?is?known?as?the?
Airy?pattern.?Its?size?(generally?characterize?with?the?Full?Width?Half?Maximum?(FWHM))?is?limited?by?diffraction?and?is?dependent?on?the?numerical?
aperture?of?the?lens?and?the?wavelength?of?the?light.?
This?classical?result?(Equation?2?2)?for?the?focal?distribution?intensity?follows?from?the?Debye?and?paraxial?approximation?(Appendix?
A).?As?a?result,?it?is?not?exact?for?a?high?numerical?aperture?but?it?still?provides?a?good?qualitative?description?to?present?the?perfor?
mance?of?optical?scanning?microscopy?(Appendix?A).?In?this?section,?we?will?consider?a?conventional?scanning?microscope,?where?all?
the?light?is?collected?for?every?object?point?(as?opposed?to?confocal?microscopy,?for?instance).?In?this?way?the?optical?systems?that?
implements?the?collection?does?not?contribute?significantly?to?the?image?resolution?and?the?PSF?of?the?imaging?system?is?the?excita?
tion?PSF.?In?other?words,?the?excitation?beam?itself?is?given?by?Equation?2?2,?since?we?are?considering?here?fluorescence?imaging,?we?
use?the?intensity?PSF.?The?intensity?map?of?the?beam?and?its?profile?are?displayed?in?Figure?2?1.?
The?resolution?is?the?ability?of?a?microscope?to?distinguish?emitters?close?to?each?other.?It?can?be?defined?as?the?minimal?distance?
between?two?fluorophores?that?can?be?separated?through?the?imaging?system.?The?most?common?criterion?is?the?Rayleigh?one:?it?
stands?that?under?typical?imaging?condition?two?point?emitters?are?resolved?when?the?first?diffraction?minimum?of?the?image?of?one?
point?source?coincides?with?the?maximum?of?the?other.?Another?reasonable?approximation?(that?takes? into?account?the?shape?of?
the?PSF)?is?to?consider?that?the?resolution?limit?corresponds?to?the?full?width?half?maximum?of?the?imaging?PSF.?The?intensity?profile?
given?by?Equation?2?2? is? just?a?scaled?version?of?the?Airy? formula?that?results? from?diffraction?by?a?circular?aperture.?So,?the?Full?
Width?Half?Maximum?(FWHM)?and?the?position?first?lateral?node?(r0)?are?given?by:??
? ??? ? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ? ??r F W H MN A N A
? ?? ? ? ? ? Equation?2?3?
?
However,?using?the?separation?of?two?probes?in?the?definition?of?resolution?leads?to?confusion?because?it?depends?on?the?imaging?
conditions,?especially?on?the?Signal?to?Noise?Ratio?(SNR).?It?also?requires?an?arbitrary?criterion?to?define?the?resolution,?as?for?exam?
ple?the?one?given?in?Eq.?2?3.?An?alternate?way?to?quantify?the?resolving?power?of?a?microscope?is?to?consider?the?Fourier?Transform?
of?the?PSF,?the?so?called?Optical?Transfer?Function?(OTF).?Analysis?in?the?spatial?frequency?domain?allows?consideration?of?the?action?
of?the?imaging?system?in?terms?of?frequency?filtering?and?is?sometimes?easier?to?interpret.?Figure?2?2?displays?the?lateral?OTF?of?an?
optical?scanning?microscope?both?in?linear?and?logarithmic?scales.?
?
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Figure?2?2?An?imaging?system?acts?as?a?low?pass?filter?in?the?spatial?frequency?domain.(a)?The?systems?impulse?response:?the?point?spread?function.?
In?the?case?of?a?scanning?microscope?the?image?of?a?point?source?is?the?excitation?focus?itself.?The?intensity?profile?of?the?focused?spot?is?given?by?
Equation?2?2.?(b)?The?Fourier?transform?of?the?PSF?called?the?optical?transfer?function.?The?profile?of?the?OTF,?shows?that?the?spatial?frequencies?
transmitted?by?the?system?are?more?and?more?attenuated?up?to?the?cut?off?frequency?(fc).?Above?fc?no? information? is?transmitted.?(c)?The?OTF? in?
logarithmic?scale?allows?us?to?visualize?the?cut?off?frequency.?Outside?of?the?blue?circle,?the?optical?system?does?not?transmit?the?spatial?frequencies?
it?is?the?absolute?resolution?limit.?However,?close?to?the?cut?off?the?OTF?amplitude?values?are?low:?the?green?circle?indicates?the?spatial?frequency?
that?corresponds? to? the? resolution? limit?according? to? the?Rayleigh?criterion???? ? ????? ????
?? ? ???? ??? ?.?The?criterion? is?more?severe? than? the?
absolute?cut?off?limit,?so?fr?is?bellow?fc?.?
It?can?be?seen?in?Figure?2?2?that?the?microscope?acts?as?a?low?pass?filter?by?transmitting?the?spatial?frequencies?only?up?to?a?cut?off?frequency.?In?
the?spatial?frequency?domain,?it?is?easier?to?see?the?absolute?performance?limit?of?the?imaging?system:?no?information?is?transmitted?above?the?cut?
off?frequency.?It?corresponds?to?a?physical?limit?of?the?lens?which?restricts?the?angle?transmitted?to?those?within?the?numerical?aperture.?This?angular?
limit?is?difficult?to?visualize?in?the?spatial?domain.?Obviously?the?PSF?and?OTF?description?are?strictly?equivalent.?The?amplitude?value?of?the?OTF?
shows?to?what?extent?the?transmitted?frequencies?are?attenuated?which?in?practice?limits?the?attainable?frequency.?The?resolution?will?be?then?
given?by?the?minimum?detectable?amplitude?value?of?the?OTF.?The?green?circle?in?Figure?2?2c?shows?the?spatial?frequency?that?corresponds?to?the?
Rayleigh?resolution?criterion.?
???? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????
???
In?the?previous?paragraph,?we?stated?that?the?achievable?resolution? in?a?scanning?microscope? is?directly?related?to?the?numerical?
aperture?of?the?focusing?objective?and?is?thus?limited?by?diffraction?from?the?aperture.?We?assumed?that?the?sample?photoresponse?
(fluorescence?signal)?was?proportional?to?the?excitation?intensity.?Therefore,?the?excitation?PSF?was?equal?to?the?focused?excitation?
beam?itself.?In?far?field?scanning?microscopy,?the?solution?to?breaking?the?diffraction?limit?involves?changing?the?photoresponse?of?
the?signal?to?make?it?nonlinear.?Indeed,?if?the?fluorescence?sample?response?to?the?excitation?intensity?is?non?linear?it?creates?har?
monics?of?the?spatial?frequencies?present?in?the?illumination?PSF.?These?harmonics?can?have?spatial?frequencies?higher?than?the?cut?
off? frequency? imposed?by?diffraction?and?extend? the?spatial? frequency?content?of? the?effective?PSF?and?as?a? result? improve? the?
resolution.??
Here,?the?Fourier?domain?enables?an?easy?visualization.?The?insets?in?Figure?2?3(a?d)?show?several?possible?shapes?of?focused?illumi?
nation.?They?have?been?generated?as?linear?combinations?of?high?order?Bessel?beams?(exact?solution?of?the?non?paraxial?Helmholtz?
equation?[42]).?In?Figure?2?3,?it?is?clear?that?for?any?PSF?spatial?distribution?the?frequency?content?remains?limited?within?the?cutoff?
frequency?(blue?circle),?which?is?the?physical?limit?of?the?imaging?system.?Experimentally,?this?circular?boundary?would?correspond?
to?the?back?aperture?of?the?microscope?objective.???
However,?if?a?nonlinear?transformation?can?be?applied?to?the?intensity?PSF,?the?corresponding?cut?off?frequency?varies.?The?simplest?
example?is?to?consider?the?fundamental?focused?spot?(inset,?Figure?2?3(a)),?raised?to?the?power?two?(Figure?2?3(g)).?The?correspond?
ing?OTF?to?the?squared?PSF?is?the?auto?convolution?of?the?fundamental?one.?Thus,?the?cut?off?frequency?is?multiplied?by?two?(Figure?
2?3(h)).?Physically,? this?case?corresponds? to?a? two?photon?microscope? in?which? the?sample? is?excited?when? two?photons?are?ab?
sorbed? together,?so? the? fluorescence?emission? is?proportional? to? the?excitation? intensity?squared.? In?a?more?general?case,? if? the?
fluorescence? rate? is?proportional? to?a?nonlinear? function?of? the?mth?degree,?as? the? real? space?product? corresponds? to?a?Fourier?
space?convolution?it?inserts?m?times?larger?frequency?in?the?corresponding?effective?OTF.? 
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Figure?2?3?Visualization?of?the?limit?of?diffraction?in?the?Fourier?domain.(a?d)?Various?PSFs?(insets)?and?their?corresponding?OTFs.?In?(a),?(b),?(c)?and?
(d)?the?PSFs?are?respectively?generated?as?a?focused?beam?(Airy?pattern?Equation?2?2),?a?zero?order?Bessel?beam,?a?superposition?of?higher?order?
Bessel?beams?(l?=?+3?and?–3)?and?another?higher?order?Bessel?beam?superposition?(l?=?1?and?3).?For?the?different?PSFs?with?different?shapes?and?thus?
different?Fourier?transforms,?the?cut?off?frequency?remains? identical?given?by?the?numerical?aperture?of?the?system?and?bound?to?diffraction?(the?
blue?circle? indicates?the?cut?off?frequency?(fc)).?(e?h)?Non?linear?microscopy?breaks?the?diffraction? limit.?(e?f)?Resulting?PSF?when?the?fluorescence?
sample?saturates?under?high?excitation?and?the?corresponding?OTF.?(g?h)?Resulting?PSF?when?two?photon?absorption?fluorescence?is?used?and?the?
corresponding?OTF.?The?two?non?linear?photoresponse?mechanism?(saturation?and?two?photon?absorption)?leads?to?a?broader?OTF,?exceeding?the?
linear?cut?off?frequency.?Thus,?a?nonlinear?fluorescence?response?creates?higher?frequencies?information?and?allows?to?improve?the?resolution.?All?
the?PSF?figures?are?normalized?and?shown?with?a?linear?scale,?while?all?the?OTF?are?shown?with?a?logarithmic?scale?with?a?130?dB?range?(that’s?why?
the?saturated?OTF?does?not?appear?infinite).?
In?two?photon?microscopy?the?gain?in?resolution?is?immediate.?As?it?can?be?observed?in?Figure?2?3(g),?the?extended?frequency?con?
tent?in?the?OTF?results?in?a?narrower?PSF?and?a?gain?in?resolution?by?a?factor????[43].?However,?this?is?specific?to?this?type?of?nonlin?
earity?and?this?shape?of?PSF.?Another?way?to?obtain?a?nonlinear?object?response?emission?rate?to?the?illumination?is?to?increase?the?power?
so?much?that?the?ground?state?of?the?fluorophore?becomes?depleted,?or?in?other?words?the?fluorescence?signal?saturates.?The?fluo?
rescence?saturation,?as?any?nonlinear?relation,?increases?the?width?of?the?OTF.?Fluorescence?saturation?is?a?non?polynomial?nonlin?
earity?so?it?has?an?infinite?number?of?Taylor?series?terms?(more?details?in?Chapter?5,?Appendix?B?and?Appendix?H).?In?consequence,?as?can?
be?observed? in?Figure?2?3(f),?the?cut?off?frequency? increases?much?more?than?for?two?photon?absorption.?However,?fluorescence?
saturation?results?in?a?broader?PSF?(Figure?2?3(e)),?which?leads?to?degraded?images.?This?is?the?reason?why?it?has?been?avoided?for?a?
long?time? in?microscopy? instrumentation?[43].?Nevertheless,?even? if? it? is?hidden? in?the?PSF? lobes,?higher?resolution? information? is?
still?present?and?can?be?extracted.?As?proposed?in?[44],?one?way?is?to?use?a?vortex?beam?with?a?donut?shape.?The?saturation?then?
reduces?the?size?of?the?central?node?(the?potential?resolution?gain?can?be?visualize?with?the?narrowing?of?this?donut?valley,?Figure?
2?4(c)).?As? it?can?be?observed? in?Figure?2?4,?a?negative? image?with?dark?spots?whose?size? is?below?the?resolution? limit?can?be?ob?
tained?(Figure?2?4)?and?be?reversed?by?deconvolution?if?the?sample?is?sparse?enough(Figure?2?4(d)).??
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Figure?2?4?Breaking? the?diffraction? limit? in?nonlinear?scanning?microscopy:?a?single?beam?experimental?demonstration.? (a)?Linear? (low?excitation?
power)?image?of?10nm?fluorescent?particles?immobilized?on?a?glass?slide.?(b)?Saturated?(high?excitation?power???10mW,?focused?with?a?1.4NA?objec?
tive)?scanning? image?with?a?donut?shaped?excitation?beam.?The?gain? in?resolution? is?visible?on?the?particles?pointed?with?the?arrow.?On?the? linear?
image?the?two?particles?cannot?be?distinguish?while?two?dark?spots?are?visible?on?the?saturated?one.?(c)?Intensity?profile?along?the?two?the?dashed?
lines?on?(a)?and?(b).?It?also?illustrate?the?resolution?gain?with?saturation:?the?FWHM?of?the?saturated?donut?beam?valley?(110nm)?is?smaller?than?the?
FWHM?of?the?conventional?linear?focused?beam?(240nm).?(Because,?the?saturated?PSF?contains?higher?spatial?frequencies)?(d)?Direct?deconvolution?
of?the?image?(b).?The?two?particles?pointed?by?the?arrow,?invisible?in?the?linear?image,?are?now?resolved.?All?the?scale?bars?are?1??m.?
?
We?stated?that?a?nonlinear?mechanism?is?a?fundamental?requirement?to?overcome?the?diffraction?limit.?However,?a?large?part?of?the?
literature?is?dedicated?to?methods?that?improve?the?resolution?by?a?factor?of?two?without?a?nonlinear?mechanism.?The?most?famous?
example?is?structured?illumination?microscopy?(SIM).??At?first?glance?the?two?statements?seem?to?be?in?conflict?but?there?is?no?con?
tradiction.? Indeed,?SIM?methods?all?use? two?different? imaging?systems,?one? for? illumination?and?one? for? the?detection.?Both? the?
collection?and? the?detection?PSFs?remain? fundamentally? limited?by?diffraction?as?we?described?previously,?but? their?combination?
doubles?the?maximum?spatial?frequency?of?the?equivalent?PSF?and?as?a?result?the?resolution.?Under?this?category,?within?scanning?
microscopy,?confocal?microscopy??[45,46],?subtraction?microscopy??[47,48]?or?tomographic?microscopy??[49]?have?all?been?demon?
strated?to?improve?the?resolution?by?a?factor?of?two.?
Thus,?linear?methods?remain?fundamentally?limited?to?a?factor?of?two?improvement?in?resolution.?To?completely?break?the?resolu?
tion? limit? in?microscopy?and?envisage?higher?gain? in?resolution,?nonlinear?response? is?the?fundamental?requirement.?Any?nonlinear?
mechanism?can?potentially?be?exploited.?For?instance,?the?metastable?dark?state?of?nitrogen?vacancies?in?diamonds?[50]?and?reverse?satura?
tion?of?scattering?from?gold?nanoparticles??[51,52]?have?been?used.?However,?most?of?the?scanning?superresolution?microscope?methods?
that?have?been?demonstrated?(STED?microscopy,?saturation?structured?illumination,?Ground?State?Depletion)??[26,28,44,53,54]?use?some?sort?of?
saturation?mechanism?of?the?fluorescence?signal.?The?major?advantages?which?explain?this?predominance?is?that?fluorescence?provides?high?con?
trast?and?saturable?transitions?have?a?potentially?unlimited?resolution?[55].?All?of?these?transitions?are?known?in?the?literature?as?REversi?
ble?Saturable?OpticaL?Fluorescence?Transitions? (RESOLFT).? In? this? thesis?we?will?demonstrate?various? techniques?all?based?on?RESOLFT,?
with?different?architectures?aiming?at?improving?specific?issues.?
?
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Figure?2?5?Principle?of?STED?microscopy.? ? (adapted?from? ?[56])First?row:?2D?map?of?the?two?beams?needed:?one?focused?beam?for?the?excitation?
(green)?and?one?donut?shaped? focus?beam? for?the?depletion? (red).?Second?row:? Intensity?profile?of?the?depletion?beam.?The?horizontal?blue? line?
indicates?the?value?of?the?saturation?intensity?(IS).?The?saturation?intensity?is?the?threshold?intensity?value?above?which?more?than?half?of?the?fluo?
rescence?is?depleted.?Third?row:?the?resulting?equivalent?excitation?intensity?profile?for?STED?imaging.?All?the?rows,?from?left?to?right?the?depletion?
beam?power? increases.? In?a? rough?approximation? (approximating? the?excitation?beam? to?a?plane?wave?and?applying? the?Equation?2?14,?details?
below),? the?value? for?which? the?depletion?beam? reaches? IS? corresponds? to? the? FWHM?of? the?equivalent? resulting?excitation?beam.?The?highest?
intensity?value?is?at?the?donut?crest,?the?more?the?depletion?process?saturates,?and?the?narrower?is?the?resulting?PSF.?
The?principle?of?STED?microscopy?is?to?superimpose?onto?the?excitation?focused?light?beam?another?beam?structured?with?an?annu?
lar?shape?(the?depletion?beam)?(Figure?2?5).?This?second?beam?inhibits?the?fluorescence?of?the?sample?by?inducing?stimulated?emis?
sion.?The?fluorescence? is?only?possible?where?the?depletion?beam? intensity? is?the?weaker?and? is?completely?quenched?where?the?
depletion?beam?intensity?is?higher.?The?center?of?the?depletion?beam?is?completely?dark?so?by?increasing?the?power?of?the?beam,?
the?intensity?of?the?depletion?beam?increases?and?the?volume?where?the?fluorescence?is?possible?decreases?(Figure?2?5).?In?conse?
quence,?the?resolution?is?improved.?
In?theory,?by?increasing?the?laser?power?indefinitely?the?resolution?improvement?would?be?infinite.?In?practice,?the?available?power?
of?laser?source?and?imperfections?in?the?depletion?beam?shape?limits?the?resolution?to?nanometers?[44].?
?????? ? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
We?explained? in? the?previous?section? that,? in? imaging?methods?not? limited?by?diffraction,? the? improvement? in?resolution? results?
from?a?nonlinear?photoresponse.?In?the?case?of?STED?microscopy,?the?fluorescence?is?depleted?by?stimulated?emission?and?at?high?
intensity?the? inhibition?of?the?fluorescence?saturates?and?depends?nonlinearly?on?the?depletion? intensity.?We?derive?here?the?ex?
pression? for? the? suppression?factor? (residual? fraction?of? fluorescence?with?both?excitation?and?depletion?beam?on)?and? the?corre?
sponding?resolution?[56–58].??
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If?we?assume?a?stationary?state?and?a? four?level?Jablonski?diagram?[59]? (Figure?2?6(a)),?the?energy? levels?dynamic?behavior? is?de?
scribed?by?the?equations?in?Figure?2?6(b):??
?
Figure?2?6?STED?depletion?energy?diagram.?(a)?Jablonski?diagram?illustrating?the?transition?involved?in?STED?microscopy.?kexc?and?ksted?are?the?absorp?
tion?rate?for?the?excitation?beam?and?the?depletion?beam?respectively,?kf?is?the?spontaneous?fluorescence?emission?rate,?kvib?is?the?a?rate?of?the?non?
radiative?transition?between?vibrational?sub?level?(b)?System?of?equation?describing?the?dynamic?of?the?energy?states?of?the?fluorescence?molecule?
under?CW?illumination?by?the?excitation?and?depletion?beam.?
To?solve?this?system,?we?combine?the?second?and?the?third?equation?of?Figure?2?6?and?we?get:??
? ??? ? ??? ? ?
vib exc
vib f sted f
k kS S?? ? ? ?
Equation?2?4?
where,?kexc,?ksted,?kf?and?kvib?are?defined?in?Figure?2?6.?
Typical?non?vibrational?transitions?have?decay?time?of?picoseconds,?while?the?fluorescence?decay?time? is?of?the?order?of?nanosec?
ond,?so?kvib>>kf.?Also,?as?long?as?Iexc?is?kept?low?kexc<kf?(we?do?not?saturate?the?absorption),?so?kvib>>kexc.?As?kvib?is?much?larger?than?
the?other?rate,?the?states?S1?and?S3?are?instantly?unpopulated?in?the?state?S2?and?S0,?so?we?can?write:??
? ? ? ?? ?S S S S? ? ? ? ? ? Equation?2?5?
?
Using?Equation?2?4?and?Equation?2?5?we?obtain:?
?
?? ? ??? ? ?? ?vib f sted f
vib exc
S
k k
? ?? ?? ?? ??? ?
? Equation?2?6?
?
From?which,?with?kvib>>kexc:?
? ?
?? ? ?? ? ? ?
sted f exc
exc sted f exc
kS S
k k
?? ?? ? ? ?? ? ? ?? ?
? Equation?2?7?
?
Thus?we?can?determine?the?suppression?factor?(?(x))?in?continuous?STED?(i.e.?the?fraction?of?fluorescence?which?is?not?depleted):?
?
?
?? ??????? ? ?? ????
f excSTED
STED f exc sted
k kS
k k k
? ?? ? ? ? ?
Equation?2?8?
?
Where?ISTED?is?the?depletion?intensity?profile.?Under?small?enough?excitation?intensity?(kexc<<kf),?it?can?be?simplified:?
? ? ???? ????????? ???? ? ?
Sat
STED STED STED STED STED f
f
f Sat
hcI
k I I
k h c I
? ? ? ?? ??
? ? ? ?? ?? ? ??
? Equation?2?9?
?
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Where?Isat?is?the?intensity?needed?to?decrease?the?population?of?the?excited?state?(S2)?(i.e.?to?deplete?half?of?the?fluorescence?signal),?
h?is?the?Planck?constant,?c?the?speed?of?light,??STED?the?STED?wavelength,???the?STED?cross?section?and??f=1/kf?the?fluorescence?life?
time.?Equation?2?9? indicates?that?the?fluorescence?rate? is?depending?nonlinearly?on?the?depletion? intensity.?As?the?relation? is?not?
polynomial,?it?can?be?expressed?as?an?infinite?Taylor?series?and?it?has?the?potential?for?unlimited?improvement?in?resolution.???
?
Figure?2?7?Approximation?used? for?analytical? fit?of?excitation?and?depletion?beams? (close? to? the?center).(a)?The?numerically?simulated?excitation?
beam?profile?(green)? is?fitted?with?a?negative?parabola?(blue)?(Equation?2?10)?(b)?The?numerically?simulated?depletion?beam?profile?(red)? is?fitted?
with?a?parabola?(blue)?(Equation?2?11).?The?parabolic?function?is?such?that?the?position?value????corresponds?to?the?maximum?depletion?beam?inten?
sity.?
We?can?now?calculate?the?resulting?equivalent?PSF?with?the?excitation?and?depletion?beam?on.?The? intensity?spatial?profile?of?the?
excitation?(Iexc)?is?well?approximated?with?a?Gaussian?(with?FWHM?dexc)?and?in?the?vicinity?of?the?maximum?is?approximated?by?its?
Taylor?expansion:?
? ???? ? ???? ? ? ?? ?exc
x
d
exc
exc
xI e
d
? ?? ? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ? ? ?? ?
?
Equation?2?10?
?
The?spatial?profile?of?the?central?hole?of?the?donut?(Isted)?is?approximated?by?a?parabola?[57]:?
?
?????? ?STED STED
xI I
a
? ?? ? ?? ?
? Equation?2?11?
?
With?a?and? ???STEDI ?constants?defined?in?Figure?2?7.?The?resulting?equivalent?excitation?PSF?profile?(Iexc,res)?is?given?by?the?product:?
? ? ?exc res exc STEDI I I?? ? ? Equation?2?12?
?
We?determine?the?FWHM?(dexc,res),?using?Equation?2?9?to?Equation?2?12?we?solve:?
?
? ? ? ???
?? ?? ?
??? ?
exc res exc
exc res exc res
exc STED
Sat
d dI d
d I
a I
? ? ?
? ? ?? ?? ?
?
Equation?2?13?
?
And?if?we?approximate?dexc???a?and?2ln2?1,?we?find?the?square?root?dependency?largely?used?in?the?literature?[53,57]:?
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?
Thus,?we?obtain?an?approximation?of?the?FWHM?dexc,res?of?the?resulting?equivalent?excitation?beam?in?STED?microscopy.?This?value?
depends?on?the? intensity?of?the?depletion?beam?and?the?original?width?of?the? linear?excitation?beam.?We?can?see?that? Isat?corre?
sponds?to?the?value?to?obtain?a??2?gain?in?resolution.?We?can?also?see?that?with?an?infinite?depletion?intensity?the?resolution?tends?
to?zero.? ?With?careful? implementation?up?to?6nm?FWHM?(with?pulsed? laser,? ?[26])?has?been?demonstrated?with?STED?nanoscopy.?
However,?as?we?detail?in?the?section?2.4,?to?avoid?too?much?experimental?imperfections,?it?needs?some?technical?refinement.??
?????? ????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
One?of? the?major? limitations?of?nonlinear?microscopy? techniques?based?on? the? saturation?of?a? fluorescence? transition? is? that? it?
requires?high? laser? intensity? illumination,?which? induces?photobleaching.? Indeed,? in?STED?microscopy,? the?depletion? intensity? re?
quired?is?of?the?order?of?0.1?1?GW.cm?2.?At?such?a?high?illumination?intensity,?the?creation?of?triplet?state?is?enhanced??[60].?As?the?
triplet?is?long?lived?with?respect?to?the?singlet?excited?state,?it?promotes?the?chemical?interaction?of?the?molecule?with?its?environ?
ment,?and?the?molecule?can?lose?its?ability?to?fluoresce.?In?order?to?limit?photobleaching?in?STED?microscopy,?many?solutions?have?
been?presented.?The?acceleration?of?the?scanning?speed?reduces?the?dwell?time?and?allows?the?acquisition?of?the?images?before?the?
signal?bleaches?[61].?The?reduction?of?the?repetition?rate? limits?the?triplet?built?up?and? increases?the?number?of?cycle?fluorescent?
molecules? can? undergo? before? bleaching?[60].? The? use? of? cryogenic? temperature? improves? the? photo?bleaching? resistivity?[62].?
Despite?those?improvements?three?dimensional?STED?imaging?requiring?multi?stacks?remains?challenging?and?long?term?studies?are?
impractical.?
?
Figure?2?8?Nanodiamonds?containing?NV?defects.??(a)?Scanning?electron?microscope?image?of?NDs?containing?NDs?dried?on?a?silicon?wafer?(120?nm?
FNDs?ordered?from?Adamas?Nano).?Scale?bar?is?500?nm.?(b)?Schematic?of?the?NV?color?center?in?the?diamond?lattice?(black?spheres).?The?NV?center?is?
composed?of?one?vacancy?(i.e.?one?missing?carbon?atom,?green?circle)?next?to?one?substitutional?nitrogen?atoms?(blue?sphere).??
The?development?of?fluorescent?nanosized?diamonds?(FNDs),?solves?this?problem?since?FNDs?do?not?exhibit?photobleaching?even?
under?high?light?intensity?illumination.?Indeed,?diamond?crystals?contain?defects?consisting?of?missing?atoms?or?of?impurity?atoms.?
Some?of? those?defects? called? color? center?are? fluorescent.?As? they?are?protected? from? their?environment?by? the? solid?diamond?
matrix,?they?emit?a?perfectly?photostable?luminescence,?free?from?blinking?or?bleaching?behavior.?The?nitrogen?vacancy?(NV)?defect?
has?been?widely?studied,?and?artificially?generated?inside?nanodiamonds?by?protons?beam?irradiation??[25].?The?NV?center?is?com?
posed?of?one?vacancy?next? to?one?substitutional?nitrogen?atom? in? the?diamond? lattice? (Figure?2?8? (b)).?As? it?can?be?observed? in?
Figure?2?9?(a),? it?exhibits?a?fluorescence?emission?peak?at?670?nm?and?red?fluorescent?nanodiamonds?(rNDs)?of?different?sizes?are?
now?commercially?available?(AdamasNano).?Thanks?to?this?absence?of?photobleaching?rNDs?(Figure?2?9?(b))?are?excellent?sources?for?
STED?microscopy?and?other?non?linear?techniques?that?requires?high?illumination?intensities.?A?perfect?photostability?really?changes?
the? range?of?possible?applications:?single?NV?centers?have?been?used?as?single?photon?source? ?[63]?but?also? to?demonstrate? the?
highest?resolution?(below?10?nm)?in?STED?microscopy?[26].?The?absence?of?photobleaching?also?opens?the?door?for?different?evolu?
tions? like? the?one?we?present? in? the?next?chapters:?since?milliseconds?stationary? illumination?of? the?sample? is?not?prohibited?by?
bleaching,?it?allows?the?use?of?multi?pixel?detectors?(Chapter?3)?or?spatial?light?modulator?based?scanning?systems?(Chapter?5).??
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Figure?2?9?Fluorescence?properties?of?red?nanodiamonds?(a)?Emission?spectrum?of?the?NV?color?center.?(b)?Fluorescence?signal?under?CW?excitation?
of?a?single?ND?containing?NV?centers?in?function?of?time.?The?signal?remains?constant?exhibiting?no?sign?of?photobleaching.??
The?development?of?FNDs?probes?for?bioimaging?is?an?active?research?field.?Some?limitations?like?the?size?and?the?brightness?inho?
mogeneity?remain.?But?FNDs?are?not?only?a?nice?characterization?tool?for?novel?superresolution?techniques.?Numerous?studies?have?
shown?their?low?phototoxicity?[25,64,65]?and?the?synthesized?particles?are?improving?towards?the?ideal?bio?compatible?label.?Some?
molecular? sized? FNDs?have?been?obtained?[66],?making? them?non?perturbative? thanks? to?a? size? comparable? to?a?protein.? Some?
surface?functionalization?have?also?been?developed?for?targeted?labelling?[65,67].?The?defects?density?has?been?increased?to?obtain?
higher?brightness?[65,68].?Different?defects?in?FNDs?have?been?investigating?for?multicolor?labelling?[69]?(section?(2.5)).?Thus,?it?can?
be?expected?that?FNDs?will?become?an?important?and?viable?bio?label,?especially?for?long?term?observation.?In?the?next?section,?we?
use?rNDs?as?a?fluorescence?sample?to?characterize?the?performance?of?our?CW?STED?microscope.?As?illustrated?in?Figure?2?10,?NV?
fluorescence?can?be?excited?with?a?green?laser?(Verdi?V10?from?coherent)?and?depleted?with?a?near?IR?laser?(Mira?900,?from?Coher?
ent)?which?were?directly?available?in?our?laboratory.?
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Figure?2?10?Simplified?STED?microscope?setup.The?excitation?beam?is?taken?from?a?532nm?DPSS?laser.?The?depletion?beam?is?taken?from?a?Ti?Saph?
Mira?laser?tuned?at?770?nm.?The?two?beams?are?combined?with?dichroic?mirrors?and?focused?with?a?high?NA?objective.?The?sample?is?scanned?with?a?
fast?piezo?electric?stage?and?the?signal?is?collected?with?an?avalanche?photodiode.?
The?base?of?a?STED?microscope?is?a?scanning?fluorescence?microscope?on?which?the?depletion?laser?line?has?been?added.?So,?on?our?
setup,?two?laser?lines?can?be?observed:?the?excitation?beam?and?the?depletion?beam?are?both?focused?with?a?high?numerical?aper?
ture?lens.?The?sample?is?placed?in?the?focal?plane?of?the?objective?and?moved?with?a?piezo?electric?stage.?The?fluorescent?image?is?
acquired?by?recording?point?by?point?the?fluorescence?signal?from?the?sample.?
The?most?popular?wavelength? range? for?depletion? in? STED?microscopy? is? the?near? infrared.? First?because? the?early?demonstra?
tion?[70]?used?high?power?pulsed?laser?(and?Ti?Sapphire?is?the?most?common)?and?then?because?of?the?low?scattering?in?tissue?that?
allows?to?maintain?a?stable?donut?shape?intensity?profile.?For?our?depletion?laser?we?used?a?Titanium?Sapphire?laser?in?continuous?
mode.?The?available?output?power?is?about?1W.?To?guarantee?a?clean?intensity?profile,?the?beam?is?spatially?filtered?with?a?precision?
pinhole?resistant?to?high?power.?The?beam?is?collimated?so?that?its?diameter?is?about?twice?the?diameter?of?the?objective?back?aper?
ture?(compromise?in?between?overfilling?objective?aperture?and?minimizing?the?loss).?It?has?been?shown?that?in?order?to?cancel?the?
longitudinal?component?at?the?focus?of?a?high?NA?objective?and?thus?to?obtain?a?good?donut?beam,?the?polarization?should?be?circu?
lar?of?the?same?handedness?than?the?helicoidal?phase?profile?[71]?(cf.?2.4.3).?A?half?and?a?quarter?wave?plate?are?used?to?adjust?the?
polarization?just?before?the?objective.?
The?excitation?beam? is?also?spatially? filtered?and?expanded?to?overfill?the?objective?back?aperture.?The?collimation? is?adjusted?to?
obtain?the?exact?same?focusing?plane?than?for?the?depletion?beam.? It? is?critical?to?obtain?a?good?alignment? in?the?axial?direction,?
otherwise?(without?a?confocal?pinhole),?the?section?where?the?excitation?is?larger?than?the?depletion?beam?results?in?a?fluorescence?
halo?around?the?STED?PSF.?Even?if?the?objective?used?is?corrected?for?chromatic?aberration?(Olympus,?ApoPlan),?the?excitation?beam?
used?is?slightly?divergent?before?the?objective?in?order?to?match?axially?with?the?depletion?beam.?
The?detection?is?made?with?an?avalanche?photodiode?(APD).?The?light?is?focused?on?the?small?APD?sensor?(50?um)?to?make?sure?that?
there?is?no?aperture?effect?(all?the?light?collected?by?the?objective?is?transmitted).?Hence?the?detection?does?not?contribute?to?the?
image?formation?and?the?excitation?and?depletion?PSFs?can?be?measured?(with?backscattered?light?from?80?nm?gold?particles).??For?
fluorescent?imaging,?a?pinhole?of?0.8?Airy?units?can?be?placed?in?an?intermediate?plane?(image?plane?of?the?objective?focal?plane)?to?
obtain?confocal?sectioning.??
?
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Before?performing?STED? images,?we?measure? the?non?linear?dependence?of? the?depleted?population?of? the?excited?molecule?on?
STED? laser?beam? intensity.?To?make?sure? that?we?are?able? to?achieve?complete?suppression?of? the? fluorescence,?we?remove? the?
vortex?phase?plate?and?we?place?a?single?rFND?under?the?co?aligned?focused?excitation?and?depletion?beams.??
?
Figure?2?11?Luminescence? inhibition?of?NV?center?by?stimulated?emission.One?rND? is?excited?with?a? low?power?beam? (532nm)?and?the?depletion?
beam?(770?nm)?with?the?same?shape?is?superimposed.?The?fluorescence?signal?remaining?in?function?another?NV.?The?curve?is?an?average?over?18?
NDs.?To?determine?the?saturation?depletion?intensity?(Isat)?the?curve?is?fitted?with?Equation?2?15,?and?Isat?is?found?to?be?1.87?mW.?
To?ensure? that? the?excitation?process?does?not?compete?with? the?depletion?process,?we?excite? the? rND?with?a? low? laser?power?
(?100??W).?The?fluorescence?signal?is?recorded?while?the?depletion?beam?power?is?increased.?As?detailed?in?the?section?2.3.2,?the?
dependency?of?the?fluorescence?signal?on?the?depletion?intensity?can?be?written?(from?Equation?2?9)?as:?
?
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Where? ?fluoI is?the?fluorescence?signal?with?no?depletion?beam.? It?can?be?observed? in?Figure?2?11?that?the?fluorescence?signal?gets?
inhibited?with? increasing? the?STED? intensity.?As?expected,?above? the? threshold?value? (Isat),? stimulated?emission? is? the?dominant?
process?with?respect?to?spontaneous?fluorescence?emission,?therefore?at?high?depletion?power?the?fluorescence?signal?is?complete?
ly?switched?off.?To?characterize?the?depletion?efficiency?and?measure?Isat,?the?experimental?points?are?fitted?by?the?Equation?2?15?
and?Isat?is?found?to?be?1.87?mW.?According?to?Equation?2?14,?the?relatively?low?value?of?Isat?and?the?sharp?edge?transition?in?Figure?
2?11??should?lead?to?provide?high?spatial?resolution?with?high?STED?intensity.?
?????? ?????????????????????????????????
We?have?demonstrated?the?possibility?to?deplete?efficiently?FNDs?fluorescence?with?770?nm?laser?wavelength.?To?exploit?this?sharp?
edged? transition?and? improve? the?microscope? resolution?we?now?need? to?shape? the?beam.? ?To?obtain? fine? resolution?with?STED?
microscopy?we?generate?a?deep?intensity?valley?around?the?excitation?focus:?the?steeper?is?the?node?the?higher?will?be?the?resolu?
tion?(Figure?2?5).?One?of?the?critical?parameter? is?to?maintain?the? intensity? in?the?center?of?the?depletion?ring?as?close?as?possible?
from?zero?even?at?high?depletion?intensity.?Indeed,?if?we?consider?an?imperfect?donut?with?nonzero?central?intensity?written?as:?
?
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Using?the?imperfect?donut?profile?(Equation?2?16)?and?following?the?same?derivation?than?in?the?paragraph?2.3.2?we?find?the?result?
ing?FWHM:?
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Equation?2?17?
At?moderate?depletion?beam? intensity,? ??? ???STED STED sI I I? ? ? ?and ???STED sI I? so? the?resolution? is? improved?when? the?depletion?
beam?intensity?is?increased.?But,?in?the?limit?of?high?depletion?beam?intensity,?the?resolution?saturates?at?a?minimum?value:?
? ? ?exc res excd d? ?? ? Equation?2?18?
?
In?addition?to?this?direct?impact?on?the?resolution,?an?imperfect?central?zero?has?a?dramatic?impact?on?the?available?signal.?Indeed,?
the?presence?of?depletion?light?in?the?center?of?the?donut?limits?the?brightness?of?the?sample.?Figure?2?12?displays?calculated?curves?
for?the?equivalent?STED?PSFs?for???=?0,?0.01,?0.02?and?0.05.?The?strong?influence?of?an?imperfect?central?zero?intensity?point?is?clear?
ly?visible.?Already? for? ??=?0.02? the? fluorescence?signal? is?quenched?by?2? (This?value?depends?of?saturation? level?of? the?depletion?
process,? it? is?obviously?more? sensitive? for?high?depletion?power.?We? took?here ??? ??STED SI I? ).?Even? if? the? theoretical? impact?on?
resolution?is?limited,?experimentally,?it?greatly?limits?the?available?SNR?and?so?the?image?quality?and?the?achievable?resolution.??
?
Figure?2?12?Calculated?STED?equivalent?PSF?for? ??? ??STED SI I? ?and?for?different?values?of?the?depletion?beam?contrast.?The?red?curve?corresponds?
to?a?perfect?“zero”?in?the?center?of?the?depletion?beam.?The?green,?yellow?and?purple?curve?correspond?to?imperfect?central?zero?values?of?respec?
tively??=0.01,??=0.02,??=0.05.?
There?are?mainly?two? imperfection?sources?that?can?deteriorate?the?quality?of?the?central?zero:?aberrations?[72]?and?the?polariza?
tion?state?[56,71]?of?the?beam.?In?order?to?evaluate?the?quality?of?the?beam,?we?recorded?images?with?the?backscattered?light?from?
a?nanometric?gold?particle? (80?nm)? that?acts? like?a?point?object.? In?order? to?avoid?strong? reflection?at? the?air?glass? interface?we?
immobilized? the?bead?on?a?glass?coverslip?surface? treated?with?poly?L?lysine?and?we?embedded? them? in? immersion?oil?[73].?The?
intensity? PSFs? for? excitation? and? depletion? are? displayed? in? Figure? 2?13,? the? FWHM? of? the? excitation? beam? (Figure? 2?13(a))? is?
?220?nm.?Such?successive?images?are?also?used?for?the?fine?alignment?to?superimpose?exactly?the?excitation?peak?and?the?center?of?
the?donut?both?axially?and?laterally.?
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Figure?2?13?PSFs?of?the?home?built?CW?STED?microscope?recorded?with?the?backscattered?light?of?a?single?80?nm?gold?nanosphere?(with?a?nonconfo?
cal?detection).(a)?The?excitation?PSF?(green).?In?the?focal?plane?(up),?the?focused?beam?FWHM? is?measured?to?be?220?nm,?close?to?the?diffraction?
limit,?indicating?good?refractive?index?match?at?the?interfaces?and?minimal?aberration.?In?the?longitudinal?profile?(down),?a?slight?spherical?aberra?
tion?can?be?observed.?(b)?The?depletion?PSF?(hot?red).?After?alignment?of?the?depletion?beam?we?obtain?a?pretty?homogeneous?repartition?of?the?
intensity?around?the?donut?ring?in?the?focal?plane?(up).?On?the?longitudinal?profile?(down),?the?propagation?of?the?dark?singularity?along?the?optical?
axis?can?be?observed.?Scale?bars?are?750?nm.?
?
?Aberrations?
Some?theoretical?work?has?been?done?specifically?on?the?aberrations?propagation?in?the?optical?vortices?and?their?consequences?for?
STED?nanoscopy?when?they?are?focused?with?high?NA?objective??[72].?We?use?here?their?conclusions?to?detail?the?requirements?for?
the?practical?generation?of?a?high?quality?donut?beam.?In?order?to?guarantee?the?quality?of?the?central?zero,?all?the?components?of?
the?beam?should?destructively?interfere,?i.e.?the?circular?symmetry?of?the?phase?profile?should?not?be?affected.?In?consequence,?all?
the?circularly?asymmetric?aberrations?like?astigmatism?or?coma?should?be?avoided.?In?theory?they?are?caused?respectively?by?lateral?
or?axial?shift?tilt?of?the?beam?compared?to?the?optical?axis?(the?objective?axis).?In?consequence,?they?can?be?eliminated?by?working?
with?a?well?centered?parallel?beam,?and?then?by?placing?the?vortex?phase?mask?in?the?center?of?the?beam.?After?careful?alignment?of?
the? incident? beam? spherical? aberrations? remain? and? are?more? complicated? to? eliminate? (Figure? 2?13(a)).? Fortunately,? spherical?
aberrations?do?not?affect?the?circular?symmetry?of?the?beam,?and?thus?they?do?not?affect?the?quality?of?the?central?zero.?However,?it?
will?tend?to?deteriorate?the?symmetry?along?the?z?axis?and?to?elongate?the?beam??[72].?This?results?in?a?lower?maximal?intensity?at?
the?focus?and?it?leads?to?a?lower?gain?in?resolution.?To?minimize?the?spherical?aberrations?it?is?important?to?work?with?a?well?index?
matched?immersion?oil?and?mounting?medium?and?the?correct?coverslip?thickness?(usually?150??m?for?high?NA?objectives).?It?must?
be?noted? that?systematic?aberrations?correction?with?adaptive?optics?has?been?used?by?other?groups? to?avoid? the? tedious?beam?
alignment?[23],?but?this?implies?important?power?loss.?This?is?especially?relevant?in?three?dimensional?STED?in?order?to?maintain?the?
best?possible?beam?quality?in?thick?media.?It?can?be?observed?in?the?Figure?2?13(a)?that?the?excitation?beam?exhibits?a?small?asym?
metry?in?the?axial?(z?axis)?direction?and?an?elongation?characteristic?of?spherical?aberration.?However,?the?available?power?from?the?
laser?allow?to?keep?a?level?of?intensity?in?focus?sufficient?to?obtain?high?resolution?enhancement?(cf?Figure?2?15).?
?Polarization?effect?
In?STED?microscopy,?in?order?to?have?both?the?highest?resolution?before?linear?improvement?and?to?get?very?high?depletion?intensi?
ty? in? the? focal?plane,?high?NA?objectives?are?used.? In? consequence,? the?paraxial?approximation?does?not?apply?and?polarization?
effects?affect?the? focused? intensity?profile.? Indeed,? if?a? linearly?polarized?with?a?0?2??vortex?phase?profile?beam? is? focused? (inset?
Figure?2?14(a)),?a?non?negligible? longitudinally?polarized?beam?component? is?generated? is?the?center?of?the?beam?[71]?forbidding?
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any?resolution?improvement.?To?achieve?a?high?contrast?donut?focal?spot,?the?light?after?the?phase?plate?at?the?input?of?the?objec?
tive?should?have?a?circular?polarization?of?the?same?handedness?as?the?topological?charge?of?the?vortex?phase?plate?[71].?Moreover,?
circular?polarization?of? the?depletion?beam?minimizes?also?photo?selection?effects? (influence?of?molecular?orientation)? that? can?
reduce? the?efficiency?of? the?depletion?process?[74].?Two?successive?half?and?quarter?wave?plates?are?used? to?obtain? the?desired?
polarization.?The?positions?of?the?wave?plates?are?optimized?by?using?a?rotating?polarizer?and?a?photodiode.?
After?optimization?of?the?beam?alignment?and?polarization?profile,?the?depletion?beam?displayed?in?Figure?2?14(a)?is?obtained.?As?it?
can?be?seen?on?the?profiles?(Figure?2?14(b?c))?the?generated?donut?beam?exhibits?peak?to?zero?ratio?intensity??=0.011?and??=0.012.?
?
Figure?2?14?Depletion?beam?contrast.?(a)?Depletion?beam?obtained?with?a?0?2??vortex?phase?mask?(Inset).?The?PSFs?image?is?obtained?like?in?Figure?
2?13?by?recording?backscattered? light?from?a?single?80?nm?gold?particle.? (b)?and? (c)? Intensity?profiles?along?the?dashed? line?on?(a).?Each?profile? is?
fitted?with?a?polynomial?function.?To?estimate?the?donut?contrast?(i.e.?the?quality?of?the?central?“zero”)?we?measure?the?minimum?of?the?fitted?curve?
with?respect?to?the?average?value?of?the?two?peaks.?
?????? ??????????????????????
In?the?previous?section,?we?have?detailed?the? implementation?of?a?CW?STED?microscope,? its?alignment?procedure?and?the?critical?
points?to?maximize?its?performance.?In?this?section,?we?demonstrate?resolution?improvement?and?characterize?the?performance?of?
the?microscope.??
To?measure? the?performance?of? the?STED?microscope,?we?use?40?nm?FNDs?containing?NV?centers.?The?40?nm?crystals?are?small?
enough?to?disturb?minimally?the?resolution?measurement?of?the?microscope?(we?consider?them?as?point?sources)?and?have?still?the?
advantage?to?be?nonbleaching?probe.?Thus,?we?can?use?the?maximum?depletion?power?available? in?our?system?(?250?mW)?and?a?
long?dwell? time? (?5ms)? to?get?a? large?signal? to?noise? ratio? (i.e.?good? fitting?curves).?Figure?2?15(a)?shows?a?scanning? fluorescent?
image?of?four?isolated?nanocrystals.?The?intensity?profile?of?the?excitation?PSF?is?fitted?with?a?Gaussian?function?of?200?nm?FWHM?
(Figure?2?15(b)).?The?Figure?2?15(c)?displays?the?image?taken?in?STED?mode.?As?expected,?the?depletion?of?the?fluorescence?around?
the?excitation?peak? results? in?a?sharper?PSF.?The?profile? is?measured? in?Figure?2?15(d).?By? fitting?with?a?Lorentzian? function,? the?
equivalent?STED?excitation?PSF?is?measured?to?be?about?60?nm.?Those?results?are?similar?to?the?ones?already?presented?in?the?litera?
ture?with?the?same?range?of?depletion?power?[53].?Higher?resolution?(about?10?nm)?has?been?demonstrated?with?high?energy?pulsed?
laser?systems?[26,75].??With?those?systems,?color?centers?have?been?resolved?in?bulk?diamond?[26]?and?inside?nanodiamonds?[75].?
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Figure?2?15?STED?microscope?performance.?(a)?Scanning?fluorescence? image?of? isolated?40?nm?FNDs?containing?NV.?(b)?The? intensity?profile?along?
the?white?dashed?line?of?image?(a).?The?FWHM?is?measured?by?fitting?with?a?Gaussian?function,?it?is?found?to?be?about?200?nm.?(c)?STED?images?of?
the?same?sample,?the?PSF?width?is?clearly?reduced.?(d)?To?quantify?the?resolution?improvement,?we?fit?the?intensity?profile?of?the?STED?PSF?with?a?
Lorentzian?function.?The?measured?FWHM?is?about?60nm.?Scale?bars?are?1??m.?
To? illustrate?the? improvement? in?the? image?quality?brought?by?the?STED?gain? in?resolution,?we?recorded?successive?conventional?
and?STED?images?(Figure?2?16).?The?STED?imaging?allows?the?separation?of?individual?nanocrystals?that?are?not?visible?in?the?diffrac?
tion?limited?recording.?A?little?halo?of?light?can?be?observed?around?the?crystals,?this?is?characteristic?of?some?residual?fluorescence?
(even?with?high?depletion?power? the? inhibition? is?never?perfect).?This?pedestal? in? the?equivalent?STED?PSF?can?be? removed?with?
pulsed?excitation?and?gated?detection?[76].?Nevertheless,?the?improved?resolution?obtained?with?CW?modality?allowed?us?to?spatial?
ly?distinguish?nearby?nanocrystals?hidden?by?diffraction?limit?in?the?conventional?recording?(Figure?2?16).?To?date,?STED?microscopy?
is?the?far?field?microscopy?method?that?provides?the?highest?resolution?at?a?speed?of?about?1?frame?per?second?for?1cm2?images?in?
commercial?microscopes? (stochastic?methods? ?[8,9]?provide?similar?resolution?with? lower? illumination? intensities,?but?with? longer?
time?frame).?Those?performances?can?be?seen?as?a?reference?for?the?different?nonlinear?method?presented?in?the?rest?of?this?thesis.??
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Figure?2?16?STED?images?of?nonbleaching?probes.?(a)?(b)?and?(c)?Some?FNDs?containing?NV?centers?immobilized?on?a?glass?slide?are?image?both?in?
conventional? scanning?microscopy?mode.? ? (d)? (e)?and? (f)?Same? sample? imaged? the?depletion?beam? switched?on.?By?comparing? the? first?and? the?
second?row,?it?can?be?observed?that?the?STED?mode?allow?to?resolve?details?about?the?nanocrystals?shapes?and?conformation?that?were?invisible?in?
the?diffraction?limited?images.?Scale?bars?are?500?nm.?
???? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????
The?color?centers? in?diamond?are?comparable?to?artificial?atoms?trapped? inside?the?diamond?crystal.? In?this?way,?the? fluorescent?
centers?are?perfectly?isolated?and?protected?from?external?environment.?It?results?in?the?remarkable?property?we?already?empha?
sized?for?NV?centers?in?nanodiamonds:?they?are?exceptionally?photostable?[25].?In?consequence,?all?the?500?different?luminescent?
centers?present? in?diamonds?[77],?emitting? from? the?deep?ultraviolet? to? the? far? infrared? (IR),? are?potential? candidates? for? STED?
microscopy.?However,?to?our?knowledge,?to?date,?only?NV?center?were?subject?to?superresolution?techniques.?The?existence?of?only?
single?color?nonbleaching?centers?limits?the?possible?observations.?For?instance?it?complicates?spatial?correlation?studies?with?STED.?
For?multicolor?biological? imaging,? the?commonly?used?channels?are?blue? (Dapi…),?green? (GFP,?Alexa?488…)?and? red? (Texas?red…)?
staining.? NV? centers? already? provide? red? fluorescence? and? have? been? used? in?many? STED?microscopy? studies.? To? provide? a?
nonbleaching?probe?with?different?color,?we?focus?our?interest?on?another?color?center:?the?NVN?defect?that?produces?green?fluo?
rescence.? In? this?section,?we?characterize? the?photophysical?properties?of? fluorescent?nanodiamonds?containing?NVN?centers? for?
STED?imaging.?By?comparing?with?the?properties?of?the?NV?centers?extensively?studied?in?the?literature?[26,53],?we?show?that?the?
NVN? center? is?a?viable? source? for?STED?nanoscopy.?We?demonstrate?STED? superresolution? imaging?of?nanodiamonds?with?NVN?
defects?and?we?show?a?resolution?of?70?nm,?which?is?the?specified?limit?of?our?microscope?system.?Also,?nanodiamonds?have?been?
shown?to?be?highly?biocompatible?and?have?been?used?as?bioimaging?agents.?They?have?been?used?for?instance?to?probe?intercellu?
lar?transport?of?yolk?protein?[78],?but?also?as?intracellular?probe?to?track?the?lung?stem?cell?regeneration?[79]?and?to?label?the?neu?
ronal?differentiation?[80].?Finally,? in?order? to?show? the?potential?of?green?nanodiamonds? (gNDs)?as?photostable?biomarker? tag? in?
fluorescence?nanoscopy,?we?finally?acquired?superresolved?images?of?70?nm?sized?diamond?particle?uptaken?into?Hela?cells.?
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As?we?detailed?in?the?section?2.2,?all?the?superresolution?imaging?techniques?that?are?not?limited?by?diffraction?rely?on?a?nonlinear?
relationship?between?the?excitation?intensity?and?the?fluorophores?response.?In?the?case?of?STED?microscopy,?the?saturation?of?the?
emission?depletion? is?exploited.?The?extent?of?this?saturation?determines?the?degree?to?which?the?effective?PSF?can?be?narrowed?
(Equation?2?14).?In?other?words,?the?STED?microscopy?performance?is?directly?related?to?the?photophysical?properties?of?the?fluo?
rescent?probes.?So,?in?order?to?estimate?their?applicability?to?STED?microscopy,?we?characterize?here?the?fluorescence?properties?of?
NVN?center?in?nanodiamonds.?
? ??????????????????????????????????
The?neutral?NVN?center?is?composed?of?one?vacancy?next?to?two?substitutional?nitrogen?atoms?in?the?diamond?lattice.?A?solution?of?
70?nm?gNDs?was?ordered?from?Adamas?Nanotechnologies.?After?dilution?to?a?concentration?of?0.01?mg.mL?1?and?it?was?dried?on?a?
glass?slide?for?photophysical?properties?characterization.?The?sparsity?of?the?sample?prepared?at?such?a?concentration?was?checked?
using?scanning?electron?microscopy?(Figure?2?17?(a)).?Thus,?the?recorded?fluorescence?was?predominantly?emitted?by?single?nano?
crystals.?Scanning?electron?microscope? images?also?allowed?us?to?measure?the?size?distribution?of?the?particles.?As?specified,?the?
most?probable?size?of?the?nanodiamonds?is?found?to?be?70?nm?and?almost?all?the?nanocrystals?are?larger?than?50?nm?(Figure?2?17?
(b)).?
?
Figure?2?17?Nanodiamonds?containing?NVN?defects.??(a)?Scanning?electron?microscope?images?of?the?gNDs.?Sparse?samples?are?obtained?with?gNDs?
solution?of?0.01?mg.mL?1.?Scale?bar?is?500nm.?(b)?Size?(diameter)?distribution?of?the?gNDs.?
Absorption?spectrum:?
For?organic?dyes,?optical?absorption?measurement?are?usually?used?to?determine?the?absorption?cross?section?(Beer?Lambert?law).?
However,?the?FNDs?have?a?very?high?refractive?index?(?2.4)?that?induces?a?lot?of?scattering?and?makes?the?absorption?measurement?
challenging.?But?also?and?above?all,?those?methods?require?the?previous?knowledge?of?the?number?of?vacancies?in?the?particle?(that?
we?don’t?have).?So,?as?suggested? in?[81],?we?used? the? fluorescence?absorption?saturation? to?derive? the?absorption?spectrum.? In?
deed,?fluorescence?saturation? is?directly?related?to?the? light?absorbed?(no? interference?of?the?scattered? light)?and? independent?of?
the?number?of?color?center.?For?fluorescence?excitation,?we?used?a?white? light? laser?(Fianum?SC400)?and?a?tunable?filter?that?can?
deliver?light?over?the?whole?visible?and?IR?spectrum.?For?each?excitation?wavelength?the?fluorescence?signal?strength?is?recorded?as?
the?excitation?power?is?increased?(Figure?2?18).?In?order?to?estimate?the?absorption?cross?section?we?consider?the?simplified?model?
proposed? in?[81],?a? two?state?energy? level? fluorescent?color?center? (Appendix?B).?The?white? light?source? is?a?pulsed? laser?with?a?
repetition?rate?(Trep?1)?and?a?pulse?width?(Tp).?We?also?consider?a?constant?approximation?rate?kex?during?the?pulse?duration?(Tp)?and?
a?constant?fluorescence?rate?kf.?With?those?conditions,?under?steady?state?condition,?the?saturation?of?the?fluorescence?signal?can?
be?shown?[82],?to?be?proportional?to:?
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Equa?
tion?
2?19?
The?only?unknown? in?Equation?2?19? is?the?excitation?rate?during?the?pulse,?which?can?be?expressed? in?function?of?the?absorption?
cross?section,? ex abs exc rep pk I T T?? .?Thus,?fitting?our?experimental?data?with?this?expression?(Figure?2?18),?we?can?determine?the?
value?of??abs?for?each?wavelength.?
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Figure?2?18?Fluorescence?saturation?curve?at?470?nm?excitation:?the?fluorescence?signal?emitted?by?a?single?gND?in?function?of?the?average?excita?
tion?intensity.?For?this?experiment,?we?used?a?2MHz?repetition?rate?and?80?ps?pulse?width.?For?this?nanodiamond,?the?fitting?of?experimental?points?
with?the?(Equation?2?19)?curve?results?in?an?absorption?cross?section?of?1.18.10?17cm2?(the?detail?calculation?for?Equation?2?19?is?available?in?Appen?
dix?B).?
We?repeated?the?fluorescence?saturation?measurement?(and?the?fit?for?the?derivation?of?the?absorption?cross?section)?for?16?parti?
cles?to?obtain?a?statistical?measurement?on?the?absorption?spectrum.?It?can?be?observed?in?Figure?2?19?that?the?uncertainty?on?the?
curve?fitting?leads?to?significant?error?bars.?However,?in?good?agreement?with?previous?reports,?the?absorption?spectrum?exhibits?a?
clear?peak?around?480?nm?and?allow?us?to?select?the?excitation?wavelength.?The?absorption?cross?section?obtained?at?the?peak? is?
found?to?be?1.4?10?17?cm2?which?is?slightly?lower?than?previous?measurement?[83].?
Emission?spectrum:?
The?emission?spectrum?was?measured?directly?onto?the?confocal?microscope?for?a?fixed?excitation?wavelength?at?458nm?and?chang?
ing?the?detection?spectral?window?with?an?acousto?optic?tunable?filter.?
?
?
Figure?2?19?Absorption?(green?plot)?and?emission?(red?plot)?spectra?of?green?nanodiamonds.?The?absorption?spectrum?is?deduced?from?the?meas?
urement?of?the?luminescence?saturation?for?each?excitation?wavelength?(Figure?2?18).?Each?point?of?the?absorption?spectrum?curve?is?the?average?
value?over?16?gNDs?and?the?standard?deviation?is?indicated?with?error?bars.?The?luminescence?spectrum?shows?a?large?tail?at?600?nm.?Each?point?of?
the?emission?curve?is?the?average?value?over?30?gNDs?and?the?standard?deviation?is?indicated?with?error?bars.??The?two?vertical?color?lines?indicate?
the?wavelengths?of?the?excitation?and?depletion?beams?used?for?the?superresolution?imaging?
The?Figure?2?19?displays?the?absorption?and?emission?spectra?of?the?nanodiamonds?containing?NVN?color?centers.?The?excitation?of?
the?NVN?centers?results?in?a?broad?fluorescence?emission?between?500?and?600?nm?with?a?peak?at?about?530?nm?[83].?The?stokes?
shift?is?larger?than?typical?organic?dye?like?Atto?routinely?used?for?STED?imaging.?This?large?stokes?shift?eliminates?any?absorption?of?
the?depletion? light.?Moreover,? the?wide?emission? spectrum? leads? to?keep?a? significant? stimulated?emission? cross? section?at? the?
depletion?wavelength?of?590?nm.?
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In?order?to?obtain?the?fluorescence?lifetime?distribution?over?a?large?number?of?particles?we?performed?fluorescence?lifetime?imag?
ing?on?gNDs?dispersed?on?a?glass?slide?(inset?in?Figure?2?20(a)).?As?presented?in?Figure?2?20?(a),?we?obtained?a?mean?value?of??=27ns?
and?a?FWHM?of?10.1ns.?The? fluorescence? lifetime? in? the?nanoparticles? is?significantly? larger? than? the? lifetime? in? the?bulk?crystal?
(16ns)?and?it?is?also?larger?than?the?lifetime?of?red?fluorescent?nanodiamonds?(rNDs)?[53].?The?large?lifetime?dispersion?has?already?
been?observed?with?rNDs.?It?has?been?explained?by?the?change?in?the?conformation?of?the?particles?(cluster?or?single?particle)?induc?
ing?variation?in?the?refractive?index?around?each?particle?and?also?by?the?different?dipole?orientation?of?the?emitters?at?the?glass?air?
interface?[84].??
In?order?to?characterize?the?nature?of?the?defect?contained? in?the?gNDs,?we?also?recorded?the? fluorescence?decay?trace?for?each?
nanodiamond?(Module?PicoHarp?300?(PicoQuant)?on?SP8?microscope?(Leica)).?One?example? is?presented? in?Figure?2?20(b).?All?the?
fluorescence?time?traces?recorded?exhibit?a?linear?combination?of?two?exponential?decays?with?a?fast?component?(?<3ns)?and?a?slow?
component?(??27ns).?This?double?exponential?decay?has?been?previously?observed?in?rNDs?[53,85,86].?The?major?slow?component?
is?characteristic?from?the?luminescence?of?the?NVN?center?and?the?fast?component?is?attributed?to?surface?effects?[86].??
?
Figure?2?20?Fluorescence?properties?of?green?nanodiamonds.?(a)?Fluorescence?lifetime?distribution?of?gNDs?immobilized?on?a?glass?slide?(the?inset?
shows?the?fluorescence?image?of?the?gNDs).?(b)?Fluorescence?decay?trace?of?a?single?nanodiamond?situated?into?the?yellow?circle?in?the?inset?image.?
The?best?fit?(red?curve)?is?obtained?with?a?two?exponential?model.?
? ???????????????????????????????????
?
The?basis?of?the?STED?microscopy?is?to?deplete?the?fluorescence?by?stimulated?emission.?The?stimulated?emission?properties?of?NVN?
centers?have?been?studied?previously?in?macroscopic?crystals?for?the?production?of?a?color?center?laser?in?diamonds.?Laser?action?at?
530?nm?has?been?observed,?confirming?the?potential?use?of?NVN?color?centers?with?stimulated?emission?[87].?However,?as?we?de?
scribed?in?the?lifetime?measurement,?in?nanocrystals?smaller?than?the?excitation?wavelength,?the?emission?properties?can?be?modi?
fied.?The?radiative?transition?in?NVN?crystal?has?been?shown?to?occur?with?a?high?quantum?yield?of?0.95??[69].?Knowing?the?fluores?
cence?decay?time?and?the?quantum?yield?of?the?transition,?the?stimulated?emission?cross?section?can?be?derived?from?the?emission?
spectrum?measurement?[88]:?
?
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Equation?2?20?
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where???is?the?wavelength,?E?is?the?fluorescence?intensity?normalized?to?the?quantum?yield?( ? ? ? ?? ?E d? ? ?? ),?c?the?speed?of?light?
and?n? the?refractive? index?of? the?material.?For?different?wavelengths,? the?result? is?displayed? in? the?Figure?2?21? (b).?At? the?wave?
length?used?here?for?STED?imaging?(590?nm),?we?find??s???0.45?10?17?cm2.??
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The?theoretical?prediction?is?confirmed?by?measuring?the?depletion?of?the?luminescence?as?a?function?of?the?depletion?beam?power.?
In?continuous?STED,?both?the?excitation?beam?and?the?depletion?beam?are?on,?so?the?excited?STED?is?constantly?populated?while?the?
luminescence?emission?competes?with?the?stimulated?emission?process.?The?luminescence?rate?is?given?by?the?inverse?of?the?lumi?
nescence?lifetime?(1/?f)?while?the?stimulated?emission?rate?is?equal?to?( ? ?s excI hc? ? )?and?scales?with?the?excitation?intensity.?Un?
der?the?assumption?that?the?excitation?saturation?is?low,?the?depletion?intensity?required?to?switch?off?half?of?luminescence?signal?is
? ?S S fI hc ? ??? ?and?the?depletion?curve?is?described?by?a?function?of?the?form? ? ?? ? sted sI I? ?[89].?The?luminescence?inhibition?
curve?presented?in?Figure?2?21(a)?is?an?average?over?18?measurements,?taken?from?different?individual?nanodiamonds?particles.?As?
seen?from?the?error?bars,?all? individual?curves?are?a?bit?different?from?each?other’s.?This? is?a? logical?consequence?of?the? lumines?
cence?decay?time?inhomogeneity?mentioned?in?the?previous?paragraph.?From?the?curve?in?Figure?2?21(a),?the?cross?section?of?lumi?
nescence?inhibition?is?found?to?be??s???0.49?10?17?cm2?in?good?agreement?with?the?value?determined?from?the?emission?spectrum.?
The?consistency?in?between?the?two?values?confirms?that?the?mechanism?for?fluorescence?quenching?is?stimulated?emission.?
?
Figure?2?21?Depletion?efficiency?with?green?nanodiamonds.?(a)?Fluorescence?inhibition?curve?of?single?gND?as?a?function?of?the?depletion?CW?beam?
intensity.?The?depletion?intensity?necessary?to?switch?off?half?of?the?luminescence?characterizes?the?steepness?of?the?curve?and?is?directly?related?to?
the? stimulated?emission? cross? section.? (b)?Stimulated?emission? cross? section?values? in? function?of? the?wavelength? (color?dots)?derived? from? the?
emission?spectrum?measurement?(black?line).?The?value?at?590?nm?is?in?good?agreement?with?the?one?derived?from?the?depletion?curve?(red?cross).?
An? ideal?emitter?for?STED?microscopy?should?possess?altogether:?high?quantum?yield?and?photostability,?an?emission?spectra?that?
match?the?STED?wavelength,?a?long?fluorescence?lifetime?and?a?low?cross?section?for?multiphoton?absorption?and?for?absorption?by?
the?excited?states.?Roughly,?gNDs?exhibit?similar?parameters?as?the?rNDs.?The?stimulated?emission?cross?section?of?the?NVN?center?
is?low?(Figure?2?21?(b))?(about?one?order?of?magnitude?lower?than?Atto?495?[90]).?However,?the?long?luminescence?lifetime?compen?
sates?for?the?limited?emission?cross?section?and?results?in?a?steep?decrease?of?the?luminescence?with?the?depletion?beam?intensity?
(Figure?2?21?(a)).?In?addition,?in?contrast?with?organic?dyes,?the?gNDs?are?especially?suitable?for?continuous?STED.?As?the?decay?time?
is?longer?than?typical?the?pulse?interval?in?pulsed?mode?locked?lasers,?the?average?power?needed?to?achieve?efficient?emission?de?
pletion?is?similar?in?the?continuous?STED?mode?and?in?the?more?complex?pulsed?implementation.?Furthermore,?with?only?the?deple?
tion?beam?on,?we?did?not?observe?any?signal?from?the?NDs,?which?indicates?a?very?limited?cross?section?for?multiphoton?absorption?
around?600nm.?We?also?observed?an?excellent?photostability,?which?indicates?no?photochemical?alteration?of?the?crystal?but?also?no?
absorption?by?the?excited?states.?All?those?parameters?make?gNDs?well?suited?for?STED?nanoscopy.?
Although?gNDs?share?the?advantages?of?the?rNDs,?they?also?share?and?even?accentuate?the?main?limitation?of?rNDs,?which?is?the?low?
emission?brightness.?A?small?absorption?cross?section?(Figure?2?19,?about?one?order?of?magnitude?less?than?organic?dyes)?and?the?
very? large? lifetime?(Figure?2?21,?one?order?of?magnitude? longer?than?organic?dyes)?result? in?a?dim?fluorescence.? Indeed,?the?NVN?
center?absorption?cross?section?is?half?that?of?the?NV?centers?[83]?(at?the?absorption?peaks),?and?the?radiative?lifetime?is?about?1.5?
times?longer?[53].?So?the?signal?emitted?by?a?NVN?center?is?about?3?times?less?bright?(assuming?same?quantum?yield)?than?the?NV?
center.?In?order,?to?overcome?this?deficiency?a?large?number?of?color?center?is?needed?inside?each?nanoparticle?[91].?We?work?here?
with?70?nm?commercially?available?gNDs?(Adamas?Nano)?specified?to?contain?on?average?about?60?color?centers?that?should?deliver?
a? luminescence? intensity?equivalent? to?a? few?organic?dye?molecules.? Increasing?the?density?of? the?color?center? in?nanodiamonds?
would?allow?the?use?of?smaller?particle?as?biolabels?and?is?an?active?research?area?[91].?
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Figure?2?22?STED? imaging?of?green?nanodiamonds.?(a)?Consecutive?confocal?and?continuous?STED? imaging?of?70?nm?sized?nanodiamonds? immobi?
lized?on?a?glass?slide.?The? increase? in?resolution?reveals?details?that?are?blurred? in?the?confocal? image.?The? inset?on?the?first? images? is?the?profile?
along?the?particle?indicated?with?an?arrow.?It?allows?to?estimate?the?gain?in?resolution?given?by?STED?to?be?at?least?70?nm?for?a?particle?bigger?than?
50? nm.? The?multiple? scans? illustrate? the? perfect? photostability.? Even? if? for? the? STED? scan? images,? high? depletion? power? is? used? (P=150?mW,?
256×256pixels?with?3ms?dwell?time),?no?change?in?the?recorded?signal?level?is?observed?after?100?scans.?(b)?Confocal?and?STED?image?revealing?the?
inhomogeneity?of?the?nanoparticles?and?their?tendency?to?aggregate.?Scale?bars?are?500?nm.?
We?have?prepared?samples?composed?of?70?nm?nanodiamonds?containing?about?60?NVN?centers?dried?on?a?glass?coverslip.? ?We?
used?a?Leica?STED?SP5?with?488?nm?pulsed?excitation?and?590?nm?CW?depletion.??As?illustrated?in?Figure?2?22?(a)?the?STED?image?
improves?the?resolution?compared?to?the?confocal?scan?and?reveals?subwavelength?details.?The?resolution?obtained?is?evaluated?by?
measuring?the?full?width?half?maximum?of?a?single?nanocrystal,?we?measured?the?STED?resolution?to?be?about?70?nm?(measuring?a?
90?nm?FWHM?profile?in?Figure?2?22(a)?and?assuming?50?nm?particle,?the?resolution?is?even?better?if?the?size?of?the?particle?is?bigger),?
which? is? consistent?with? the? specification?of? the?machine.?Moreover,? the?green? luminescence? from? the?nanodiamonds? remains?
perfectly?stable?under?STED?illumination?as?depicted?in?Figure?2?22(a):?after?100?scans,?no?sign?of?photobleaching?is?detected.?This?
excellent?photostability?is?ideal?for?long?term?high?resolution?observations.?
The?Figure?2?22(b)?illustrates?the?gNDs?properties?that?can?complicate?their?use?as?biomarkers.?First,?they?are?prone?to?aggregation.?
It?makes?cellular? labelling?difficult?and?creates? thicker?structures? that?are?more?difficult? to? resolve?with?STED?microscope? (Figure?
2?22(b)).?So,? in?order? to?obtain?homogenous?[92]?or? targeted?[78]? labelling?additional?surface? treatment? is? required.?Second,? the?
number?of?defect?inside?gNDs?is?not?homogeneous.?So?even?if?the?absence?of?bleaching?allows?the?collection?of?more?photons?by?
increasing?the?acquisition?time?to?resolve? finer?details,?the?brightest?particle? lead?to?saturation?of?the?detector.?This?color?center?
density?inhomogeneity?is?to?our?opinion?the?main?limitation?that?needs?to?be?improved?for?better?biological?labelling.?
?????? ?????????????
STED?gain?in?resolution?happens?by?quenching?the?fluorescent?centers?that?are?around?the?excitation?peak?center,?so?at?the?same?
time?that?the?resolution?is?improved?it?degrades?the?fluorescence?signal?strength.?To?investigate?if?the?green?nanodiamonds?can?be?
imaged?better?than?the?diffraction?limited?resolution?in?a?biological?sample,?we?demonstrated?STED?images?of?gNDs?particles?inside?
HeLa?cells.?
HeLa?cells?were?grown?in?standard?conditions?on?glass?coverslips?in?Dulbecco's?modified?eagle?medium?glutamax?medium.?The?cells?
were?seeded?at?a?density?of?8?104?cm?2?and?grown?in?an?incubator?at?37?°C?for?one?day.?The?cells?were?incubated?for?2h?with?gNDs?at?
a?concentration?of?10??g/mL?and?then? incubated?for?30min?also?with?WGA?Alexa?Fluor?680?(life?technologies)?at?2.5??g/mL.?After?
incubation,?the?excess?of?dye?and?gNDs?was?washed?three?times?with?phosphate?buffer?saline?solution.?The?cells?were?then?fixed?
with?3.5%?paraformaldehyde?in?citrate?buffer?saline?solution?and?mounted?on?microscope?slides?for?observation.?
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Figure?2?23?Superresolution? imaging?of?gNDs?uptaken? into?HeLa?cell.?The?cell?membrane? is? labelled? in?red?with?an?organic?dye?(WGA,?Alexa?Fluor?
680,?Invitrogen)?and?confocal?imaging?is?used?to?evidence?the?presence?of?the?nanodiamonds?inside?the?cell.?The?two?insets?are?zoomed?images?of?
the?highlighted?part?of?the?cell.?The?STED?imaging?reveals?more?details?about?the?conformation?of?the?nanocrystals.?Scale?bars?are?5??m?in?the?main?
image?and?500?nm?in?the?insets.?
The?cellular?uptake?was?confirmed?with?two?color?confocal?imaging.?The?cell?membrane?is?labelled?with?the?red?dye?(WGA),?proving?
that?the?confocal?section?plane?is?situated?inside?the?cell?(Figure?2?23).?The?nanodiamonds?appear?on?the?green?fluorescence?chan?
nel.?As?in?the?previous?reports,?nanodiamonds?tend?to?form?aggregates?in?the?cytoplasm?and?do?not?enter?the?cell?nucleus??[64,83].?
The?presence?of?green?cell?autofluorescence?is?visible?in?Figure?2?23,?however?the?level?of?the?autofluorescence?signal?is?kept?low?by?
detecting?the?fluorescence?only?4ns?after?the?excitation.?As?the?gNDs?radiative? lifetime? is?much? longer?than?the?autofluorescence?
decay?it?improves?the?signal?to?background?ratio?[64].?Some?isolated?gNDs?internalized?in?the?cytoplasm?are?imaged?in?the?confocal?
mode?and?STED?mode?(Insets?in?Figure?2?23).?It?can?be?observed?that?the?SNR?is?degraded?because?some?part?of?the?fluorescence?
signal?is?depleted?but?enough?SNR?can?be?maintained?to?isolate?the?single?particles?that?were?blurred?in?the?confocal?image.?
As? the? rNDs,?gNDs? thanks? to? their?high?photostability?can?be?an? interesting?probe?when? long?acquisition?with?high? resolution? is?
required.?In?cellular?environment?they?are?prone?to?aggregation,?however?this?can?be?overcome?by?surface?treatment?and?specific?
labelling?[78,92].?Owing?to?their?photophysical?properties,?gNDs?are?promising?candidates?as?a?second?color?nonbleaching?probe?for?
long?term?nanosensing?or?nanoimaging?application,?however?two?main?factors?can?still?be?improved?for?their?use?as?specific?marker?
in?superresolved?life?science?experiment.?First?the?limited?density?of?NVN?color?center?inside?the?nanocrystals?limits?the?brightness?
or?equivalently?the?minimal?size?of?particles?that?can?be?resolve? in?cellular?environment.?For?10?nm?crystal?to?be?equivalent?with?
other? labels? like?quantum?dots?or? fluorescent?proteins? the?color?center?density?of?our?probe? should?be? increased?by?about? two?
order?of?magnitude?[91].?Second,? the? inhomogeneity?of? the?size?of? the?particle? (Figure?2?17? (b))?and?of? the?color?center?density?
complicates?quantitative?studies.??
?????? ?????????????
We?have?demonstrated?that?the?photophysical?properties?of?gNDs?allow?their?efficient?use?in?STED?microscopy.?Thanks?to?their?long?
fluorescence? lifetime,?gNDs?are?especially?suitable? for?CW?STED? implementation.?The? long? lifetime?also?benefits? from?time?gated?
detection?STED,?since? it? leads? to? the?differentiation?of? the?gND? fluorescence? from?other?signals? like?autofluorescence.?However,?
their?long?lifetime?and?low?absorption?cross?section?also?lead?to?a?low?signal?brightness.?Under?our?experimental?conditions,?gNDs?
do?not?exhibit?any?photobleaching?and?despite?their?limited?brightness?could?still?be?observed?with?STED?microscopy?when?internal?
ized?into?a?cell.?Because?of?these?characteristics,?green?nanodiamonds?can?be?used?as?a?second?color?biocompatible?nonbleaching?
Nonlinear?fluorescence?scanning?microscopy?with?non?bleaching?probes?and?characterization?of?the?NVN?defect?in?nanodiamonds?for?STED?
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probe? for?STED?microscopy.?Many?other?color?centers?could?be? tested? to?complete? the?spectrum?of? the?available?non?bleaching?
marker?for?STED?nanoscopy,?for?instance?silicon?vacancy?that?exhibit?a?far?red?emission?[93].?
???? ????????????
Thanks?to? its?very?high?resolution,?STED?microscopy?has?become?the?gold?standard?of?superresolution?microscopy.? It?has?already?
been?used?in?numerous?biological?studies??[94,95]?and?it?has?been?turned?in?a?commercial?product?(Leica?SP5?STED).?However,?some?
limitations?remain?and?the?research?for? improvement?of?STED? imaging?and?for?novel?nonlinear?fluorescence?scanning?microscopy?
techniques?has?been?an?active?field?during?the?period?of?this?PhD.?
In?this?chapter?we?focused?on?one?solution?to? improve?the?photobleaching? limitation:?the?use?nanodiamonds?crystal.?We?demon?
strated?both?with?a?home?built?setup?and?with?a?commercial?STED?microscope?that?a?resolution?of?70?nm?can?be?obtained?with?long?
term?observation?STED?thanks?to?the?nonbleaching?color?centers?embedded? in?nanodiamonds.?We?have?shown?for?the?first?time?
that?different?types?of?defect?in?diamond?can?be?used?in?STED?microscopy.?This?is?the?first?step?towards?long?term?multi?color?opti?
cal?superresolution?studies,? like?co?localization?observation?with?nanometric?resolution?on? long?time?scale.?Numerous?defects?are?
present? in?diamonds?and?their?properties?are?still?to?be?explored?to?obtain?a?full?color?palette?of?nonbleaching?probe?available? in?
STED?microscopy.?Near?infra?red?probes?could?be?of?particular?interest?because?of?the?very?low?scattering?and?the?limited?absorp?
tion?in?tissues?(the?absorption?in?tissues?increases?dramatically?above?1?m?illumination?wavelength).?Moreover,?depletion?laser?are?
already?available?in?IR,?for?instance?several?recent?implementation?of?STED?utilize?a?single?super?continuum?laser?that?cover?the?full?
visible?and?IR?spectrum.?However,?even?if?numerous?color?center?have?been?identified?in?diamond,?the?more?complex?is?the?defect?
the?more?complicated?is?the?synthesis,?that’s?why?up?to?now?the?NV?and?NVN?defects?have?been?mostly?implanted?into?nanocrys?
tals.?
Here,?we?focused?our?attention?on?the?nonbleaching?nanodiamonds?and?we?make?the?bet?that?they?will?become?a?viable?bio?label.?
However,?for?other?dyes,?like?fluorescent?proteins?the?photobleaching?induced?by?the?high?power?depletion?beam?remains?a?major?
limitation.?Different?trails?have?been?explored?in?the?literature?to?reduce?the?amount?of?power?necessary?for?an?efficient?depletion.?
Plasmonic?enhancement?of?the?depletion?field?in?gold?coated?probes?has?been?demonstrated?to?decrease?by?a?factor?of?4?the?deple?
tion? beam? power? required?[96].? Photo?switchable? protein? have? also? been? synthesized? and? superresolution? imaging? has? been?
demonstrated?requiring?three?orders?of?magnitude?lower?depletion?intensity?[97,98].??
Another?subject?of?development? for?STED?microscopy? is? the? imaging?speed.?Since? it? is?a?scanning? technique,?STED?microscopy? is?
relatively?slow,?especially?for?three?dimensional? imaging?(it?requires?multiple? lateral?scans?at?different?depth?to?create?a?three?di?
mensional?picture).?To?accelerate?the?imaging?process,?remarkable?work?has?been?done?to?parallelize?STED?microscopy??[99,100].?It?
is?within?this?framework?that?we?worked?in?this?thesis?on?novel?superresolution?methods.?We?present?in?the?next?chapter?a?method?
based?on?STED?microscopy?that?provides?three?dimensional?localization?in?a?single?scan.??
?
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We?present?here?a?new?superresolution?technique?that?leads?to?nanometric?localization?of?single?emitters?in?three?dimensions.??This?
novel?method,?that?we?name?double?helix?STED?(DH?STED),?combines?STED?microscopy?for? improvement? in? lateral?resolution?and?
the?use?of?double?helix?point? spread? function? for?axial? localization.?By? recording?a? single?STED? scan?with? camera?detection?and?
modifying?the?fluorescent?wavefront?in?the?detection?path,?we?obtain?precise?axial?localization?of?superresolved?sample.?
???? ?????????????
We?have?shown?in?Chapter?2?that?scanning?laser?microscopy?is?a?powerful?tool?for?non?invasive?observation?and?that?the?resolution?
can?be? improved? through?nonlinear? fluorescence? responses.?After?our? first? implementation?of?STED?microscopy? (Chapter?2),? the?
idea?of?the?DH?STED?method?came?from?noticing?that?STED?is?a?popular?method?despite?its?relatively?low?axial?resolution.?Indeed,?
the?discrepancy?between?the?lateral?and?axial?information?in?conventional?STED?images?is?one?of?the?main?weakness?of?the?method.?
In?typical?STED?implementation,?the?axial?resolution?is?brought?by?the?use?of?a?confocal?pinhole.?A?single?lateral?scan?identifies?the?
axial?position?of?the?resolved?emitter?within?a?~0.5??m?thick?section?(Figure?3?1?(a)),?that?is?to?say?one?order?of?magnitude?less?pre?
cisely? than? the? lateral? resolution.?This? leads? to?a?very?elongated?PSF,?which?yields? to?an?obvious? lack?of? information? in? the?axial?
direction?(Figure?3?1?(a)).?
?
Figure?3?1?Conventional?STED?vs?3D?STED.?(a)?Schematic?of?PSFs?in?different?modes?of?scanning?microscopy.?In?confocal?laser?scanning?microscopy,?
the?lateral?resolution?is?typically?200?nm?with?high?NA?objectives?(cf.?Chapter?2),?the?axial?resolution?is?2n?/NA2?~?0.8??m?for?large?pinhole?and?can?be?
reduced?to?typically?0.5??m?with?small?pinhole.?Those?values?are?FWHM?and?are?represented?with?dashed?lines?on?the?picture.?In?conventional?STED,?
the?lateral?resolution?is?reduced?to?~50nm?and?the?axial?resolution?is?unchanged.?In?STED?3D,?a?second?depletion?beam?shrinks?the?PSF?also?in?the?
axial?dimension,?typical?obtained?depth?resolution?is?100nm.?(b)?Number?of?paper?referenced?each?year?by?Isi?Web?of?Knowledge?with?STED?micros?
copy? (blue)?and?STED?3D? (orange).? It?can?be?observed? that?despite? its? improved? resolution,? the?STED?3D? is?use? is?not? increasing?as?much?as? the?
conventional?STED?one.?
On?the?other?hand,?even?though? it? is?possible?to?gain? in?axial?resolution?with?the?addition?of?a?second?depletion?beam? ?[101,102]?
(Figure?3?1?(a)),?the?majority?of?the?published?studies?with?STED?microscopy?have?used? lateral? improvement?only?(Figure?3?1?(b)).?
This?low?use?of?3D?STED?compared?with?the?2D?version?can?be?partially?explained?by?the?implementation?complexity?but?more?likely?
it? is?due?to?the? longer?acquisition?time?and?the?resulting?phototoxic?effects.? Indeed,? in?numerous?cases? ?[94,95],?the?structure?of?
interest?can?be?resolved?with?two?dimensional?STED.?In?other?word,?lateral?improvement?in?resolution?is?often?sufficient?to?resolve?
the?sample?and?there?is?no?direct?need?for?depth?resolution?to?discriminate?the?feature;?however,?there?is?a?need?for?depth?localiza?
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tion?to?gain?information.?This?is?especially?true?for?imaging?emitters?situated?at?a?well?defined?interface.?For?example,?two?dimen?
sional?STED?has?recently?revealed?the?octameric?arrangement?of?Xenopus?nuclear?pores?complexes?[94].?The?lateral?resolution?gain?
allowed?for?the?observation?of?the?emitter?situated?on?the?nucleus?membrane?but?axial?localization?could?have?provided?additional?
information?about?the?protein?arrangement.?Another?recent?successful?two?dimensional?STED?experiment? is?the?observation?of?a?
striking?ring?like?actin?organization? in?axons?of?cultured?hippocampal?neurons? ?[95],?but?no? information?was?collected? in?depth?to?
understand? the? structure?better.?As? in? these?examples,? researchers?often?prepare? in?vitro? samples?with?a?well?defined?plane?of?
interest,?consequently? two?dimensional?STED? is?sufficient? to?resolve? the?structure?of? interest.?Although,?precise?axial? localization?
could?bring?additional?information,?it?is?not?used,?because?when?brought?with?axial?resolution?improvement,?it?requires?a?long?3D?
scan.?For?this?reason,?we?created?a?method?that?associates?nanometric?axial?localization?and?lateral?superresolution.?It?results?in?an?
imaging?mode?that?provides?three?dimensional?sample? information? in?a?single? lateral?scan,? i.e.?without?the? limitation?of?three?di?
mensional?scanning:?slow?data?acquisition?and?potentially?phototoxic?effects.??
The?design?of?this?method?falls?within?a?broader? investigation?about?the?use?of?a?camera?detector? in?scanning?microscopy?that? is?
discussed?in?Chapter?4.?Indeed,?the?standard?configuration?in?scanning?microscopy?is?to?use?a?single?pixel?detector?like?photomulti?
pliers?tubes?(PMT)?or?avalanche?photodiodes?(APD)?and?to?integrate?the?signal?at?every?scanning?position.?Nevertheless,?the?poten?
tial?of?using?the?information?available?on?a?2D?sensor?in?terms?of?resolution?gain?and?improved?signal?level?has?been?pointed?out?by?
Prof.?Colin?Sheppard?since?1988?[103].?Several?factors?convinced?us?that?the?time?has?come?to?explore?the?possible?gains?of?using?a?
pixelated?detector.?First,?the?latest?camera?characteristics?in?terms?of?frame?rate?and?noise?level?have?begun?to?make?them?suitable?
for?fluorescence?laser?scanning?applications?[104–107].??Second,?as?detailed?in?Chapter?2,?nanodiamonds?are?perfectly?photostable?
probes?that?allow?for?a?proof?of?principle?demonstration?at?low?frame?rate?with?a?low?noise?cameras.?Finally,?during?the?time?of?this?
thesis,? several? noteworthy? developments? in? the? parallelization? of? superresolution? scanning? microscopy? have? been? report?
ed?[97,99,100,108,109].?So,?scanning?methods?based?on?the?use?of?a?camera?detector?(including?the?one?we?present?in?Chapter?3?
and?Chapter?4)?can,?in?theory,?be?directly?parallelized?and?have?the?potential?for?high?frame?rate.???
Hence,? the?use?of?a?camera?detector? in?scanning?microscopy?opens? the?door? for?harnessing?any?wide?field? imaging? technique? to?
scanning?microscopy.?The?next? chapter? (Chapter?4)?explores? the?possibility?of?obtaining?a?high? resolution? in?nonlinear? scanning?
microscopy?with?a?method? typically?used? in?wide? field? imaging:? structured? illumination.? In? the?present? chapter? (Chapter?3),?we?
combine?axial?localization?by?the?use?of?wavefront?engineering,?a?method?used?previously?in?wide?field?microscopy??[110–112],?with?
STED?microscopy.? In? the? first?part,?we?detail? the?principle?of? the?method:?after?a?section? recalling? the?Laguerre?Gaussian?beams?
properties,?we?detail?the?generation?of?the?three?dimensional?PSF?with?a?double?helix?shape?and? its?optimization?for?our?specific?
application.?Then,?a?high?efficiency?DH?PSF?is?experimentally?generated?with?a?spatial?light?modulator?(SLM)?and?isolated?particles?
are?localized?with?a?precision?better?than?20?nm?in?every?direction.?In?the?second?part,?CW?STED?microscopy?is?combined?with?DH?
for?three?dimensional?localization?of?clusters?of?nanodiamonds?crystals?closer?than?the?diffraction?limit.?In?the?third?part,?we?apply?
the?DH?STED?method?with?pulsed?laser?STED?to?image?organic?dyes?samples?and?investigate?the?limitation?induced?by?photobleach?
ing.?
???? ??????????
The?resolution?gain?in?STED?microscopy?originates?from?the?engineering?of?the?excitation?PSF?via?the?depletion?beam.?The?collection?
PSF?is?usually?identical?to?the?linear?excitation?PSF?or?limited?to?a?fixed?pinhole?in?the?confocal?mode.?The?idea?here?is?to?modify?the?
collection?PSF? in?order?to?achieve?precise? localization? in?each?scanning?position?by?using?an? imaging?detector.?We?detailed? in?the?
previous?chapter?(Chapter?2)?the?mechanism?of?STED?microscopy,? in?consequence?we?focus? in?this?section?on?the?principle?of?DH?
PSF?axial?localization.?
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Figure?3?2?Principle?of?DH?STED.?The?Figure?3?2? illustrates? the?principle?of? the?method,?while?STED?results? in?a?strong?gain? in? lateral?
resolution?the?collection?path?which?is?usually?not?exploited?in?scanning?fluorescence?microscopy?is?modified?to?achieve?localization.?
The? localization? is?fundamentally?a?wide?field?method,? in?each?scanning?position?a?WF?fluorescence? image?with?a?modified?PSF? is?
acquired?in?order?to?localize?the?emitters?within?the?excitation?volume.?
?????? ??????????????
The?DH?PSF? is?made?of?two? lobes?that?rotate?continuously?around?the?optical?axis?as?the?beam?propagates,?thereby?forming?a?3D?
double?helical?shape.?This?PSF?has?been?specifically?designed?by?Prof.?Piestun?group?for?three?dimensional?localization.?In?order?to?
understand?how?the?PSF?has?been?engineered?and?how?it?can?be?adapted?to?match?our?specific?need,?we?present?here?the?underly?
ing?background.?The?DH?beam?belongs?to?a?more?general?family?of?“rotating?beams”.?We?summarize?the?main?properties?of?rotating?
beams?and?relate?them?to?axial?localization.?(The?theoretical?background?presented?here?are?directly?taken?from?Prof.?Piestun?publi?
cations?and?more?details?about?rotating?beams?can?be?found?in??[113–115]).?
? ?????????????????????
There?are?numerous?solutions? to? the?paraxial?wave?equation? (Gaussian,?Bessel…).? In?cylindrical?coordinates? the?set?of?solution? is?
called? the?Gauss?Laguerre?modes.?The?Gauss?Laguerre? (GL)?modes? form?a?complete?orthogonal?basis?of?solutions?of? the?paraxial?
wave?equation,?i.e.?any?paraxial?wave?can?be?decomposed?in?Gauss?Laguerre?modes?and?this?decomposition?is?unique??[116].?
Each?GL?mode?in?the?cylindrical?coordinates?(?,?,z),?can?be?expressed?as?[114,115]:?
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Equation?3?1?
?
Where?m?and?n?are?the?indices?related?to?the?Laguerre?polynomial.?The?complete?expression?can?be?found?in?Appendix?C?
?
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Figure?3?3?The?GL?basis.?Every?paraxial?wavefront?can?be?decomposed?in?a?weighted?sum?of?GL?modes.?Each?mode?is?identified?by?two?indices?n?and?
m? (related? to? the? indices?of?GL?polynomial).? ?The?pictures? represent? the?amplitude? (a)?and? the?phase? (b)?of? the? low? indices?GL?modes.? It?can?be?
noticed?that?some?of?those?beam?are?used?in?STED?microscopy?and?have?been?presented?in?chapter1.?The?mode?GL0,0?is?a?Gaussian?beam?it?corre?
sponds?to?the?paraxial?approximation?of?the?intensity?distribution?at?the?lens?focus?(given?in?Figure?2?1).?The?mode?GL0,1?is?the?vortex?beam?with?a?
donut?profile?that?is?used?as?depletion?beam?in?STED?microscopy.?
Figure?3?3?represents?the?amplitude?and?phase?profiles?of?the?GL?modes?for?the?low?(n,m)?indices.?As?n?increases?the?width?of?the?
beam?grows?and?as???????? ?increases?the?number?of?bright?lobes?grows?(equal?to?? ?
?????
? ?).?Each?mode?is?both?propagation?invari?
ant?along?the?z?axis?(except?for?scale)?and?presents?a?cylindrical?symmetry,?i.e.?it?is?an?eigen?mode?for?rotation?along?the?z?axis.?By?
performing?a?decomposition?of?a?wavefront?in?the?GL?basis,?it?is?possible?to?analyze?its?properties.?We?summarize?in?the?next?sec?
tion?the?propagation?characteristics?of?rotating?beams?via?GL?decomposition?analysis.?
? ?????????????????????????
A?rotating?beam?is,?by?definition,?a?beam?with?a?transverse?intensity?distribution?that?the?only?variation?upon?propagation?is?rota?
tion?along?the?optical?axis?and?scaling.?It?can?be?shown??[114,115],?that?if?we?consider?a?beam?as?a?sum?of?GL?modes:?
?i in m
i
E U? ? ? Equation?3?2?
The?necessary?and?sufficient?condition?for?rigid?rotation?along?the?z?axis?is?[114,115]:?
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?
This?condition?can?be?easily?visualized? in?the?Gauss?Laguerre?modal?plane:?a?rotating?beam? is?represented?by?a?single? line?(Figure?
3?4(a)).?The?evolution?of?the?rate?during?the?propagation?is?also?well?defined.?The?rotation?rate?is?maximal?at?the?waist?and?decreas?
es?during?the?propagation?such?as?half?of?the?total?rotation?(to?go?until?far?field)?is?performed?at?the?Rayleigh?distance.?At?the?waist?
the?rotation?rate?is?equal?to:?
?
?
d V
dz
? ?
??? ? ?(with? 0?the?waist?of?the?Gaussian?beam?at?z=0?and???the?wavelength).??
And?the?total?rotation?(to?far?field)?is:? ?tot V
??? ? ? ?
?All?those?information?are?summarized?in?Figure?3?4.?Thus,?by?choosing?different?combinations?of?GL?modes?to?compose?the?rotation?
beam,?it?is?possible?to?tune?the?width?and?the?shape?of?the?beam?as?well?as?its?rotation?speed.?This?is?exemplified?in?Figure?3?4?(c)?
with?three?different?rotating?beams,?with?different?shapes?(“button?beam”,?“trefoil?beam”?and?“cross?beam”)?and?rotating?speeds.??
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Figure?3?4?Rotating?beam?properties?(adapted?from??[114,115])(a)?Decomposition?of?a?rotating?beam?in?Gauss?Laguerre?modal?plane,?rotating?beam?
composed?of?modes?lying?along?a?single?line,?and?the?speed?of?rotation?is?proportional?to?the?slope?of?this?line.?(b)?Rotation?rate?along?the?propaga?
tion.?(c)?Examples?of?rotating?beams,?with?different?modes?composition?which? lead?to?different?shapes?and?different?rotational?speed:?the?button?
beam?(u4,2+?u0,0)?,?the?trefoil?beam?(u1,?1+?u2,2)?and?the?cross?beam?(u0,0+?u8,4?+?u16,8).??
?????? ?????????????????????????????????
The?same?wavefront?that?is?used?to?generate?a?rotating?beam?can?be?used?to?modify?the?imaging?point?spread?function?and?make?it?
rotate?with?defocus?(Figure?3?5).?The?controlled?rotation?of?the?imaging?PSF?can?thus?be?utilized?for?depth?estimation,?this?concept?is?
named?“depth?from?diffracted?rotation”?[113].?In?order?to?have?equal?access?to?all?the?spatial?frequencies,?it?is?convenient?to?modu?
late? the?wavefront? in? the?Fourier?plane? (pupil?plane)?of? the?microscope? imaging?plane? (pupil?plane,?cf.?Figure?3?5).?The? rotating?
beams?have? the? interesting?property?of?being?Eigen?Fourier? function?[114,115].?So? in?order,? to?obtain? the?desired? rotating?beam?
shape?PSF?the?modulation?to?be?applied,?i.e.?the?transfer?function,?is?the?Gauss?Laguerre?combination?itself.?
Even? if?they?are?designed?to? image?one?plane?perpendicular?to? the?optical?axis,?traditional? imaging?systems?are?conveying?depth?
information?through?defocus?blur.?Indeed,?the?traditional?PSF?of?an?imaging?system?is?varying?in?depth,?so?the?axial?position?of?an?
emitter?can?be?measured?by?estimating?the?amount?of?defocus.?However,?this?variation? is?minimal?along?the?depth?of?field,?so? it?
does?not?lead?to?precise?axial?localization?(with?a?single?acquisition).?Moreover,?the?conventional?PSF?is?symmetric?with?respect?to?
the?focal?plane?so?it?does?not?allow?for?localization?over?the?full?depth?of?field.?Other?three?dimensional?localization?techniques?have?
been? demonstrated.? For? instance,? the? introduction? of? astigmatism? in? the? detection? PSF? results? in? asymmetrical? variation?with?
depth?[9].?Digital?holography?have?also?been?used? ?[117],?but? those?methods?do?not?provide?a?uniform?accuracy?over? the?entire?
depth?of?field?[118].?We?focused?on?the?rotating?PSFs?for?their?combination?of?high?accuracy,?high?efficiency?and?above?all?the?de?
sign?flexibility?that?makes?it?easily?adaptable?to?the?specific?need.?
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Figure?3?5?Axial?localization?with?rotating?PSF?based?microscope.?In?the?absence?of?modulation?the?image?of?a?single?emitter?is?blurred?depending?on?
the?position.?The?wavefront?is?modulated?in?pupil?plane?(Fourier?plane?of?the?imaging?plane)?in?order?to?obtain?a?DH?PSF.?Depending?on?the?position?
the?image?rotate?with?minimal?blur?resulting?in?precise?axial?localization.??
? ??????? ?????????
Every?point?of?any?rotating?PSF?exhibits?a?helical?trajectory?with?defocus.?For?depth?localization?it?is?desirable?to?have?a?pattern?that?
allow? the?precise?measurement?of?the?rotational?angle.?The?combination?of?the?modes?u1,1+u5,3+u9,5+u13,7+u17,9?creates?a?pattern?
with?all? the? light?concentrated? into? two? lobes?of?equal?energy? (Figure?3?6).?Thus,?each? lobe?can?be? localized?precisely?and? their?
respective?position?related?to?the?rotational?angle?and?then?to?the?emitter?axial?position.??
?
Figure?3?6?DH?transfer?function.?(a)?Modal?decomposition?in?the?GL?modal?plane.?(b)?Amplitude?(c)?Phase.??
The?exact?rotating?DH?PSF,?obtained?by?modulation?with?the?DH?transfer?function?is?estimated?with?the?scalar?paraxial?approxima?
tion.?We?consider?the?imaging?of?isotropic?fluorescent?emitters?with?randomly?rotating?dipole,?so?that?the?paraxial?model?is?still?a?
valid?approximation?even?with?high?NA?objective?[119].?The? insertion? in? the?pupil?plane? (Figure?3?5)?of? the?modulation? transfer?
function?H(u,v)?results?in?a?three?dimensional?incoherent?intensity?PSF?[119]:?
?
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Equation?3?4?
with?n?the?mounting?medium?refractive?index,???the?wavelength?,dz?the?distance?to?the?focal?plane?(defocus),?(u,v)?the?normalized?
frequency?coordinates?in?the?pupil?plane?and?H(u,v)?the?pupil?transfer?function?(and?TF?1?the?inverse?Fourier?Transform).?
The?resulting?PSF?for?an?imaging?system?with?a?1.4?NA?and?a?650?nm?wavelength?is?represented?in?Figure?3?7.?The?exact?double?helix?
point?spread?function?exhibits?two?lobes?that?rotate?by?about??40°?within?the??500?nm.?
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Figure?3?7?DH?and?conventional?point?spread?functions?around?the?focal?plane.?(a)?The?DH?PSF?exhibits?a?two? lobes?profile?that?only?rotates?with?
defocus.?It?leads?to?efficient?axial?localization.?(b)?In?contrast,?the?standard?microscope?PSF?does?not?exhibits?a?change?in?its?orientation?and?quickly?
expand?with?defocus.??
So,? in?the?chosen?experimental?conditions?(NA=1.4,??=650?nm),?the?DH?PSF?exhibits?a?significant?change? in?orientation?within?the?
depth?of?field.?Moreover,?in?contrast?with?the?standard?PSF,?the?light?remains?concentrated?in?the?lobes?throughout?the?entire?axial?
range.?In?the?focal?plane,?the?DH? lobes?are?about?2?times? larger?compared?with?the?standard?PSF?spot?and?they?are?separated?by?
about?3?times?the?Airy?diameter.?The?DH?PSF?expands?about?1.6?times?within?the?calculated?range?(?2??m)?while?the?standard?PSF?
expands?about?12?times.?Hence,?the?DH?pattern?keeps?the?light?concentrated?in?the?lobes?during?propagation?and?the?rotation?is?not?
symmetric?with?respect?to?the?focal?plane,?so?it?leads?to?a?precise?localization?on?the?whole?range.??
Using?the?rotating?beam?properties,?the?PSF?can?be?adapted?for?the?experiment.?The?rotation?speed?can?be?tuned?by?choosing?a?
different?combinations?of?GL?modes?lying?around?a?steeper?line?in?the?modal?plane?(Figure?3?4).?The?pattern?size?can?also?be?tuned?
by?choosing?the?waist?of?the?pattern?with?respect?to?the?pupil?aperture.?As?the?waist? increases?the?two? lobes?of?the?PSF?become?
brighter?and?closer?as?a?result?of?wave?propagation?(Figure?3?8).?
?
Figure?3?8?Influence?of?the?mode?waist?size?(with?respect?to?the?pupil?diameter)?on?the?PSF?width.?Each?panel?represents?on?the?left?the?phase?map?
of?the?transfer?function?and?on?the?right?its?corresponding?PSF.?(a)?The?transfer?function?is?the?sum?of?GL?modes?with?a?waist?equal?to?0.2?times?the?
pupil?diameter.?(b)The?same?with?a?waist?equal?to?0.3?times?the?pupil?diameter?(c)?The?same?with?a?waist?equal?to?0.4?times?the?pupil?diameter?
? ?????????????????????????????
In?contrast?with?the?standard?PSF,?the?DH?PSF?changes? its?orientation?with?defocus?and? leads?to?a?more?precise?axial? localization.?
Intuitively,?this? is?true?because?the?faster?the?PSF?varies? in?one?dimension?the?more?accurate? is?the? localization? in?this?dimension?
(that’s?why? the?standard?PSF?which?exhibits?a?small? lateral?pattern?results? in?precise? lateral? localization).?However,?this?does?not?
take?into?account?the?major?limitation?of?the?rotating?PSFs:?their?low?transfer?function?efficiency.?Indeed,?the?exact?GL?mode?solu?
tion?of?the?DH?PSF?has?a?function?transfer?efficiency?below?2%.?
As,?we?aim?to?image?fluorescence?sample?with?small?emitters?(below?the?diffraction?limit),?so?with?a?limited?brightness,?the?efficien?
cy?of?the?wavefront?modulation?needs?to?be?significantly? improved.?Professor?Piestun?group?has?worked?extensively?on?different?
strategies?to?maintain?the?DH?PSF?advantages?(extended?depth?of?field,?high?precision?axial?localization?and?adaptable?design)?while?
improving?the?transfer?function?efficiency.?We?summarized?quickly?here?the?main?results?that?we?used?to?design?our?PSF.?
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The?limited?total?light?efficiency?of?the?exact?GL?solution?is?primarily?due?to?the?amplitude?modulation?(the?exact?amplitude?modula?
tion?in?the?pupil?plane?consists?roughly?in?absorbing?the?light?everywhere?except?in?the?lobes).?However,?it?has?been?demonstrated?
that?the?phase?modulation?is?predominant?[120].?Indeed,?if?only?the?phase?of?the?GL?pattern?is?applied?as?pupil?function,?the?PSF?still?
resembles?to?a?DH?and?maintains?its?rotational?properties.?This?can?be?explained?by?observing?the?modal?decomposition?of?the?field?
with?constant?amplitude?and?with?the?DH?phase.?It?is?formed?with?a?cloud?of?modes?lying?around?the?exact?solution:?the?line?direc?
tion?responsible?for?the?rotational?properties?of?the?PSF?still?rules?the?PSF?behavior.?From?this?observation,?it?has?been?shown?that?
optimization?algorithm?can?be?run?to?further?enhanced?the?transfer?function?efficiency??[112,120].?By?keeping?a?modal?distribution?
close?to?the?original?line?and?maximizing?the?light?into?the?lobes?only?for?the?axial?range?of?interest,?the?transfer?function?efficiency?
can?be?improved?about?30?times?compared?to?the?exact?solution??[120].?The?phase?pattern?resulting?from?the?optimization?process?
and?the?corresponding?generated?PSF?are?displayed?in?Figure?3?9.?An?elegant?way?to?analytically?describe?the?result?of?the?optimiza?
tion?has?been?proposed?in??[119,121].?The?phase?mask?can?be?seen?as?a?sum?of?vortices?equally?spaced?and?aligned?along?a?horizon?
tal?line?and?this?exact?expression?exhibits?in?fact?slightly?better?performance.?
?
Figure?3?9?DH? transfer? function?optimization.?First? row:?Double?Helix?Transfer? functions,?amplitudes? (left)?and?phases? (right).?Second? row:?corre?
sponding?decompositions?in?Gauss?Laguerre?modal?plane.?Third?row:?resulting?intensity?PSFs.?(a)?The?exact?solution?u1,1+u5,3+u9,5+u13,7+u17,9,?it?leads?
to?a?2%?efficiency?(the?intensity?PSF?is?multiplied?by?10?to?be?visible).?(b)?The?phase?only?modulation?(of?u1,1+u5,3+u9,5+u13,7+u17,9),?it?leads?to?a?38%?
efficiency.?(c)?The?optimized?phase?only?modulation?(of?u1,1+u5,3+u9,5+u13,7+u17,9),?it?leads?to?a?57%?efficiency.?(d)?DH?transfer?function,?mimicking?the?
optimized?transfer?function?with?a?line?of?vortices?leads?to?a?63%?efficiency.?
The?generated?optimized?DH?phase?only?modulation?is?now?suitable?to?be?used?in?our?experiment.?Indeed,?it?can?be?implemented?
with? a? phase?only? SLM? and? the? transfer? function? efficiency? is? compatible? with? photon?limited? microscopy? observa?
tion?[111,112,119].?The?experimental?efficiency? improvement? is? illustrated? in?Figure?3?10.?Fluorescent?beads?are? imaged?with?dif?
ferent?PSF?modulations:?with?the?optimized?phase?mask,?the?axial?range?where?the?light?is?concentrated?within?the?lobes?is?reduced?
but?close?to?the?focus,?the?signal?is?much?higher.?
The?performance?of?the?localization?with?optimized?DH?has?been?evaluated?with?information?theory?calculation? ?[112,118,122].?In?
broad?lines,?as?the?energy?is?distributed?within?the?two?lobes?of?the?DH,?for?a?given?total?energy,?the?peak?intensity?in?the?DH?PSF?is?
lower?than?the?one?in?the?normal?PSF.?This?transversal?spread?compared?with?the?standard?PSF?degrades?the?achievable?precision.?
However,?unlike?standard?or?astigmatic?PSFs,?the?DH?concentrates?the?light?in?the?lobes?throughout?the?entire?axial?range.?So?the?
larger? is?the?axial?range?of?operation,?the?more?competitive? is?the?DH?PSF? localization.?For?our?specific?application,?we?are? in?the?
range?where?the?precision?of?different?techniques?are?equivalent?[118].?As?the?idea?is?to?tend?towards?a?larger?depth?of?focus,?(an?
increased?section? thickness?could?be?envisaged? for? instance?with? the?use?of?Bessel?beam?STED?[123]),?and?because?of? its?design?
flexibility?the?DH?PSF?seemed?to?be?the?appropriate?choice.?Experimentally,?the? lateral?size?of?the?PSF? is?also?adapted,?as?the?two?
lobes?become?closer?they?also?become?brighter,?so?if?the?case?of?limited?photon?budget,?the?two?lobes?can?be?brought?closer?(at?the?
cost?of?a?more?challenging?detection?[119]).?
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Figure? 3?10? Transfer? function? efficiency.? First? column:? different? phase? mask? used? as? transfer? function.? From? top? to? bottom:? Exact? GL?
u1,1+u5,3+u9,5+u13,7+u17,9?solution,? iteratively?optimized?modulation,?sum?of?vortices?solution.?Other?columns:?Fluorescence? image?of?a?70nm?FND?at?
different?depth?position,?with?the?modified?detection?PSF?corresponding?to?the?transfer?function.?Each?image?has?been?taken?with?the?same?camera?
parameters.??(a)?With?the?phase?only?exact?solution,?the?range?is?longer?but?the?intensity?of?the?lobes?at?the?focus?are?dimmer?compared?with?the?
other?transfer?function.?(b)?and?(c)?The?iteratively?optimized?solution?exhibits?a?slightly?lower?intensity?at?the?focus?compared?with?the?sum?of?vorti?
ces?but?a??faster?rotation?and?slightly?stronger?intensity?at?400nm.??
? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
In?order?to?exemplify?the?axial?localization?of?fluorescent?emitters?with?DH?PSF,?we?imaged?fixed?fluorescent?beads?immobilized?on?
the?surface?of?a?metallic?target.?The?target?thickness? is?known?to?be?200?nm?(fabricated?by?chemical?vapor?deposition).?Thus,?we?
have?a?well?specified?sample?with? two?planar?surfaces?with?different?depths.?The? result?are?presented? in?Figure?3?11.?While? the?
standard?PSF?image?(Figure?3?11b)?does?not?allow?for?precise?axial?localization?(the?depth?difference?is?not?enough?so?that?one?plane?
is?outside?the?focal?region?and?clearly?blurred),?the?DH?PSF?image?exhibits?a?clear?visual?difference?(Figure?3?11?(c)).?The?axial?posi?
tion?is?encoded?in?the?PSF’s?rotational?angle:?the?beads?within?the?blue?line?shapes?(indicating?the?target?position)?are?rotated?com?
pared?to?the?other?because?of?the?depth?difference.?Hence,?the?DH?PSF?allows?for?fast?and?precise?three?dimensional?localization?of?
the?emitters?and?has?been?applied?for?particle?tracking??[112,124]?and?superresolution?imaging??[111,119].??To?estimate?the?depth?
with?the?double?helix?PSF,?the?respective?position?of?the?lobes?can?be?estimated?by?particle?detection?and?centroid?calculation?(we?
will?detail?the?localization?procedure?in?the?section?3.3.2.1).?
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Figure?3?11?Three?dimensional? localization?of? fluorescent?beads,? immobilized?on?a?two? level?planar?surface.? (a)?Bright? field? image?of?the?metallic?
target,?the?edges?are?represented?with?dashed?blue?lines?and?reported?on?the?other?pictures.?The?target?has?been?created?in?clean?room?by?chemical?
vapour?deposition?and?the?thickness?is?known?to?be?200nm.?(b)?Fluorescence?images?with?non?modified?PSF,?the?depth?difference?is?not?visible.?(c)?
On?the?contrary?with?the?standard?PSF,? in?the? image?taken?with?the?DH?PSF?we?can?see?the?difference? in?orientation?of?the?particle?siting?on?the?
metallic? layer.?(And?the?13°?difference? in?between?the?two?rotational?angles? in?the?two?planes?match?the?200?nm?expectation?as?we?will?detail? in?
section?3.3.2.1).?
?????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
The?microscope? technique? that?we?present? in? this?chapter?combines?DH?PSF? localization?and?STED?scanning?microscopy.? In?each?
scanning?step,?the?region?around?the?excitation?focus?is?imaged?on?a?CCD?camera.?The?useful?range?of?depth?localization?is?deter?
mined?by?the?axial?widths?of?the?excitation?focus.?In?consequence?we?design?a?DH?PSF?for? localization?within?about?0.5?um?depth?
range?and?with?maximum?efficiency?and?localization?precision.?
? ????????????? ??????????
The?STED?improvement?in?resolution?is?based?on?the?depletion?of?fluorescent?emitters?and?typical?fluorescent?molecules?exhibit?a?
wide?emission?spectrum.?However,?the?simulations?presented?in?the?previous?figures?for?the?rotating?PSFs?have?been?generated?for?
single?light?wavelength.?We?consider?here?the?impact?of?the?wavelength?change?on?the?resulting?PSF.?
Two?factors?are?affected?by?the?modification?of?the?wavelength.?First,?the?phase?modulation?encrypted?on?the?SLM?is?designed?for?
one?wavelength,?therefore?a?different?wavelength?leads?to?a?modified?phase?retardation?and?to?a?change?in?the?PSF?shape.?Second,?
as?a?result?of?diffraction?upon?wave?propagation,?the?rotational?rate?varies?with?the?wavelength.?
The?effect?of?different?fluorescence?wavelengths?is?shown?in?Figure?3?12?for?a?1.4?NA?imaging?system.?It?can?be?observed?in?Figure?
3?12?(a)?that?the?modification?of?the?phase?modulation?has?a?very?limited?impact.?Indeed,?the?calculated?PSF?at?600?and?700nm?for?a?
phase?mask?designed? for?650nm?exhibits?minimal?changes? in?the? lobes?shape? (minimal?changes?are?visible?especially? in? the? light?
lines?in?between?the?lobes).?The?main?double?helix?shape?with?two?clearly?identified?lobes?is?still?present?and?can?be?used?for?locali?
zation.?However,?as? illustrated? in?Figure?3?12? (b),?different?wavelengths? result? in?different? rotational? rates?and? could?affect? the?
localization?precision.? In?Figure?3?12? (b),? it?can?be?observed? that?a?smaller?wavelength? increases? the? rotational? rate?[120].? In? the?
experiments?presented?in?the?next?section,?we?use?50?nm?large?detection?bandpass?filter?and?consider?a?limited?axial?range?(below?
?500?nm),?thus?the?bandwidth?of?the?fluorescence?spectrum?has?a?minimal?impact?on?the?localization?measurement?precision.?
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Figure?3?12?Effect?of?wavelength?on?DH?modulation.?(a)?Resulting?PSF?at?different?emission?wavelength?for?a?defocused?position?of?500nm?with?a?
phase?modulation?designed?for?650nm.?(b)?Rotation?angle?of?the?resulting?PSF?after?phase?modulation?designed?for?650nm?in?function?of?the?defo?
cus?position,?when?used?with?600nm?(green),?650nm?(red)?and?700nm?(blue).??
? ????????? ??????????????????????
We?present?here?the?combination?of?a?wide?field?imaging?localization?technique?with?a?scanning?fluorescence?microscopy.?The?use?
of?scanning?microscopy?has?been?primarily?motivated?by?the?fast?high?resolution? imaging?available?with?STED?compared?with?sto?
chastic?wide?field?superresolution?techniques?[8,125].?However,?it?is?important?to?investigate?whether?our?technique?retains?one?of?
the?most?important?feature?of?scanning?microscopy:?the?depth?discrimination?by?confocal?sectioning.?The?camera?detector?allows?
for?the?use?of?a?digital?pinhole.?Indeed,?with?a?non?modified?detection?PSF,?the?confocal?filtering?can?be?applied?digitally?directly?by?
recording?on?the?camera?only?the?area?that?corresponds?to?the?image?of?the?excitation?spot?(i.e.?the?Airy?disc).?The?depth?discrimi?
nation?property?(equivalent?to?the?axial?resolution?in?the?case?of?small?pinhole)?can?be?quantified?by?considering?the?total?response?
of?a?fluorescent?plane?as?it?is?scanned?through?the?excitation?focus?[126].?For?traditional?confocal?microscope,?it?results?in?a?Gaussi?
an?curve?(Figure?3?13)?(under?paraxial?approximation)? indicating?the?optical?section?thickness?(for?small?pinhole,? it?tends?towards?
the?confocal?PSF?profile?with?FWHM ?
??? emn
NA
?? ).?
In?the?case?of?DH?PSF,?we?can?apply?a?digital?pinhole?in?the?form?of?two?discs?(of?the?same?diameter?as?the?confocal?pinhole)?match?
ing? the? lobes?positions? (Figure?3?13? (i)).?The? red?curve?of?Figure?3?13? represents? the?simulated?sectioning?performance?with? this?
digital?aperture.? It?can?be?observed?that?with?a?fixed?position,?the?sectioning?performance? is?comparable?to?confocal?microscopy.?
However,? this?does?not?allow? for? tracking? the?position?of? the?DH?lobes?along? the? full?depth?of? field.?An?enlarged?“double?bean”?
shape?aperture?allows?for?the?localization?on?the?full?range?but?results?in?a?larger?optical?section?(green?curve?Figure?3?13).??It?can?be?
noticed?that?if?we?choose?a?different?position?for?the?digital?pinhole,?corresponding?to?a?different?axial?plane?localization?with?the?
DH? lobes,? the?optical?slice? is?shifted?axially? (dashed?yellow?curve?Figure?3?13).?This?has?been?used?very? recently? to?demonstrate?
refocusing?ability?after?a?single?scan? in?scanning?microscopy?with?DH?read?out?[104].?Also,?we?did?not?verify? it?experimentally?but?
our?simulations?indicate?that?with?a?different?rotating?PSFs?with?a?faster?rotational?rate,?it?should?be?possible?to?surpass?the?section?
ing?obtained?for?confocal?(even?the?theoretical?one?with?an?infinitely?small?pinhole).?
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Figure? 3?13? Sectioning? ability? of? scanning?microscopes?with?DH? localization.? The? curves? represent? the? fluorescence? intensity? detected? through?
different?type?of?confocal?pinholes?(red?circles?in?the?images)?as?a?fluorescent?plane?as?it?is?scanned?axially?through?the?excitation?focus.?Blue?curve:?
Characteristic?profile?obtained?with?a?normal?PSF?and?a?one?Airy?unit?pinhole?(image?(i))??[126].?Red?Curve:?The?profile?obtained?with?a?DH?PSF?and?a?
two?discs?aperture? (image? (ii)).? ?Green?curve:?The?profile?obtained?with?a?double?bean?shape?aperture? that?covers?all? the?axial? range?of? interest?
(image?(iii)).?Yellow?dashed?curve:?The?profile?obtained?with?a?DH?PSF?and?a?two?discs?aperture?rotated?by?40°?(image?(iv)).?
Thus,?two?types?of?post?processing?can?be?envisaged?with?our?technique,?either?we?systematically?apply?the?double?beans?shape?
pinhole?that?allow?for?an?optical?section?of?about?two?times?the?standard?confocal?section.?It?allows?to?isolate?the?plane?to?be?im?
aged?from?the?majority?of?out?of?focus?background?light.?However,?if?a?thinner?optical?section?is?required,?a?double?digital?pinhole?
that?tracks?the?lobes?position?could?be?used.?
???? ????????????????????????????
In?this?section?we?demonstrate,?within?a?single?DH?STED?scan,?20?nm?axial?localization?of?superresolved?fluorescent?nanodiamonds?
emitters.?
?????? ??????
We?describe?here?the?DH?STED?setup?designed?to?obtain?superresolution?image?of?particles?and?at?the?same?time?three?dimensional?
localization.?
?
Figure?3?14?Schematic?of?the?DH?CW?STED?setup.?ISO?Faraday?isolator;?POL?polarizer;?SLM?spatial?light?modulator;?BP?band?pass?fluorescence?filter;?
WP/2?half?wave?plate;?PM?helical?phase?mask;?BS(NP)?non?polarizing?beam?splitter;?DM?dichroic?mirror;?WP/4?quarter?wave?plate.?Inserted?pictures?
show?the?double?helix?and?donut?phase?fronts?assigned?respectively?by?the?SLM?and?the?phase?plate,?scaled?from?0?(white)?to?2??(black).?A?small?
portion?of?the?Verdi?(532nm)?is?used?for?fluorescence?excitation?and?the?rest?is?used?to?pump?the?Ti?Saph?depletion?laser?(770nm).?
The?basis?of?the?setup?is?the?home?built?STED?microscope?setup?described?in?section?2.4.1.?The?modification?consists?in?the?addition?
of?a?spatial?light?modulator?and?a?camera?detector.?A?4?f?imaging?system?creates?a?wide?field?image?on?the?CCD?camera?and?the?SLM?
is?placed?in?the?Fourier?plane?of?the?image?plane?in?order?to?modulate?the?PSF.?A?polarizer?is?also?placed?after?the?SLM,?in?order?to?
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select?only?the?portion?of?fluorescence?signal?that?is?modulated.?(In?order?to?remove?completely?the?signal?that?is?not?modulated?a?
grating?is?applied?on?the?SLM?and?an?aperture?blocks?the?DC?signal).?
?????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ?????????????????????????????????????
In?order?to?relate?the?angular?rotation?of?the?DH?lobes?to?the?axial?position?we?need?to?measure?precisely?the?respective?position?of?
the?lobes.?This?is?done?by?applying?a?threshold?to?the?picture?so?that?the?(10?pixel2)?brighter?area?of?the?lobes?are?isolated.?Then,?the?
position?is?evaluated?by?calculating?the?centroid?of?the?each?lobe.?Best?results?have?been?shown?to?be?obtained?by?two?dimensional?
Gaussian?fitting?[111],?however?the?accuracy?gain? is? limited?(about?10%)?and?the?method? is? less?robust?to?aberration?(the?perfor?
mance?drops?if?the?PSF?is?not?well?symmetric).?
Axial? localization? is?calibrated?by?recording?wide? field? images?of?a?single?FND? immobilized?on?a?glass?slide?at?different?depths.?As?
illustrated?in?Figure?3?15,?the?rotation?angle?of?the?lobes?is?recorded?for?each?depth?position.?The?calibration?curve?indicates?a?rota?
tion?of?about??40°?in?the?range??500nm,?which?is?in?good?agreement?with?the?theoretical?prediction?(cf.?Figure?3?7).?The?measure?
ment? precision? depends? on? the? localization? repeatability? from? the? lobes,? which? is? dependent? on? the? signal? to? noise? ratio?
(SNR)?[122].?During?the?acquisition,?the?presence?of?the?depletion?beam?in?addition?to?the?excitation?lowers?the?photon?budget?and?
therefore?the?precision?of?the?z?localization.?Consequently,?to?evaluate?the?accuracy?of?the?axial?localization?in?our?system,?immobi?
lized? single?NDs? are? illuminated?with? focused? excitation? and? depletion? beams,? and? the? z?localization?measurement? is? repeated?
several?times.?The?standard?deviations?of?the?measured?rotational?angle?over?100?successive?measurements?are?displayed? in?the?
table?in?Figure?3?15?(c)?and?do?not?exceed?20nm.?It?can?be?observed,?that?even?if?more?light?is?concentrated?at?the?focus,?the?meas?
urement?precision? is?not?the?best?at?the?focus?but?100nm?above?and?below.?This? is?probably?due?to?the?shape?of?the? lobes?more?
circular?and?consequently?more?accurate?with?the?centroid?estimator.?Thus,?over?the?range?of?interest?the?axial?localization?preci?
sion?is?below?20nm?(which?corresponds?to?an?angular?variation?of?1.7°).?Equivalently,?the?axial?localization?precision?for?single?DH?
STED?image?is?below?20?nm.?It?must?be?noticed?that?those?position?accuracies?are?not?the?fundamental?limits?for?single?image?DH?
PSF?detection.?It?could?be?potentially?improved?by?the?use?of?a?more?complex?localization?emitter?estimator?and?more?stable?optical?
setup.?With?typical?noise?conditions,?the?theoretical?limit?of?the?localization?accuracy?has?been?shown?to?be?below?1nm?[111].?The?
precision?we?obtain?here? is?comparable? to?other?publications,? it?means? that? there? is? room? for?an?estimator? that?would? improve?
localization?precision?specifically?with?DH?PSF.?Also,?as?we?have?nonbleaching?emitters,?if?we?consider?the?camera?is?noise?free,?we?
could?also?theoretically?improve?the?axial?resolution?at?the?cost?of?a?longer?integration?time.?
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Figure?3?15?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
? ???????? ?????????? ??????
In?order?to?generate?a?three?dimensional?sample?with?fluorescent?nanodiamonds,?we?incorporate?them?in?PDMS?and?spincoat?the?
solution? to? the?desired? thickness.?After?curing,?we? image? them?with? the?DH?STED?method.?Figure?3?16?demonstrates? the?gain?of?
information? in?every?direction?with?a?single?scanning? image.?As?a?reference,?a?confocal?scanning? image?with?a?camera?detector? is?
recorded?(Figure?3?16?(a)).?(The?phase?on?the?SLM?is?kept?flat?and?the?confocal?sectioning?is?obtained?by?integrating?the?signal?only?
from?the?pixel?matching?the?focus?position).?The?DH?phase? is?then?assigned?to?the?SLM,?the?depletion?beam? is?turned?on?and?the?
camera?image?for?each?scanning?position?is?recorded.?Figure?3?16?(b),?shows?the?image?obtained?by?integrating?the?signal?from?the?
two?lobes?(double?bean?aperture?image?(iii),?Figure?3?13).?Individual?NDs,?hidden?in?the?linear?confocal?image,?are?clearly?resolved?
thanks?to?the?STED?improvement?in?resolution.?To?extract?the?three?dimensional?image,?the?axial?localization?is?measured?with?the?
DH? lobes?positions.?The? result? is?presented? in?Figure?3?16? (d),?a?colormap?encodes? for? the?axial?position.?The?depth?positions?of?
particles? that?were? localized?within? the?confocal?depth?of? field?are? revealed.?The? final? image? is?a? three?dimensional?map?of? the?
sample?and?this?result?is?obtained?after?a?single?scan?acquisition.?The?DH?axial?localization?needs?a?minimal?SNR?to?be?practical,?in?
the?final?picture?only?the?pixel?with?two?lobes?detected?(with?the?particles?detection?function?of?ImageJ)?are?presented.?It?is?equiva?
lent?to?threshold?the?picture?before?axial?localization?readout?(Figure?3?16?(c)).?
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Figure?3?16?Three?dimensional?imaging?with?DH?STED.?Scale?bars?are?1?m.?(a)?Confocal?image.?(b)?STED?image.?As?the?STED?scanning?image?is?rec?
orded?with?a?modified?detection?and?a?camera?sensor,?the?DH?STED? image? is?obtained?by?post?processing?the?same?acquisition.?(c)?A?threshold? is?
applied?in?order?to?keep?only?the?pixel?with?sufficient?signal?for?DH?read?out.?(d)?DH?three?dimensional?image?(the?depth?localization?for?each?pixel?is?
encoded?with?the?colormap).??
Figure?3?17?presents?different?scans?with?similar?results.?Hence,?in?those?pictures?we?achieved?three?dimensional?localization?below?
20?nm?of?superresolved?fluorescent?nanocrystals?within?a?single?scan?acquisition.?(We?did?not?quantified?here?the? lateral? localiza?
tion?precision,?but?a?precise?axial?localization?implies?a?precise?lateral?localization?of?the?DH?lobes?and?consequently?of?the?particle).?
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Figure?3?17?Immobilized?NDs?DH?STED?three?dimensional?imaging.?Scale?bars?are?1?m?(a)?and?(e)?Confocal?scans.?(b)?and?(f)?STED?scans.?(c)?and?(g)?
DH?STED?scan.?
???? ???????? ?????????????????????????
We?proposed?a?method?based?on?the?combination?of? lateral?superresolution?microscopy?and?DH?wavefront?for? localizing?fluores?
cent?labels?with?a?very?high?precision.?We?demonstrated?below?20?nm?axial?localization?of?superresolved?nanodiamonds.?We?inves?
tigate?in?this?section?whether?the?method?can?be?applied?with?organic?dyes?molecules?that?are?subject?to?photobleaching.?(In?this?
thesis,?we?re?organized?all?the?particular?experiments?to?make?a?coherent?story.? In?fact,?this?section? is?the?first?STED? images?that?
were?acquired,?that’s?how?we?realized?how?severe?was?that?photobleaching?with?organic?dyes?in?STED?and?why?we?get?interested?in?
diamonds?containing?vacancies).?
?????? ?????????????????????????????????? ???????????
Photobleaching?was?one?of?the?early?problem?in?STED?microscopy?and?has?been?studied?in?the?literature?[127,128].?We?aggravate?
the?difficulty?with?the?use?of?a?camera?detector?since?the?frame?rate?is?low?compared?with?single?pixel?detector.?
In?the?Chapter?2,?we?have?presented?the?continuous?wave?version?of?STED?where?the?excitation?and?depletion?lasers?are?continu?
ously? illuminating? the? sample.?As?we?detailed?previously,? it?means? that? the?excitation?and? the?depletion?process?are? competing?
constantly?and?it?implies?that?the?depletion?beam?power?has?to?be?high?enough?for?the?fluorescence?quenching?to?be?effective.?A?
more? complex?but?more?efficient?version?of?STED?microscopy? consists? in?using?pulsed? laser.? In? this? case,? the?depletion?pulse? is?
launched?immediately?after?the?excitation?pulse?so?that?the?two?processes?do?not?compete?and?the?depletion?is?more?efficient.?A?
more?efficient?depletion?process? leads? to?a? lower?depletion?power?needed? for?a?given? resolution?and? leads? to?a? reduced?photo?
bleaching?[129].?
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Figure?3?18?Depletion?efficiency?with?pulsed?STED?(a)?Schematic?of?the?two?methods,?in?CW?STED?both?the?excitation?beam?and?the?depletion?beams?
are?ON.? In?pulsed?STED?the?depletion?pulse? it?brought?right?after?the?excitation?pulse?so?that?the?spontaneous?decay?did?not?happen?yet?but?the?
excitation?is?finished?and?so?do?not?compete?with?the?depletion.?(b)?Extinction?ratio?(i.e.?probability?of?spontaneous?decay)?in?function?of?the?deple?
tion?pulse?length?for?a?constant?pulse?energy.?The?parameter?used?for?this?calculation?are?fluorescence?life?time??fluo?=?4?ns,?interpulse?time??rep?=?12?
ns?and?vibrational?transition?rate?5?ps?1.?Each?plot?corresponds?to?a?fixed?pulse?energy?and?exhibits?a?minimum?(ie?a?depletion?efficiency)?in?the?range?
8?40?ps.?The?pulse?energy? is?quantified? in? term?of?number?of?potential?de?excitation?events?[130],?here?we? represent?8? (red),10? (green)?and?16?
(blue).?
In?order?to?achieve?the?most?efficient?depletion?and?so?the?more?reduced?photobleaching,?the?pulse?length?can?be?optimized.?In?a?
nutshell,?for?a?constant?pulse?energy,?if?the?depletion?pulse?is?too?long?the?spontaneous?emission?decay?is?not?efficiently?quenched?
(the?excited?molecule?have?enough?time?to?emit?photon),?if?the?depletion?pulse?is?too?short?the?vibrational?de?excitation?limits?the?
efficiency? (the?excited?molecule?do?not?have?enough? time? to? relax? to? the?base? level?of? the?excited?state).?Depending?of? the?dye?
photophysical?characteristic,?a?pulse?length?of?about?10?100?ps?exploits?the?depletion?power?maximally.?Following?the?same?type?of?
derivation?presented?in?the?Chapter?2?for?the?CW?case,?the?influence?of?pulse?length?on?depletion?efficiency?can?be?quantified?[130]?
(details?in?Appendix?D).?The?Figure?3?18?represents?the?extinction?ratio?in?function?of?the?depletion?pulse?length.?It?shows?that?for?a?
fluorophore?with?a?typical?4?ns?lifetime?and?0.2?ps?vibrational?relaxation?time,?the?optimal?depletion?theoretical?pulse?length?is?8?40?
ps,?depending?on?the?pulse?energy.?(It?must?be?noticed?that?several?reports? indicate?better?experimental?results? in?term?of?signal?
strength?for?a?pulse?length?larger?than?the?theoretical?optimal,?this?has?been?attributed?to?a?nonlinear?influence?of?pulse?peak?inten?
sity?on?photodamage?mechanisms?[127]).?
Moreover,?a?significant?portion?of?photobleaching?in?STED?has?been?shown?to?be?due?to?triplet?state?build?up,?i.e.?caused?by?deple?
tion?light?acting?on?intermediate?excited?state?with?lower?energy.?Consequently,?the?solution?to?reduce?further?photobleaching?is?to?
stop?illuminating?the?molecule?which?is?in?its?triplet?state?to?allow?relaxation?to?the?ground?state.?Triplet?states?have?typical?decay?
time????s,?so?two?solutions?have?been?demonstrated?to?reduce?the?photobleaching?[128,131].?First,?the?implementation?of?very?fast?
scan?leads?to?a?dwell?time?short?enough?(?s)?to?minimize?the?interaction?of?the?depletion?beam?with?the?longer?triplet?state?[131].?
This?was?not?a?viable?option?for?our?experiment?since?it?relies?on?the?use?of?a?camera?detector?that?cannot?reach?million?fps?rate.?
Second,?the?use?of?low?repetition?rate?(kHz)?laser?with?ms?interpulse:?this?delay?is?sufficient?to?let?the?molecule?quit?its?triplet?state?
between?each?pulse?and?has?been?shown?to? limit?photobleaching?[128].?This?solution?could?have?been?envisaged?but?such?a? laser?
was?not?available?in?our?lab.?So,?in?order?to?demonstrate?DH?STED,?we?built?a?pulsed?laser?STED?system?with?76MHz?repetition?rate?
laser?with?optimized?depletion?beam?pulse?length.?High?repetition?rate?laser?are?not?ideal?but?it?already?represents?an?improvement?
compared?with?CW?STED,?because?of?the?optimal?use?of?the?depletion?power?(and?so?lower?average?power)?and?because?the?deple?
tion?sample?is?illuminated??pulse,depletion/?rep?1%?of?the?time?(and?so?partial?triplet?relaxation?occurs?during?the?interpulse?time).?
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Figure?3?19?Schematic?of? the?DH?pulsed?STED?setup.OPO?optical?parametric?oscillator;?BBO?barium?borate?doubling?crystal;? ISO?Faraday? isolator;?
POL?polarizer;?SLM?spatial? light?modulator;?BP?band?pass?fluorescence?filter;?WP/2?half?wave?plate;?PM?helical?phase?mask;?BS(NP)?non?polarizing?
beam?splitter;?DM?dichroic?mirror;?WP/4?quarter?wave?plate;?CP??confocal?pinhole;?APD?avalanche?photodiode;?FM?flip?mirror.? ? Inserted?pictures?
show?the?double?helix?and?donut?phase?fronts?assigned?respectively?by?the?SLM?and?the?phase?plate,?scaled?from?0?(white)?to?2??(black).?Two?out?
puts?of?a?femtosecond?OPO?system?are?used?for?STED?microscopy?(633nm?excitation?and?770nm?depletion).?Two? imaging?paths?are?available?and?
can?be?selected?with?the?flip?mirror:?one?classical?confocal?scanning?microscope?optical?apparatus?with?an?APD?and?one?path?with?a?SLM?followed?
with?a?CCD?allows?phase?modulation?and?DH?readout.?
In?order?to? limit?the?photobleaching,?we?used?the?equipment?available? in?the? lab?to?create?a?pulsed?STED?setup.?As? illustrated? in?
Figure?3?19,?a?Ti?Sapphire?mode? locked? femtosecond? laser?pumps?an?optical?parametric?oscillator? (OPO).?A? fraction?of? the?pump?
beam?is?allowed?to?go?through?the?OPO?without?entering?the?crystal?cavity?and?is?used?directly?for?depletion.?As?explained?above,?
the?optimal?pulse?length?for?efficient?depletion?is?about?10?100?ps.?We?stretched?up?to?about?70ps?with?a?pair?of?gratings?(and?con?
trolled?this?length?with?an?auto?correlator).??The?OPO?output?is?tuned?to?1.266μm?and?the?frequency?is?doubled?with?a?BBO?crystal.?
The?resulting?633nm?beam? is?used?for?excitation.?The?two?beams?are?combined?with?a?dichroic?mirror?and?pulses?are?temporally?
aligned?with?a?delay? line.?The?rest?of?the?setup? is?essentially?the?same?than?the?DH?CW?STED?(Figure?3?14).The?sample? is?scanned?
with?a?piezoelectric?stage.?In?order?to?be?able?to?scan?fast?and?not?bleach?the?sample,?we?added?a?classical?single?pixel?detector?and?
a?flip?mirror.?Thus,?two?different?imaging?modes?can?be?selected?with?the?flip?mirror.?On?one?arm,?a?60μm?pinhole?(corresponding?
to?0.9?Airy?units)?is?placed?on?the?imaging?plane?and?light?is?collected?with?an?avalanche?photodiode?to?realize?confocal?scanning.?On?
the?other?arm,?the?DH?system?remains?unchanged.?
?????? ????????????????????????????????
The?gain? in?the?resolution?with?stimulated?emission?requires?a?high?depletion? intensity?to?obtain?an?efficient?confinement?of?the?
excitation? volume.?Consequently,?photobleaching? is? the?main?drawback?of? STED?microscopy.?With?DH?STED,?during?each?depth?
localization?acquisition?the?beams?are?immobilized?on?the?sample.?This?fixed?exposure?with?both?beams?results?in?severe?degrada?
tion?of?the?signal.? In?order?to?characterize?the?photoresistance?of?a?robust?organic?sample,?we?measured?the? fluorescence?signal?
from?single?100nm?crimson?beads?under?depletion?and?excitation?illumination.?It?can?be?observed?in?Figure?3?20?(a)?that?the?bleach?
ing?is?strongly?increased?by?the?presence?of?the?depletion?beam.?The?Exponential?decay?fitting,?results?in?decay?time?of?22.8s?with?
both?beam?illumination,?and?more?than?5?min?without?depletion?beam.?Thus,?the?“useful”?time?for?which?those?beads?can?be?illu?
minated?with?excitation?and?depletion?beam? is?a?few?second.?A?typical?dwell?time? in?scanning?microscopy? is? in?between?1?s?and?
1ms?and?a?typical?scanning?step?in?STED?microscopy?is?10?nm.?If?we?consider,?that?the?beam?is?about?0.25??m2,?it?means?that?during?
one?scanning?image?a?fluorescent?emitter?is?going?to?be?illuminated?in?between?2.5ms?and?2.5s?depending?on?the?scanning?speed.?
In?consequence,?with?fast?camera?(about?1000?frame?per?second),?the?acquisition?of?a?few?frame?can?be?envisaged?if?the?sample?is?
bright?enough.?However,?in?our?case,?the?limiting?factors?were?both?the?CCD?sensitivity?(several?milliseconds?were?needed?for?suffi?
cient?signal)?and?above?all?the?available?frame?rate?(the?acquisition?was?limited?to?20?pictures?per?second).???
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Figure?3?20?Photobleaching? induced?by?depletion?beam.?(a)? Images?of?three?fluorescent?beads?represented?with?the?same? intensity?scaling.?From?
top?to?bottom:? initial?confocal?scan,?consecutive?STED? image?before?and?after?DH? localization?(around?2s? illumination?on?each?bead).? ?(b)?Fluores?
cence?photoresistance?of?100nm?beads?under?focused?light?excitation?and?depletion?beam?off?(red),?and?on?(blue).??Each?curve?on?(b)?is?averaged?
out?of?10?single?beads.?The?three?scanning?images?show?depletion?beam?induces?strong?photobleaching?during?prolonged?excitation?for?the?DH?axial?
localization.??
As?we?were?not?able?to?make?an?entire?scan?with?the?camera?as?with?the?nanodiamonds,?we?proposed?an?alternative?two?steps?
procedure?for?a?proof?of?concept?experiment.?The?sample?is?placed?on?the?focal?plane?of?the?objective.?It?is?first?scanned?and?a?fast?
standard?STED?image?is?recorded?with?the?avalanche?photodiode,?resolving?details?below?the?diffraction?limit?laterally.?As?a?second?
step,? the? focused? illumination? is?brought?onto? the?spots?of? interest? (where?some? fluorescent?molecules?are?detected)?and?a?DH?
image?is?recorded?on?the?CCD,?which?is?then?processed?to?obtain?the?axial?localization?of?the?excited?spot.?During?this?second?step?
the?depletion?beam?remains?on?in?order?to?maintain?sub?diffraction?confinement?of?the?excited?area.?To?perform?the?axial?localiza?
tion?DH?read?out?the?beams?are?immobilized?2s?on?each?bead,?as?shown?in?Figure?3?20?(b),?it?leads?to?significant?photobleaching?but?
a?limited?number?of?points?can?be?localized.?The?final?image?is?then?reconstructed?with?the?collected?lateral?and?axial?information.?
This?method?necessitates?two?consecutive?acquisitions?but?as? it?reduces?the?use?of?the? low?rate?sensor? (the?camera)?only?to?the?
points?of?interest,?it?has?the?potential?to?accelerate?the?process?in?sparse?sample.??
?????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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We?reproduce?here?the?same?measurement?that?in?Figure?3?15?but?with?fluorescent?beads?containing?organic?dye?(crimson,?Invitro?
gen):?we?record?wide?field?images?of?the?emitter?immobilized?on?a?glass?slide?at?different?depths.?The?bead?of?interest?is?first?local?
ized?under?wide?field?illumination,?and?brought?at?the?excitation?focus?position.?Then,?for?each?picture,?the?excitation?and?depletion?
beams?are?switched?on?during? the?acquisition.?Within? the?exposure? time?used? to? take? the?picture? (100?ms),? the?photobleaching?
does?not?affect?significantly?the?fluorescence?level.?In?consequence,?the?localization?accuracy?is?comparable?with?the?one?obtained?
with?NDs.?This?accuracy?measurement? is?represented?with? the?error?bars?on? the?calibration?curve,? the?standard?deviation?of? the?
rotational?angle?was?measured?to?vary?between?0.9?and?1.9°?corresponding?to?a?precision?between?9?and?22nm,?depending?on?the?
chosen?position.?
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Figure?3?21?Axial? localization?calibration?of?organic? label?with?DH.(a)? Images?of?a? fluorescent?bead?at?different?axial?positions.? (b)?Corresponding?
calibration?curve?of?the?inclination?of?the?lobes?with?respect?to?the?bead?axial?position.?Error?bars?represent?the?±?standard?deviation?of?the?meas?
ured?angle?over?100?images?of?fixed?beads.?(For?better?visualization?of?those?small?intervals?error?bars?are?represented?by?lines?filled?with?2??height?
red?transparent?rectangles?centered?on?the?average?position.?On?the?upper?right?hand?corner,?the?area?around?the?third?error?bar?is?magnified).?To?
obtain?the?calibration?curve,?a?single?bead?image?is?recorded?at?every?axial?position,?and?the?lobes?rotational?angle?is?determined?on?each?image.?The?
accuracy?of?the?measurement?is?evaluated?by?repeating?several?times?the?same?localization?event?with?the?depletion?beam?on?and?calculating?the?
standard?deviation?
? ??????????????????? ?????????? ???????
To?demonstrate?the?feasibility?of?the?method,?we?imaged?100nm?diameter?fluorescent?beads.?To?obtain?a?three?dimensional?sam?
ple,?beads?are?embedded?in?PDMS?and?spin?coated?on?a?glass?slide.?Figure?3?22?shows?a?group?of?nanospheres?imaged?by?the?con?
focal?microscope,?with?a?resolution?of?250nm?in?Figure?3?22?(a)?and?resolved?in?Figure?3?22?(b)?with?DH?assisted?STED.?Figure?3?22?
(c)? indicates?the? lateral?position?of?each?bead?on?the?STED?resolved? image?where?beams?are?focused?for?DH?readout?as?shown? in?
Figure?3?22?(d).?This?position? is?determined?by?centroid? localization?onto?each?spot?after?deconvolution?with?the?Richardson?Lucy?
Matlab?function?with?a?95nm?FWHM?Lorentzian?PSF?for?better?bead?discrimination.?Thanks?to?the?superior?DH?precision,?the?sample?
map? is?reconstructed?with?the?bead?positions? in?three?dimensions? in?Figure?3?22?(e).?For? instance,?adjacent?beads?“I”?and?“II”?are?
resolved.?They?are?measured?to?be?separated?by?100nm,?90nm,?and?110nm,?respectively?in?the?x,?y,?and?z?directions.?Thus,?these?
two?beads?with?a?total?separation?distance?of?173nm?are?resolved?and?localized?within?the?accuracy?range?defined?above?in?a?field?
of?view?of?3μm?by?3μm.?Without?the?DH?localization,?the?beads?would?have?appeared?to?be?in?the?same?axial?plane.?
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Figure?3?22?Three?dimensional?imaging?of?a?group?of?100nm?beads?immobilized?in?a?PDMS?matrix.(a)?Confocal?image?(b)?Corresponding?STED?image?
reveals? five? individual?beads? (c)?Deconvolved?STED?with?numbered?cursors?on? the?bead? locations?and? (d)? corresponding?DH? images? recorded?at?
these?points.? (e)?3D? representation?of? the?beads?position? into? the?dashed?boxed?delimited?on? (c)?within? the? focal?plane.?Scale?bars?are?500nm.?
Successive?use?of?STED?resolution?and?DH?localization,?reveal?the?three?dimensional?position?of?each?bead.?Although,?they?appear?as?a?large?cluster?
merged?in?the?focal?plane?on?the?confocal?image.?
?
???? ???????????
As?demonstrated?above,?DH?STED?allows?for?the?discrimination?of?fluorescent?emitters?spaced?closer?than?the?diffraction?limit?and?
the?precise?localization?of?individual?emitters?in?the?axial?dimension.?However,?as?we?mentioned?in?the?introduction?the?technique?
relies?on? the? fact? that,? STED? lateral? confinement?and? confocal? sectioning?are? sufficient? to? isolate?every? single?emitter.? In?other?
words,? if? the?sample? is?so?highly?concentrated?such? that? two?separate? fluorescence?sources?strictly?overlap? transversely?and?are?
closer?than?confocal?axial?resolution?in?depth,?they?cannot?be?directly?resolved?within?a?single?scan.?In?such?case,?multi?scan?acquisi?
tion?have?demonstrated?good?results?with?resolution? improvement? in?every?dimension? ?[102],?but?at?the?cost?of?more?phototoxic?
effect.?However,?recent?work?has?demonstrated?progress?towards?resolving?overlapping?PSFs?through?further?data?post?processing?
via?a?PSF?fitting?algorithm??[132].?Additional?work?addressing?this?limitation?to?resolve?a?cluster?of?overlapping?emitters?with?a?high?
three?dimensional? localization?precision? is?ongoing.? In?this?case?the?STED?depth?of? field?could?be? further?enhanced?by?the?use?of?
Bessel?beams?[123].?
The?fact?that?from?a?single?lateral?scan,?we?can?extract?three?dimensional?information?(which?is?otherwise?not?possible?with?three?
dimensional?STED?imaging)?means?that?the?total?light?efficiency?is?better?compared?with?three?dimensional?scans.?In?axially?sparse?
enough?sample?(several?examples?of?potential?applications?have?been?given?in?the?introduction),?DH?STED?enables?depth?localiza?
tion?of?a?superresolved?object?with?high,?uniform?precision?through?an?extended?depth?of?field.?However,?the?interest?of?the?meth?
od?resides?also?in?its?flexibility.?Indeed,?as?the?pinhole?is?placed?in?the?digital?domain,?its?size?can?be?chosen?after?the?acquisition?to?
optimize? the? image.?Moreover,? thanks? the?placement?of?an?SLM? in? the? imaging?path,?any? type?of?Fourier? filtering?can?be?envis?
aged?[133].?In?particular,?the?importance?of?wide?field?imaging?and?a?phase?contrast?mode?in?addition?to?STED,?for?overall?context?
understanding?of?transparent?samples,?has?been?recently?highlighted?[134].?As?demonstrated?in?the?Figure?3?23,?the?SLM?can?allow?
for?dynamically?switching?to?phase?contrast?wide?field? imaging?before?scanning?the?region?of? interest.?As?STED? imaging? is?entirely?
dependent?on?the?fluorescent?staining,?the?ability?to?reveal?surrounding?non?stained?structures?should?also?facilitate?the?use?of?DH?
STED?method?with?biological?sample.?
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Figure?3?23?Phase?contrast?imaging?with?DH?STED?setup.?Images?of?two?1.5μm?fluorescent?beads?immobilized?on?a?glass?slide.?(a)?Wide?field?fluores?
cence?image.?(b)?White?light?illumination?image.?(c)?and?(d)?Examples?of?filtering?in?the?Fourier?domain:?dark?field?(c)?and?spiral?contrast?(d).?Insets?on?
the?left?hand?corners?represent?corresponding?phase?pattern?projected?onto?the?SLM.?Scale?bars?are?1μm.?
The?major?advantage?of?STED?over?stochastic?methods?is?the?acquisition?time.?In?STED?microscopy,?fast?scanning?mechanisms?lead?
to?several?frames?per?second?acquisition?within?a?reasonable?field?of?view??[135].?In?this?chapter,?in?the?experiments?we?presented,?
the?time?length?of?the?scan?is?still?limited?by?the?camera.?We?showed?that?the?full?scanning?image?can?be?recorded?point?by?points?
entirely?with?the?CCD?only?with?nonbleaching?NDs?probes.?In?the?case?of?organic?dye,?with?our?arrangement,?we?had?to?run?the?DH?
axial?localization?consecutively?to?the?STED?image?and?only?on?the?points?of?interest.?The?Figure?3?20?clearly?indicates?that?with?our?
experimental?conditions,?multiple?DH?STED?scans?with?organic?dyes?sample?would?be?challenging.?However,?those? limitations?are?
not?fundamental?and?the?recent?advances?in?CMOS?sensors?make?cameras?more?adapted?for?this?kind?of?scanning?microscopy?ex?
periments?with?low?noise?and?high?frame?rate?[104].?Also,?as?the?DH?detection?requires?a?very?limited?number?of?pixel,?the?camera?
performance?are?now?matching? the? required?performance? in? term?of? frame? rate? (a?camera?capable?of?104fps? for?500x500?pixel2?
images?was?recently?acquired?in?the?lab)?but?not?yet?in?term?of?sensitivity?(also?some?loss?of?collection?is?due?to?the?DH?phase?mask?
itself).?Otherwise,? the?use?of?a?sensitive?multiple?point?detector,? like?an?APD?array? (installed?recently? in? the? latest?Airyscan?Zeiss?
commercial?microscope),?as?a?single?sensor?would?allow?a?decrease?in?the?time?the?laser?beams?dwell?on?a?single?emitter?by?several?
orders?of?magnitude? (typical?dwell? time? for?STED? is?10us?1ms?compared?with?ms?camera?exposure).?This?could?dramatically?de?
crease?acquisition?time?and?improve?fluorescence?degradation?by?photobleaching?and?allow?fast?multiple?3D?imaging?with?DH?STED.??
In?a?more?general?perspective,?during? the? time?of? this? thesis?numerous?publications?have? involved?camera?detector? in? scanning?
microscopy?[104–107]?and?the?continuous? improvement?of?the?fluorescent?dyes?and?camera?sensor?make?those?techniques?more?
and?more?attractive.?Finally,?as?we?already?mentioned?in?section?2.6,?recent?advances?in?STED?microscopy?have?been?obtained?with?
large?parallelization?[99,100].?As? this?method? is?based?on? the?wide? field?detection?PSF?modulation,? it? is?directly?compatible?with?
STED?parallelization?that?leads?to?high?frame?rate?[99,100].??This?would?allow?for?instance?to?track?superresolved?particle?position?in?
denser?environment.??
???? ???????????
We?demonstrated?the?first?realization?of?STED?microscopy?assisted?with?DH?axial?localization.?We?quantified?the?performance?of?the?
system?by?imaging?single?immobilized?emitters?on?a?surface.?We?were?able?to?make?3D?images?of?nanodiamonds?located?within?a?
single?confocal?scanning?plane.?Following?this,?we?applied?a?similar?method?to?fluorescent?beads?subject?to?photobleaching.?We?first?
superresolved?an?assembly?of?subdiffraction?beads?which?were?axially? located?within?a?single?confocal? imaging?plane?and?second?
localized?those?in?depth?with?25?nm?precision.??
The?method?combines? the?advantages?of?STED?and?DH? localization,?a? large?depth?of? field,? fast?acquisition? time,?and?nanometric?
accuracy?in?three?dimensions.?We?demonstrated?here?the?feasibility?of?the?method?with?nonbleaching?emitters?and?discussed?the?
current? limitations?with?standard? fluorophores.?The?potential? long? term?significance?of? this?work? lies? in? the? fact? it?combines? two?
methods?for?which?there?is?a?reasonable?expectation?that?future?improvement?on?the?emitter?brightness?and?the?detector?sensitivi?
ty?and?speed?can?lead?to?increased?performance.?We?expect?that?this?technique?can?find?use?in?applications?requiring?dynamic?three?
dimensional?far?field?imaging?with?high?precision,?such?as?protein?tracking?along?immobilized?DNA??[136]?or?topographic?measure?
ments?of?cellular?structures.?
We?have?explored?here?one?possibility?of?modified?detection? in?scanning?microscopy?equipped?with?camera?detector?that? in?our?
opinion?can?have?interesting?application.?In?the?next?chapter?we?pursue?our?thought?on?scanning?microscopy?with?a?camera?detec?
tor,?at?a?bit?more? fundamental? level.?We? investigate?to?what?extent? it? is?possible?to? improve?the?resolution?of?a?scanning?micro?
scope?only?by?the?addition?of?a?camera?detector?without?direct?modulation?of?the?excitation?or?detection?PSF.?
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As?we?described?in?the?previous?chapter,?placing?a?two?dimensional?sensor?into?a?scanning?microscope?gives?additional?information?
about?the?collected?field.?After?exploiting?it?to?obtain?axial?information?in?the?DH?STED?technique,?we?propose?here?to?investigate?
the?possibility?to?gain?in?lateral?resolution.?Indeed,?in?an?intuitive?picture,?it?is?known?that?a?confocal?microscope?with?an?infinitely?
small?pinhole?provides?not?only?an?increase?in?axial?resolution?but?also?an?enhancement?in?the?lateral?resolution?(compared?with?a?
conventional? scanning?microscope).?However,? experimentally,? a?pinhole? size?below?one?Airy?unit? is? rarely?used? in? fluorescence?
microscopy?because?of?the? limited?signal?strength.?Now,? if?the?pinhole? is?replaced?by?a?camera,?each?pixel?of?the?camera?can?be?
used?as?a?very?small?pinhole.?Then,?it?is?possible?to?recombine?the?information?contained?in?each?pixel?of?the?array?to?obtain?high?
enough?signal?and?retain? the?resolution?enhancement.?This?statement?was?made? first?by?Prof.?Sheppard?[30]?and? later?used? in?a?
different?manners??[106,108,109,137].??
In?this?chapter,?we?first?analyze?the?problem?in?a?more?general?sense,?in?terms?of?spatial?frequency?filtering?and?structured?illumina?
tion.?We?then?examine?the?existing?techniques?to?retrieve?the?information?offered?by?the?imaging?of?the?excitation?focal?spot?in?a?
scanning?system.?All?the?existing?methods?are?linear?and?are?subject?to?a?common?limit:?they?are?constrained?to?a?factor?of?at?most?
2? in? the? lateral? resolution? improvement.?We?describe?here?how? those?method? can?be?adapted? to?harness?nonlinear?optical? re?
sponse?to?further?improve?the?resolution?in?a?standard?scanning?microscope?using?a?camera?detector.?We?name?this?method?Com?
putational?Nonlinear?Scanning?(CNS)?microscopy.?We?experimentally?demonstrate?an?improvement?in?resolution?by?a?factor?of?2.6?
compared?with?wide?field?imaging?by?only?increasing?the?excitation?power?and?performing?acquisition?post?processing.?This?factor?
surpasses? the? theoretical? limit? in?resolution? that?can?be?obtained?with?any? linear?optical? technique? (like?SIM?microscopy).? It?vali?
dates?our?approach,?however?this?resolution?gain?is?clearly?less?than?what?has?been?reported?with?nonlinear?wide?field?SIM.?In?order?
to?find?the?origin?of?this?discrepancy,?we?carried?out?simulations?on?the?performance?of?our?imaging?method?under?noisy?condition?
compared?with?other? imaging?techniques?especially?WF?SIM.?From?the?simulation?results,?we?underline?the? limitation?of?scanning?
microscopy?in?terms?of?SNR?performance.?Finally,?we?propose?alternative?solutions,?analyze?their?consequence?in?terms?of?section?
ing?and?briefly?investigate?their?feasibility.?
???? ?????????????????????
?????? ???????????????????????? ??????????
The?diffraction?limit?defines?the?range?of?spatial?frequencies?that?can?be?transmitted?through?an?imaging?system.?An?imaging?system?
can?be?seen?as?a? low?pass? filter?with?a?certain?cutoff? frequency.?However,? this?statement? is? true?only?when? the?system? is?space?
invariant.?To?break?this?limit,?SIM?exploits?the?interaction?between?a?patterned?illumination?excitation?and?the?object.?For?simplicity,?
we?assume?that?excitation?and?collection?imaging?systems?have?the?same?resolution?limit,?i.e.?the?same?cutoff?frequency?equal?to?kc.?
A?sinusoidal?illumination?intensity?pattern?has?a?spectrum?consisting?of?three?peaks,?two?given?by?the?modulation?centered?at?±kc,?
and?a?central?peak?given?by?the?mean?intensity?of?the?pattern.?In?the?Fourier?domain,?the?convolution?between?this?peaked?spec?
trum? and? the? sample’s? frequency? content? yields? the? superposition? of? three? shifted? versions? of? the? sample’s? Fourier? transform?
(Figure?4?1).?Thus,?frequencies?higher?than?kc?can?be?collected?and?imaged.?By?recording?images?generated?by?different?illumination?
patterns,?it?is?possible?to?separate?the?three?information?components?and?digitally?shift?them?back?to?their?original?position.?Hence,?
a?super?resolved?image?is?synthesized?(Figure?4?1).?This?is?the?original?principle?of?SIM?described?in?[138].?The?sinusoidal?pattern?is?
also?diffraction?limited,?so?the?maximum?achievable?spectral?shift?is?equal?to?kc,?meaning?that?the?maximum?frequency?that?can?be?
collected? is?2kc.?Thereby,?the?diffraction? limit? is? increased?by?a?factor?of?2.?A? larger? increase? in?resolution? is?possible? if?the?object?
response?depends?non?linearly?on? the?excitation? intensity.? In? this?case? the?response?of? the?sample?will?contain?harmonics?of?the?
spatial?frequency?of?the?illumination?pattern?and?the?resolution?is?then?limited?by?the?higher?harmonic?that?can?be?detected.?
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Figure?4?1?Principle?of?structured?illumination?microscopy?(a)?Sinusoidal?illumination?shift?high?frequency?components?present?in?the?sample?inside?
the?collection?band? (±kc,?blue?dashed? lines).?However,?they?are?overlapped?with? lower? frequency? image?components.?The?three?components?are?
extracted?after?multiple?image?acquisition?and?reassembled?in?the?frequency?domain?to?reconstruct?the?superresolved?image.?(b)?Illustration?of?the?
gain?in?resolution?with?SIM.?An?example?of?sample,?a?picture?of?one?eye?with?a?high?frequency?grid?pattern?(left)?and?its?Fourier?transform?(right).?
Different?levels?of?detail?can?be?observed?when?the?spatial?spectrum?is?limited?by?the?cut?off?frequency?dictated?by?the?diffraction?limit?(wide?field?
image),?extended?by?one? times? the? cut?off? frequency? (linear?SIM? image)?or?extended?by? two? times? the?cut?off? frequency? (non?linear?SIM).?As?a?
consequence,?the?grid?on?the?sample?is?observed?in?the?nonlinear?SIM?image?demonstrating?the?bandwidth?extension.?
To?be?self?consistent,?we? recall?here? the?basic?equations?of?SIM?[32,138].?All? the? formulas?are?based?on?1D?case?without? loss?of?
generality.?We?consider?a?microscope?with?an?excitation?PSF?(PSFexc)?and?a?collection?PSF?(PSFdet)?with?the?same?cut?off?frequency?
kc.?Because?of?the? incoherent?nature?of?fluorescent? imaging,?the?PSFs?and?the?Optical?Transfer?Functions?(OTF)?are?considered? in?
intensity.?The?fluorescence?intensity?emitted?is?given?by?the?product?of?the?illumination?intensity?(Iexc(r))?and?the?fluorophore?con?
centration?(S(r)),?where?r?indicates?the?position?on?the?sample?plane.?In?a?wide?field?fluorescence?microscope?the?acquired?image?in?
the?imaging?plane?is?defined?as:?
??????? ? ??? ??? ??? ???? ???? ? ?????????? ? ? ?? ???????? ??? ? ?x r x? ? ?? ? Equation?4?1?
?
Where?x?stands?for?the?coordinates?in?the?camera?plane?and?r?in?the?sample?plane.?In?Fourier?space?it?is?equivalent?to:?
?? ?? ???? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?camera WF excI k I k S k OTF k? ?? ? ?? Equation?4?2?
?
Where?k? the? spatial? frequency.? In? conventional?WF?SIM,? the? illumination?pattern? is?a? sinusoid? created?by? the? interference?of?2?
beams:?
? ? ??????? ??????? ? ???? ? ?? ???? ??????? ???? ????? ???? ?c c ck r ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? Equation?4?3?
?
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Which,?by?applying?Equation?4?3?in?Equation?4?2?leads?to?the?picture?acquired?on?the?CCD:?
? ???????? ? ???? ???? ????????????? ?? ???????? ?? ??? ? ?i ic c k? ?? ?? ?? ? ? ? ? Equation?4?4?
?
With?three?different?excitation?pattern?positions?(different?value?of? ),?the?three?components?S(k)OTFdet(k),?S(k+kc)OTFdet(k),?S(k?kc)?
OTFdet(k)?can?be?calculated.?The?next?step?of?the?reconstruction? is?to?shift?them?back?to?their?position? in?the?Fourier?domain?and?
sum?them?via?a?generalized?Wiener?filter:?
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The?final?image?is?obtained?by?taking?the?inverse?Fourier?transform?of??????.?The?sum?with?the?generalized?Wiener?filter?leads?both?to?
boost?spatial?frequencies?that? lie?far?from?the?origin?attenuated?by?the?collection?OTF?and?to?prevent? increasing?very?weak?signal?
induced?by?noise?(by?adjusting?the?parameter?w).?Because?the?simple?Wiener?filter?can?cause?ringing?artifacts?in?the?reconstructed?
image,?a?triangle?function?is?used?as?an?apodization?function?before?the?resultant?spectrum?becomes?retransformed.?This?filter?is?by?
definition?a?deconvolution?since?we?divide?by?the?calculated?OTF.?Even? if?better?results?can?be?obtained?with?more?sophisticated?
deconvolution? (especially? iterative? like?Richardson? Lucy),?we?use? this? simple? reconstruction? in? all? the?experiments? in?which? the?
influence?on?the?resolution?enhancement? is?well?defined.?As?the?sinusoidal?pattern?results? in?the?shift? in?one?direction,?the?same?
process?is?repeated?with?different?orientation?to?obtain?isotropic?resolution?enhancement.?
In?the?nonlinear?case?the?sinusoidal?excitation?includes?some?harmonics?given?by?fluorescence?saturation:?
???? ???? ???? ???? ?? ???? ?? ????? ?? ????? ?????c c c c? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ?? ? Equation?4?6?
?
Where???and???are?constant?coefficients?that?depend?of?the?nonlinearity.?So?the?Equation?4?4?becomes:?
? ???????? ? ???? ???? ????? ????? ?? ????? ?? ? ?????? ?? ?????? ?? ??? ??? ? ?i i i ic c c c k? ? ? ?? ? ? ?? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ?? Equation?4?7?
?
Meaning?that?two?more?acquisition?per?harmonics?are?needed?to?resolve?the?system.?Then,?the? image?reconstruction?follows?the?
linear?one.?
?????? ???????????????????????????????????? ???????????
The? spot? obtained? at? the? focus? of? a? microscope? objective? has? a? non?uniform? intensity? spatial? profile,? the? Airy? pattern? de?
scribed?(Chapter?2)?as:?
?
?
???
??? ???? ??????? ?????exc r
? ?? ?? ?
?? Equation?4?8?
?
So?a?focused?spot?is?not?space?invariant?and?in?this?sense?it?is?a?special?type?of?structured?illumination?pattern.?In?traditional?scan?
ning?microscope,? the? signal?collected? for?each? scanning?position? is? integrated?on?a?detector,? losing? the? spatial? information.?This?
information?loss?is?illustrated?in?Figure?4?2.?If?a?grating?of?a?spatial?frequency?above?the?cutoff?frequency?of?the?objective?is?imaged?
(Figure?4?2?(a)),?both?the?scanned?and?the?wide?field?images?are?flat:?no?information?about?the?sample?is?collected.?Now,?during?the?
scan,? if?the?spot?of?the?sample?excited?by?the?scanning? laser? focused? is?spatially?resolved?with?a?multi?pixel?detector?array,? i.e.?a?
camera?(Figure?4?2?(b)),?it?makes?a?difference:?some?variations?in?the?detected?profile?depending?on?the?position?of?the?focused?spot?
on?the?sample?can?be?registered.?In?consequence,?some?information?provided?by?the?interaction?between?the?sample?and?the?fo?
cused?spot?pattern?is?collected.?Thus,?by?imaging?the?diffraction?limited?focused?excitation?pattern?in?each?point?of?a?scanning?mi?
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croscope? it? is?possible?to?retrieve?some? information?as? in?SIM.?This? is?the?underlying? idea?to?all?those?methods.?However,?as?op?
posed?to?a?wide?field?sinusoidal?pattern?that?contains?only?one?frequency,?a?focused?spot?is?a?pattern?that?contains?all?the?frequen?
cies?possibly?supported?by?the?objective.?As?a?focused?spot?holds?a?continuous?spectrum?of?frequencies,?the?information?brought?in?
the?collection?band?by?each?of?these?frequencies?overlap.?The?techniques?presented?in?the?next?paragraph?allow?for?the?isolation?of?
the?contribution?from?one?single?frequency,?and?thus?lead?to?a?final?image?as?it?would?be?obtained?with?a?wide?field?SIM?setup.?
?
Figure?4?2?Information?loss?during?scanning?imaging.?(a)?The?scanning?(or?a?wide?field)?image?of?a?sinusoidal?pattern?is?given?by?the?convolution?of?
the?PSF?by?the?sample.?In?the?present?case,?the?sample?spatial?frequency?is?above?the?OTF?cut?off?frequency?so?the?resulting?image?is?flat.?(b)?The?
image?of?the?excitation?spot?during?the?scan.?Due?to?the?frequency?mixing?in?between?the?sample?and?the?excitation?focus?some?variation?can?be?
observed?in?the?images.?Those?variations?hold?the?high?frequency?information?that?can?be?extracted?to?gain?in?resolution.?
???? ???????
?????? ??????
As?illustrated?in?Figure?4?3,?the?beauty?of?the?method?lies?in?its?simplicity.?The?image?are?acquired?with?a?standard?scanning?micro?
scope?where?the?point?detector?has?been?replaced?by?a?camera?in?the?conjugate?plane?of?the?sample.?While?the?sample?is?scanned,?
individual?patterns?are?recorded?for?each?scanning?position.?The?final?dataset?of?images?includes?the?full?scan?dependency?on?both?
the?focus?scan?position?and?the?position?on?the?detector.?As?we?explained?in?the?previous?paragraph,?this?four?dimensional?acquisi?
tion?dataset?contains?additional?information?that?leads?to?resolution?enhancement.?
?
Figure?4?3?CNS?microscopy?setup.A?standard?scanning?microscope?with?a?camera?detector.?
Here,?we?give?more?details?about?the?experimental?setup.?A?532?nm?excitation?laser?(Verdi?V10?Coherent)?is?used?for?the?excitation.?
The?incident?power?on?the?setup?is?controlled?with?a?half?wave?plate?(WPH05M?532??Thorlabs)?and?a?cube?beam?splitter?(PBS251?
Thorlabs).?The?quality?of?the?focus?spot?is?critical?for?2?reasons.?First,?since?the?method?relies?on?the?change?in?shape?induced?by?the?
sample?on?the?excitation?pattern,?the?closer?the?spot?is?from?the?theoretical?pattern?the?more?isotropic?will?be?the?gain?in?resolu?
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tion.?Second?when?the?fluorescence?saturation?will?be?involved?to?create?an?equivalent?PSF?with?an?extended?frequency?the?lack?of?
aberration?is?crucial.?Especially?the?quality?of?the?first?zero?of?the?Airy?pattern?determines?how?steep?the?slope?is?in?the?saturated?
PSF,? i.e.?how? large? the?equivalent?OTF? is.?Therefore,? in?order? to?obtain? the?best? focus?quality,? the?beam? is?spatially? filtered?and?
expanded?to?largely?overfill?the?microscope?objective?(60X?Newport).?The?beam?is?reflected?on?a?beam?splitter?(Lasermux?514?543?
Semrock)?and?the?fluorescence?is?collected?in?reflection?through?a?fluorescence?filter?(670/30ET?Chroma).?The?sample?is?moved?with?
a?piezoelectric?stage? (P733.3?PI)?and? the? images?are?acquired?with?a?standard?CCD?camera? (Scion?corporation?CFW?1312M).?The?
camera?and?the?stage?are?controlled?with?a?home?written?program?in?Labview.?
?????? ???????????????????????????
The?three?post?processing?algorithms?presented?here?have?been?proposed?in?[30,32,139].?Two?of?them?were?demonstrated?(namely?
structured?detection?[140]?and?pixel?reassignment?[106,137])?before?our?work?and?the?third?one,?the?temporally?modulated?excita?
tion?[141],?after?our?work.?Each?of?those?methods?can?be?implemented?entirely?optically?which?allow?faster?imaging.?We?show?here?
how?they?can?be?applied?entirely?digitally.?It?is?obviously?slower?but?it?allows?us?to?compare?their?performance?(by?post?processing?
differently?the?same?acquisition?scan)?in?term?of?lateral?resolution.?
In?a?scanning?microscope,?at?every?scan?position,?at?time?t,?the?fluorophores?in?the?sample?are?excited?by?the?focused?beam?PSFexc,?
and?the?image?created?on?the?camera?(for?a?non?descanned?setup)?is?obtained?as:?
?????? ??? ???
? ? ? ??? ? ??? ???? ? ?x,t r -t r x-r dr? ? ?? Equation?4?9?
?
where?t?stands?both?for?the?scanning?position?and?the?time,?assuming?a?constant?scanning?velocity?equal?to?one?(?and?x?and?r?de?
fined?as?above).?It?can?be?seen?in?Equation?4?9,?that?the?signal?collected?is?dependent?on?both?the?scan?position?(t)?and?on?the?posi?
tion?on?the?detector?(x).??
The?OTF?has?a?continuous?spectrum?up?to?kc,?all?the?frequencies?of?the?sample?lower?than?2kc?are?folded?into?the?detection?band?
width.?Thus,?the?three?methods?described?below?can?be?seen?as?a?way?to?extract?the?information?of?interest?brought?into?the?collec?
tion?objective.?
? ???????????????????
?
The?first?and?probably?the?most?elegant?way?to?treat?it,?is?based?on?the?fact?that?the?most?probable?origin?of?the?detected?photons?
on?the?camera?is?half?way?(assuming?identical?PSFexc?and?PSFdet)?between?the?scan?position?and?the?detected?position?[139].?Math?
ematically,?the?signal?from?a?point?xd?=?t?x?on?the?camera?detector?is?reassigned?to?its?most?probable?origin,?the?point?xr?=??0.5t+0.5x.?
After?integration?over?the?detector,?it?results?in?an?image?[109,137,139]:?
???? ? ? ??? ? ??? ???? ? ??? ? ? ?r exc r d r d dscan x r - x - x r - x x S r drdx? ??? ? Equation?4?10?
?
Leading?to?an?effective?optical?transfer?function?[109,137,139]:?
???? ? ???? ? ???? ?eff excOTF k OTF k OTF k? ? ?? Equation?4?11?
?
Therefore,? improving? the?cut?off? frequency?and? the?equivalent? resolution?by?a? factor?2.?The? reassignment?corresponds? to?a? two?
times?magnification?of?the?image?before?being?integrated?on?the?non?descanned?camera.?Thus,?it?has?been?implemented?optically?
by?descanning?the?collected?signal,?magnifying?by?a?factor?two?and?rescanning?it?[107].?
? ?????????????????????
As?proposed?in?[32],?the?recorded?image?at?each?time?t?(i.e.?each?scan?position)?can?be?multiplied?by?a?transmittance?grating?mask,?
as? if?a? transmission?mask?would?be?placed?onto? the?camera?sensor.?Then,? the? image? recorded?on? the?camera? for?each?scanning?
point?is:?
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???????? ??? ???? ? ? ? ?? ???? ? ??? ???? ? ? ? ?? ???? ? ? ???? ?modx t x r -t r x r dr x k x ?? ? ?? ? Equation?4?12?
?
Following?this,?the?total?signal?on?the?camera?is?integrated?and?assigned?to?the?current?scanning?position,?like?in?scanning?microsco?
py?with?a?point?detector:?
? ????????? ??? ???? ? ? ??? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ??? ? ? ?x r - t r x x r dx dr? ?? Equation?4?13?
?
Which?can?be?written?in?the?Fourier?domain:?
? ?
? ?
???????? ??? ???
??? ???
? ? ? ? ??? ? ? ?? ? ??? ? ??? ?
??? ? ? ??? ? ??? ? ??? ? ??? ?i iexc mod mod mod mod
k k k k k
k k k - k e -k k +k e? ???
? ??? ?
?
?? ?
? ? ?
Equation?4?14?
?
If?OTFexc?=?OTFdet,?the???????? ???image?is?analogous?to?the?image?recorded?in?wide?field?SIM?presented?in?Equation?4?4.?The?opera?
tion?is?repeated?for?different?orientations?and?different?phase?shifts?and?the?algorithm?detailed?for?WF?SIM?can?be?applied?to?recon?
struct?the?final?image?with?a?twice?better?resolution.?Here,?two?comments?can?be?made.?First,?the?modulation?is?digital,?so?it?can?be?
negative,?and? the? zero?order?can?be? removed? improving? the?out?of? focus? light? rejection?[140].?Second,? the?constant? factors?OT?
Fdet(±kmod),?are?different? from? the?0.5? in?WF?SIM? it?does?not?change? the? theoretical? resolution?but? their?value?will?have?a?strong?
influence?on?our?final?results?as?we?will?explain?later.?
? ????????? ???????????
Alternatively,?as?proposed?in?[32],?the?recorded?image?at?each?time?t?(i.e.?each?scan?position)?can?be?multiplied?by?a?constant?factor,?
just?as?if?the?excitation?laser?intensity?would?be?modulated?in?time:?
???????? ??? ???? ? ? ?? ? ??? ? ??? ? ??? ? ? ? ? ????? ? ? ???? ?modx t r - t r x r drdt t k t? ??? Equation?4?15?
?
Or?equivalently,?in?the?Fourier?domain:?? ?
? ?
???????? ??? ???
??? ??? ???
? ? ? ?? ???? ? ? ?? ? ??? ? ?
??? ? ??? ? ??? ? ??? ? ??? ? ?mod mod mod mod
k k k k k
k k - k -k k +k k
? ?? ?? ?
? ?
?? ?
? ? ?
Equation?4?16?
?
The???????? ???image?is?this?time?fully?analogous?to?Equation?4?4?(as?opposed?to?the?spatial?modulation?case?the?excitation?and?de?
tection?OTF?don’t?need?to?be?swapped).?The?WF?SIM?reconstruction?can?be?directly?applied,?leading?to?doubling?in?resolution.?As?for?
Equation?4?14?the?digital?modulation?removes?the?DC?term,?and?again?we?note?that?the?constant?coefficients?OTFexc(±kmod)?in?front?
of?the?different?spectrum?components?differ?from?the?WF?SIM?case.?
?????? ??????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
In?our? implementation?we?move?the?sample? instead?of?the?beam? for?scanning.?Thanks?to?the?nanometric?precision?of?the?piezo?
electric?stage,?we?have?a?very?precise?knowledge?of?the?respective?beam?and?sample?positions.?This?precision?is?necessary?to?guar?
antee?the?uniformity?of?the?modulation,?however,?as?we?move?the?sample?(and?not?the?beam),?it?obliges?us?to?reassign?each?picture?
to?the?scanning?position.?Thus,?we?recreate?a?set?of?data?as? in?a?non?descanned?setup?before?applying?the?actual?post?processing?
reconstruction.?Figure?4?4?summarizes?the?full?reconstruction?procedure.?
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Figure?4?4?Reconstruction?steps?to?recreate?a?non?descanned?modulated?illumination.?As?in?our?experimental?apparatus?the?sample?is?moved?(and?
not?the?beam),?the?relative?position?of?the?excitation?beam?compared?to?the?camera?sensor?will?remain?the?same?for?the?whole?experiment.?We?
note?the?sample?shift?r.?A?confocal?image?can?be?formed?by?summing?all?the?pixels?of?the?image?(integrating?the?image?in?space)?and?assigning?the?
obtained?value?to?the?position?–r.?The?pictures?acquired?can?also?be?processed,?yielding?to?four?possible?kinds?of?reconstructed?images:?(a)?Wide?field?
reconstruction:?for?each?scanning?position?ri,j,?the?CCD? image?Ii,j?is?shifted?over?a?distance?–ri,j?and?summed?to?the?images?acquired?in?every?i?and?j?
position.?(b)?Temporal?point?scanning?SIM:?for?each?scanning?position?ri,j,?the?CCD?image?Ii,j?is?shifted?over?a?distance?–ri,j?and?multiplied?by?a?coeffi?
cient?Gi,j.?Summing?all?the?images?acquired?in?every?i?and?j?position,?it?is?possible?to?obtain?a?digital?temporal?sinusoidal?modulation?(Mtemp).?Same?
procedure?is?applied?for?all?the?orientation?and?phase?shifts?needed?for?SIM.?At?the?end?SIM?reconstruction?algorithm?as?in??[138]?is?used.?(c)?Spatial?
point?scanning?SIM:?for?each?scanning?position?ri,j,?the?CCD?image?Ii,j?is?shifted?over?a?distance?–ri,j?and?multiplied?by?a?grating?function?g.?Integrating?
the?modulated? images? in?space?and?assigning?the?obtained?values?to?the?position?–ri,j,?a?spatial?sinusoidal?modulation? is?obtained?(Mspat).?At?the?
end?SIM?reconstruction?algorithm?as?in??[138]?is?used.?(d)?Pixel?reassignment:?for?each?scanning?position?ri,j,?the?CCD?image?Ii,j?is?shifted?over?a?dis?
tance?–2ri,j?and?summed?to?the?images?acquired?in?every?i?and?j?position.?The?superresolved?image?is?obtained?downsampling?the?final?image?by?a?
factor?of?2?and?applying?Fourier?reweighting?as?in?[109].??
???? ?????????????????????????????????????
As?described?above,?the?three?methods?(pixel?reassignment,?temporal?modulation?and?spatial?modulation)?adapt?the?SIM?principle?
to?scanning?microscopy?and?in?theory?provide?the?same?resolution?improvement.?To?verify?this?experimentally,?we?imaged?40?nm?
fluorescent?nanodiamonds?immobilized?on?a?glass?slide.?We?used?red?NDs?with?the?emission?peak?centered?at?670?nm?and?a?0.8?NA?
objective,?so?that?the?theoretical?Full?Width?at?Half?Maximum?(FWHM)?of?the?image?spots?is?430?nm.?Figure?4?5?illustrates?the?effect?
of?the?different?post?processing?techniques.?The?images?were?reconstructed?through?digital?temporal?modulation?SIM,?as?shown?in?
Figure?4?5? (b).?Digital?spatial?modulation?SIM,?shown? in?Figure?4?5? (c)?and?pixel?reassignment?method,? in?Figure?4?5? (d),?are?also?
demonstrated?using?the?same?set?of?data.?As?indicated?in?Figure?4?5?(e),?the?three?methods?enhanced?the?lateral?resolution?nearly?
identically?by?a?factor?of?1.75.?To?obtain?comparable?resolution?improvement?in?Figure?4?5?(d),?Fourier?reweighting?is?applied?on?the?
processed? image?with?pixel? reassignment?[109],?while? Fourier? reweighting? is? included? in? the? last? inversion? step?of? conventional?
structured?illumination?(cf?Equation?4?5)?used?with?the?spatial?and?temporal?techniques.?
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Figure?4?5?Linear?imaging?of?FNDs?with?an?0.8?NA?objective.?(a)?wide?field?image,?(b)?digital?temporal?scanning?SIM?image,?(c)?digital?spatial?scanning?
SIM?image,?(d)?pixel?reassignement?image.?(e)?Intensity?profiles?along?the?yellow?dashed?line?for?the?different?techniques.?The?signal?from?a?single?
subdiffraction?FND?gives?an?estimation?of?the?lateral?resolution?improvement.?The?FWHM? is?500?nm?in?the?wide?field?image?and?285?nm?with?the?
linear?processing?techniques.?It?corresponds?to?a?1.75?times?improvement?in?lateral?resolution.?Scale?bars?are?500?nm?
Thus,?we?digitally?implemented?the?methods?proposed?in?[139]?and?[32],?and?observed?that?the?temporal?point?scanning?SIM?leads?
to?a?similar?gain?in?resolution?compared?to?the?other?methods.?However,?it?can?be?noticed?that,?as?in??[106,107,109,137],?we?did?not?
reach? the? theoretical? factor?2?of? improvement,?while? in? linear?wide? field?structured? illumination,?a? true?doubling? in? resolution? is?
usually?observed?[108,142].??We?will?come?back?to?the?cause?of?this?observation?later?since?the?effect?will?be?critical?in?the?nonlinear?
case.??
Hence,?as?previously?demonstrated,?these?techniques?provide?a?resolution?that?slightly?surpasses?the?theoretical?resolution?limit?of?
a?confocal?microscope?with?an?infinitely?small?pinhole,?with?a?much?stronger?signal,?while?retaining?the?confocal?sectioning?ability?
(by?the?placement?of?a?digital?pinhole).?This?hybrid?method?can?improve?considerably?the?imaging?quality?of?a?large?variety?of?bio?
logical?samples?[108,109],?but?the?improvement?in?lateral?resolution?is?inherently?limited?to?less?than?2?fold.?
???? ?????????????????????????????????? ???????
As?stated?by?Heintzmann?et?al.?[143]?(and?also? in?Chapter?2),?to? increase?the?resolution?above?the?doubling?provided?by?SIM,?the?
system?should?be?both?space?variant?and?nonlinear,?it?is?the?case?for?instance?in?STED?microscopy?where?the?fluorescence?is?deplet?
ed?with?a?donut?profile?and?by?stimulated?emission?which? is?a?nonlinear?mechanism.?Fluorescence?saturation?was?proposed?as?a?
nonlinear?mechanism?susceptible?to?improve?the?resolution?of?wide?field?patterned?illumination?[144]?and?Gustafsson?et?al.?demon?
strated?a?lateral?improvement?in?resolution?by?5.5?times?[28]?with?saturated?SIM?(method?detailed?in?section?4.2.1).?We?show?now?
how?the? fluorescence?saturation?phenomenon?can?be?harnessed? to? the?point?scanning?configuration? to?provide?similar? improve?
ment?in?resolution.?
?????? ???????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
?
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Figure?4?6?Saturation?of?FNDs?and?corresponding?saturated?PSFs.(a)?Fluorescence?signal?from?a?single?ND?as?a?function?of?laser?excitation?intensity.?
(b)?Equivalent?PSFs?corresponding?for?different?excitation?intensities?indicated?by?the?arrows?on?the?curve?in?(a).?(c)?Fourier?transforms?of?the?PSFs?in?
(b).?The? inset? shows?a? close?up?of? the?profiles? for? spatial? frequencies?above?0.8?kc?highlighting? the?higher? frequency? content? introduced?by? the?
nonlinearity.? In?(a),?(b)?and? (c)?red?color?stands?for?2?MW/cm2?excitation? intensity,?green?stands?for?0.5?MW/cm2?and?blue?for?0.02?MW/cm2.? (d)?
Linear?PSF?and?(e)?saturated?PSF?(2?MW/cm2)?plotted?in?logarithmic?scale?with?a?dark?to?white?range?of?70dB.?
Figure?4?6,?illustrates?the?saturation?of?the?NDs?fluorescence.?In?Figure?4?6?(a),?we?show?the?fluorescence?signal?emitted?by?a?single?
FND?with?respect?to?applied?laser?intensity.?For?illumination?intensities?above?one?photon?per?absorption?cross?section?per?lifetime?
rate,?the?fluorescence?emission?rate?of?the?NDs?depends?nonlinearly?on?the?illumination.?The?fluorescence?saturation?phenomenon?
can?be?described?by?the?model?presented?in?Appendix?B?[144]:?
???
??????
???
? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ?? ??? ? ? ? ?
rr r
r
?
? ??
Equation?4?17?
?
Where?Iem?is?the?fluorescence?intensity?and?a?and?b?are?constant?factors.?
The?fluorescence?response,?Iem,sat,?is?consequently?non?linear?to?the?excitation?intensity?Iexc,?but?remains?proportional?to?the?fluoro?
phores?density?S(r)?even?under?saturation.?Therefore,?the?excitation?PSF?is:?
???
???????
???
? ??? ? ???? ? ? ? ?? ? ??? ? ?
rr
r
?
? ??
Equation?4?18?
?
The?induced?excitation?PSFs?for?different?saturation?levels?are?plotted?on?Figure?4?6(b).?It?can?be?observed?that?the?bandwidths?of?
the?absolute?value?of?the?corresponding?OTFs?increase?with?the?excitation?power?(Figure?4?6(c)).?The?widening?of?the?OTFs?is?illus?
trated?in?Figure?4?6?(d)?and?(e),?the?absolute?value?linear?and?saturated?OTFs?are?plotted?with?logarithmic?scale.?The?saturated?OTF?
clearly?expands?above?the?cut?off?frequency?(red?dashed?circle).?In?theory,?as?saturation?increases,?the?gain?in?resolution?is?unlim?
ited;?however,?the?noise?in?the?image?acquisition?will?limit?the?technique?and?with?standard?fluorophores?photobleaching?would?be?
a?major?limitation.?Furthermore,?special?care?has?to?be?taken?with?the?sample?preparation?to?limit?background?emission?when?using?
high?power?excitation.?In?our?experiments,?in?order?to?minimize?fluorescent?background,?low?fluorescence?glass?slides?and?immer?
sion?oil?were?used.?It?can?also?be?noticed?that?we?consider?here?the?absolute?value?of?the?OTF?(commonly?referred?to?as?the?modu?
lation?transfer?function).?Depending?on?the?saturation?level?the?real?part?of?the?OTF?can?exhibit?negative?ripples,?however,?it?does?
not?influence?the?final?image?since?it?is?compensated?for?in?the?final?deconvolution?of?the?SIM?reconstruction?(as?described?in?para?
graph?4.2.1).?
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?????? ???????????????????
In?the?non?linear?case,?a?constant?high?power? is?used?for?the?excitation?beam? in?order?to?obtain?a?non?linear?response? in?fluores?
cence?from?the?sample.?It?results?in?an?equivalent?non?linear?excitation?PSF?that?retains?higher?spatial?frequencies?up?to?kmax{exc,NL}?
>>?kc?(Figure?4?6(e)).?Consequently?the?maximum?frequency?that?can?be?collected?through?the?objective?(kmax{sample})?is?given?by:?
?max{sample} max{exc,NL} ck k k? ?? Equation?4?19?
?
So?the?maximum?gain? in?resolution? is?more?than?2?fold.?As?the?modulation? is?produced? in?the?digital?domain,?we?can?generate?a?
pattern?with?all?the?desired?frequencies.?We?chose?it?to?be:?
? ??? ? ? ??? ???? ? ? ????? ? ??mod modt k t k t ?? Equation?4?20?
?
In?order?to?isolate?the?frequency?of?interest?from?saturated?OTF?we?use?the?temporal?modulation?reconstruction.?Thus,?the?modula?
tion? filters?out? the?Fourier? transform?of? the?sample?shifted?by? the?±kmod?and?±2kmod?components?of? the?excitation?OTF.?By?plug?
ging?Equation?4?20?into?Equation?4?16?we?obtain:?
? ????????? ?????? ???
?????? ??????
???
?????? ??????
? ? ? ? ?? ???? ? ? ?? ? ??? ? ?
??? ? ??? ? ? ??? ? ??? ? ??? ? ?
???? ?? ??? ? ? ???? ? ? ??? ? ?
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?
Equation?4?21?
?
This?equation? is?equivalent?to?Equation?4?7? in?nonlinear?WF?SIM.?So,?sample? frequencies?up?to?3kc?can?be?extracted?and?used?to?
recompose?a?super?resolved? image?(if?kmax{exc,NL}?>?2kc).?The?number?of?modulation?phase?shifts?necessary?to?recompose?the?final?
image? is?proportional?to?the?number?of?components?used.?An? important?comment? is?that?only?the?specific?combination?of?digital?
and?temporal?modulation?makes?the?nonlinear?resolution?improvement?feasible.?We?thus?name?our?method?computational?nonlin?
ear?scanning?(CNS)?microscopy.?Indeed,?as?shown?in?Figure?4?6?(b),?the?saturation?modifies?the?shape?of?the?excitation?PSF?(PSFexc,sat)?
while?the?detection?PSF?remains?unchanged.?Below,?we?explain?why?this?dictates?the?way?the?method?can?be?implemented.?
We?explained?above? that? the?structured?detection?method? relies?on? the? fact? that?PSFexc?and?PSFdet?are? the?same? (Equation?4?14?
equivalent?to?Equation?4?4?only?if?OTFexc?and?OTFdet).?This?approximation?does?not?hold?in?the?non?linear?case,?so?structured?detec?
tion?cannot?be?used.?For?the?pixel?reassignment?technique,?the?fact?that?PSFexc?and?PSFdet?do?not?have?the?same?frequency?content?
can?be?taken? into?account?by?adapting?the?magnification?factor?applied?to?the? image?during?the?post?processing? ?[139].?However,?
the? technique? relies?on? the? fact? that?PSFexc?and?PSFdet?are?scaled?version?of?each?other,?which? is?not? the?case?with? fluorescence?
saturation.?So?only?the?temporal?modulation?allows?to?filter?out?spectral?components?of?interest?from?the?excitation?OTF?irrespec?
tively?of? its?shape.? Intuitively,?this? is?true?because?the?temporal?modulation?happens?before?the?objective,?thus? it?modulates?the?
signal?before? it? is?collected?by?the? imaging?system.?To? illustrate?the? fact?that?the?temporal?modulation?makes?the?reconstruction?
insensitive?in?shape?we?ran?a?simulation?of?the?reconstruction?both?with?a?standard?focus?and?with?a?cross?shaped?beam?with?the?
same?maximum?frequency.?As? it?can?be?observed? in?Figure?4?7,?even? if?the?scanned? image? is?distorted?because?of?the?shape?of?a?
different?excitation?beam,?the?reconstructed?image?looks?identical?to?the?standard?case.?
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Figure?4?7?Insensitivity?of?the?temporal?modulation?algorithm?to?the?beam?shape.?(a)?Standard?excitation?focus.?(b)?Corresponding?OTF.?(c)?Simulat?
ed?scanning?image?of?a?few?particles.?(d)?Reconstructed?image?with?a?factor?2?improvement?in?resolution.?(e)?Excitation?focus?with?a?modified?cross?
shape.?(f)?Corresponding?OTF,?the?maximum?frequency?is?the?same.?(g)?Simulated?scanning?image?of?a?few?particles,?because?of?the?shape?of?the?
excitation?beam,?the?image?looks?distorted.?(h)?Reconstructed?image?with?a?factor?2?improvement?in?resolution.?As?the?two?PSFs?have?the?same?
frequency?content?and?the?temporal?modulation?algorithm?is?insensitive?to?the?excitation?pattern?shape,?the?reconstructed?images?is?identical?to?the?
standard?case.?
The?temporal?modulation?leads?to?a?correct?reconstruction?with?any?excitation?beam?shape?including?the?“bell?shape”?saturated?PSF?
(Figure?4?6?(b)).?However,?it?is?not?possible?to?use?the?physical?temporal?modulation?filtering.?Only?the?equivalent?digital?post?treat?
ment?can?be?applied.? Indeed,?any?excitation?PSF?shape?can?be?used?but? it?needs?to?remain?constant?during?the?scan.?Now,? if?the?
beam?is?physically?modulated?temporally,?it?means?that?the?level?of?saturation?and?thus?the?excitation?PSF?shape?changes?with?time?
(and?equivalently?with?scanning?position).? In?such?a?case,? the?coefficient?OTFexc,NL(±kmod)?would?vary?during? the?scan,?making? the?
Equation?4?21?unsolvable.?Therefore,?keeping?the?intensity?constant?over?the?scan?allows?to?keep?the?shape?of?the?PSF?unchanged,?
but?it?necessitates?the?digital?implementation,?i.e.?the?complete?record?of?a?camera?image?for?each?scanning?position,?to?extract?the?
high?frequencies?contained?in?the?saturated?OTF.?
?
Figure?4?8?Resolution?improvement?with?CNS?microscopy.?(a)?Saturated?excitation?OTF.?(b)?Simulated?linear?scanning?image?(down)?of?a?few?parti?
cles?and?the?corresponding?Fourier?Transform?(up).?(c?e)?Reconstruction?with?temporal?modulation?at?kc?(c),?at?kc?and?2kc?(d)?at?kc,?2kc?and?3kc.?The?
higher?is?the?excitation?OTF?frequency?included?in?the?reconstruction,?the?wider?part?of?the?sample?Fourier?Transform?is?revealed,?the?better?is?the?
resolution.??
The?unique?combination?of?fluorescence?saturation,?and?digital?temporal?modulation?post?processing?leads?to?an?improvement?of?
the?resolution?above?the?factor?two.?With?CNS?microscopy,?we?were?able?to?translate?the?principle?of?saturated?SIM?to?scanning?
microscopy.? As? described? by? Gustafsson,? the? achievable? resolution? is? then? theoretically? infinite.? As? the? saturation? is? a? non?
polynomial?transition,?it?makes?the?saturated?OTF?infinitely?large?and?the?higher?are?the?frequencies?used?in?the?reconstruction?the?
better?is?the?resolution.?This?is?illustrated?in?Figure?4?8,?which?shows?the?simulation?of?the?reconstruction?with?saturated?OTF?fre?
quency?extraction?up? to?3kc.?Experimentally,? the?available?SNR?practically? limits? the?extraction?of? the?highest? frequencies?and? in?
consequence?the?resolution.?
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We?present?here?the?experimental?demonstration?of?CNS?microscopy.?As?detailed?above,?to?improve?the?resolution?beyond?a?factor?
of?2,?we?combined?the?digital?temporal?modulation?point?scanning?illumination?method?with?the?non?linear?mechanism?of?fluores?
cence? saturation.?By? choosing? fluorescence? saturation,?no?modification?of? the? setup? is? required:? the? same?acquisition?as? in? the?
linear?case?was?used,?but?with?higher?excitation?power?and?the?resolution?improvement?is?obtained?entirely?with?post?processing.?
The?excitation?intensity?was?set?to?1?MW/cm2?so?that?the?Fourier?spectrum?of?the?saturated?point?spread?function?is?at?least?twice?
larger?(see?Figure?4?6?(b)).?The?spectrum?of?the?digital?temporal?modulation?is?selected?to?introduce?four?Dirac?delta?functions?in?the?
frequency?domain?centered?at?±kc?and?±2kc,?where?kc?is?the?cut?off?frequency?of?the?collection?incoherent?OTF.? ?We?reconstructed?
the?final?image?with?the?same?algorithm?as?used?for?wide?field?saturated?SIM?[28].?
?
Figure?4?9?Experimental?demonstration?of?CNS?microscopy?on?fluorescent?NDs?with?a?0.8NA?objective.(a)?wide?field?image,?(b)?linear?digital?temporal?
scanning?SIM?image,?(c)?saturated?CNS?image.?Scale?bars?are?500?nm.??(d)?As?in?the?previous?figure,?intensity?profile?along?the?yellow?dashed?line?to?
measure?the?lateral?resolution.?The?FWHM?is?500nm?in?the?wide?field?image,?285nm?with?the?linear?processing?and?195?nm?in?the?non?linear?image.?
Consequently,?saturated?scanning?SIM?enhances?the?resolution?by?a?factor?2.6?compared?to?a?wide?field?microscope.?(e)?Zoomed?and?normalized?
images?on? the? red?dashed?area? in? (a?c),?showing? that? two? fluorescent?NDs?separated?by?300?nm?are? resolved.? (f)?The? intensity?profile?along? the?
yellow?dashed?line?proves?they?are?resolved.?
Figure?4?9? illustrates? the? resolution? improvement?with?CNS?microscopy.?Conventional?point?scanning?structured? illumination? im?
proved?the?resolution?by?a?factor?1.75,?while?the?profile?in?Figure?4?9?(d)?shows?a?195?nm?FWHM.?This?corresponds?to?an?improve?
ment?of?2.6? fold? for? the? saturated? image?versus? linear?wide? field.?Figure?4?9? (e)? shows? the? region?of? the? sample?highlighted?by?
dashed?red?squares? (in? the? images?Figure?4?9? (a?c))?and? the?corresponding?profiles:? the?saturation?of?nanodiamond? fluorescence?
allows?for?the? inclusion?of?higher?spatial?frequencies? in?the?computational?reconstruction,?and?reveals?the?presence?of?two?nano?
crystals?that?could?not?be?separated?with?conventional?structured?illumination.?Hence,?simply?by?increasing?the?laser?power?of?the?
scanning?microscope?we?were?able? to?demonstrate,? for? the? first? time? in?our?knowledge,?an? improvement? in? the? resolution?by?a?
factor?superior?to?2?with?post?detection?digital?signal?processing.?
At?first?glance,?since?focused? illumination?can?easily?provide?high?peak?excitation? intensity,? it?would?appear?that?for?the?nonlinear?
case,?it?can?bring?better?results?than?WF?SIM.?However?increasing?the?excitation?intensity?above?1?MW/cm2?did?not?result?in?higher?
resolution?gain.?Higher?excitation?OTF? frequencies?were?too?weak?to?be?extracted,?so?we?could?only?achieve?a?resolution?gain?of?
approximately?2.6?times?which?is?much?lower?than?the?5.5?improvement?previously?demonstrated?with?nonlinear?WF?SIM?[28].?The?
rest?of?this?chapter?aims?at?understanding?the?physical?origin?of?the?discrepancy?in?the?enhancement?obtained?with?nonlinear?WF?
SIM?versus?CNS?and?at?considering?possible?solutions.??
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We?studied?the?different?methods?of?adapting?structured?illumination?principle?to?scanning?microscopy?and?we?showed?how?entire?
ly?digital?post?processing? combined?with? temporal?modulation? allows?us? to?harness?nonlinear? fluorescence? response? for?higher?
imaging?resolution.?We?experimentally?verified?in?the?linear?case?that?the?resolution?of?a?wide?field?image?can?be?significantly?im?
proved?with?the?different?algorithms.?In?the?non?linear?case?we?demonstrated?a?resolution?improvement?by?a?factor?above?2,?mean?
ing?that?the?technique?is?not?limited?by?diffraction.?However,?for?both?linear?and?non?linear?implementation?we?obtained?resolution?
performance?below?the?one?demonstrated?with?WF?SIM.?
?
Figure?4?10?Equivalent?focused?and?sinusoidal?illumination?under?saturated?absorption.(a)?The?equivalent?excitation?intensity?patterns?obtained?with?
saturation?of?fluorescent?nanodiamonds?with?a?peak?intensity?of?2MW/cm2.?The?blue?curve?is?the?WF?structured?illumination?and?the?red?curve? is?
the?focused?one.?(b)?The?corresponding?Fourier?transforms.?
To?understand?this,?we?note?that?while?the? information? is?transferred?through?a?microscope,?the?high?frequencies? into?the?band?
width?are?attenuated? (see? the?optical? transfer? function? in?Figure?4?6).? In?an?analogy,? the?modulation? is? like?drawing?a?sinusoidal?
pattern?with?a?pen?of?the?focused?spot.?Now,?if?the?sinus?frequency?is?close?to?the?cut?off?(held?by?the?spot)?it?can?only?be?generated?
with?a?limited?contrast.?Consequently,?when?a?focused?laser?beam?is?used?as?an?excitation?pattern,?the?higher?frequencies?that?shift?
sample?information?into?the?collection?bandwidth?are?much?weaker?than?the?low?frequencies?and?therefore?they?can?be?obscured?
by?noise.?On?the?contrary,?in?WF?SIM,?the?entire?excitation?signal?is?concentrated?into?the?highest?possible?frequency.?For?this?rea?
son,?WF?SIM? shows?a?better?SNR?performance? than? the?point? scanning? technique.?This?SNR?deterioration? induced?by? the?point?
scanning? illumination?becomes?dramatic? for? the?higher?orders? in? the?nonlinear? implementation.?The? comparison?of? the? Fourier?
transforms?of? the? saturated?excitation?patterns? in?Figure?4?10? shows? that? the?harmonics?of? the?WF? illumination?generate?much?
stronger?high?frequencies?than?the?focused?spot?whereas?at?low?frequencies?both?excitation?patterns?are?strong.??
?
Figure?4?11?Simulated?data?on?photon?budget?influence?on?linear?imaging?of?fluorescent?nanoparticles.?(a)?3.2×3.2?m?sample?composed?of?5?25nm?
particles.?The?number?on?each?picture?indicates?total?number?of?excitation?photons?incident?on?the?sample?during?the?acquisition?(excitation?dose)?
relatively?to?the?weaker?one?(b)?WF?image?(c),?(d)?and?(e)?Point?scanning?SIM?with?increasing?excitation?doses.?(d)?(f)?and?(h)?Wide?field?SIM?with?the?
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same?respective?doses.?The?comparison?of? image?(d)?and?(g)? indicates?that?the?WF?method? is?clearly?superior? in?term?of?signal?to?noise?ratio.?The?
images?(e)?and?(h)?show?that?the?two?methods?are?equivalent?with?a?bright?enough?sample.??
In?order?to?analyze?the?deterioration?in?signal?to?noise?ratio?of?point?scanning?SIM?compared?to?the?WF?case,?we?carried?out?numer?
ical?simulations.?In?the?simulations?presented?in?Figure?4?11?and?Figure?4?12?only?photon?shot?noise?is?considered?and?fluorescent?
particles?are?imaged?with?a?0.8?NA?objective?and?resolved?both?by?point?scanning?and?WF?SIM.?
In?the?simulation?in?Figure?4?11,?the?WF?and?point?scanning?SIM?images?are?calculated?in?the?linear?case?and?for?the?same?excitation?
dose.?That?is?to?say?that?we?set?the?total?number?of?excitation?photons?incident?on?an?individual?nanoparticle?during?the?acquisition?
process?to?be?the?same? for?both?cases.?Comparison?of?Figure?4?11? (g)?and?Figure?4?11? (d)?shows?that?better? image?quality? is?ob?
tained?with?WF?SIM.?The?high?frequency?components?contained?in?the?excitation?beam?used?to?retrieve?the?high?frequencies?from?
the?object,? represent?a?very?small?portion?of? the?energy?contained? in? the?beam.?As?a? result,? the?signal? that?accumulates?on? the?
detector?contains?a?strong?low?frequency?component?(and?corresponding?strong?shot?noise)?whereas?the?higher?frequency?compo?
nents? are? suppressed.? Thus,?with? the? same?excitation?dose,? the?WF?SIM?exhibits?better?performance?under?noisy?environment?
compared?with?the?scanning?microscopy?method.?
In?general,?the?physical?limitation?originates?from?the?total?number?of?photons?that?a?fluorophore?can?emit.?So,?the?comparison?of?
the?methods?for?the?same?illumination?dose?is?usually?the?most?appropriate??[108,145].?However,?in?our?case?we?use?NDs?that?do?
not?bleach?(and?can?in?theory?deliver?an?infinite?number?of?photon?for?an?infinitely?long?acquisition).?We?thus?performed?the?same?
simulation?as? in?Figure?4?11?for?both? linear?and?nonlinear?case?but?with?the?same?excitation?peak? intensity?(Figure?4?12).?This? im?
plies?that?the?total?light?dose?is?much?higher?for?the?focused?case?since?each?ND?is?exposed?more?than?100?times?by?the?scanning?
beam.??
In?this?case,?due?to?the?much?larger?number?of?photons?that?are?used?to?form?the?image,?in?the?linear?case?the?focused?illumination?
image?has?a?better?SNR?than?the?WF?version.?However?for?the?nonlinear?case,?the?higher?frequencies?above?the?cut?off?are?strongly?
attenuated?and?Figure?4?12,?clearly? shows? the? fast?degradation?of? the?SNR,?performance? in? saturated?point? scanning? structured?
illumination?compared?to?WF.?For?instance,?the?comparison?of?the?reconstruction?for?the?third?order?shows?that?similar?image?quali?
ty?is?obtained?with?linear?WF?SIM?with?a?sample?100?times?less?bright?(and?an?illumination?dose?100?times?weaker).??
?
Figure?4?12?Simulated?data?on?photon?budget?influence?on?wide?field?and?point?scanning?nonlinear?imaging?of?fluorescent?nanoparticles.?The?peak?
excitation?intensity?is?the?same?both?for?point?scanning?and?WF?structured?illumination?(2MW/cm2).?The?numbers?in?the?upper?left?corners?give?the?
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fluorescence?quantum?yield? respectively? to? the?one? for?which?point? scanning? linear? reconstruction? is? successful.? (a)?The? two? first? rows? simulate?
imaging?with?linear?SIM.?It?can?be?seen?that?for?the?same?peak?excitation?intensity?(i.e.?with?a?lower?excitation?dose?for?the?WF),?the?point?scanning?
technique?gives?slightly?better?results.?The?same?reconstruction?is?achieved?with?WF?SIM?with?10?times?more?photons.?(b)?The?third?and?fourth?rows?
simulate? imaging?with? the? first?order?nonlinear?SIM.?The?point? scanning?SNR?performance?deteriorates? faster:? to?achieve?a?good? reconstruction?
point?scanning?SIM?requires?5?times?more?photon?than?in?the?linear?case?while?WF?SIM?requires?100?times?more?photon?than?in?the?linear?case.?(c)?
The?last?two?rows?simulate?imaging?with?the?second?order?nonlinear?imaging.?The?effect?become?dramatic,?the?point?scanning?SIM?requires?10000?
more?photon?than?in?the?linear?case?to?provide?a?good?reconstruction?while?the?WF?requires?100?times?more?photon?
Thus,? in?WF?SIM?all?the?excitation? intensity? is?modulated?with?the?same? frequency?while? in?point?scanning?technique? it? is?spread?
over?the?whole?spectrum?and?the?highest?frequency?are?underweighted.?In?linear?acquisition,?the?poor?SNR?performance?compared?
with?WF?SIM?does?not?prevent?us?from?recording?fluorescent?images.?However,?in?the?nonlinear?case?this?effect?becomes?dramatic,?
and?the?high?frequencies?created?by?the?saturation?are?quickly?buried?into?the?noise?and?cannot?be?extracted.?In?conclusion,?CNS?is?
particularly?inefficient?in?preserving?the?SNR?of?the?high?frequency?components?of?the?image?when?compared?to?nonlinear?WF?SIM.?
???? ????????????
The?acquisition?with?the?camera?allows?us?to?apply?a?digital?pinhole?i.e.?to?restrict?the?recorded?area?to?a?limited?number?of?pixels.?
This?is?strictly?equivalent?to?use?a?physical?pinhole?and?it?results?in?confocal?sectioning?ability.?However,?by?restricting?the?sensing?
surface?to?only?a?small?part?of?the?excitation?spot?and?discarding?its?entire?spatial?profile,?certain?information?is?lost.?To?analyze?the?
influence?of?the?pinhole?size?on?the?quality?of?the?reconstruction?we?simulated?a?CNS?reconstruction?with?different?pinhole?sizes.??As?
a?metric?to?characterize?the?quality?of?the?reconstruction,?we?plot?the?lateral?resolution?measured?as?the?FWHM?of?the?reconstruct?
ed?impulse?response?versus?the?digital?pinhole?size?in?Figure?4?13?(a).?
?
Figure?4?13?Sectioning?in?CNS?microscopy.?(a)?Color?curves:?simulated?lateral?resolution?in?CNS?in?function?of?the?digital?pinhole?size.?The?blue?curve?
is?linear?CNS,?red?nonlinear?with?second?harmonic?reconstruction?and?green?fourth?harmonic?reconstruction.?Black?curve:?section?thickness?versus?
pinhole?size? in?confocal?microscopy?[46]?(b)?Schematic?of?the?OTF? in?microscopy.?From?top?to?bottom:?wide?field?(or?scanning?non?confocal),?SIM?
with?the?usual?sinusoidal?illumination?at?the?cut?off?frequency?kc?(or?CNS),?SIM?with?illumination?at?kc?and?0.5?kc?the?missing?cone?is?filled?(or?equiva?
lently?CNS).?
As?shown?in?Figure?4?13,?the?obtained?resolution?is?unaffected?for?pinhole?larger?than?2?Airy?units.?Such?a?pinhole?size?does?not?give?
the?best?axial?resolution?but?would?remove?most?of?the?out?of?focus?light?in?thick?samples.?The?reconstruction?is?marginally?affected?
for?pinhole?sizes?between?one?and?two?Airy?units.?Finally,?below?1?Airy?unit,?the?digital?pinhole?filtering?strongly?affects?the?recon?
struction?and?the?resolution?dramatically?deteriorates.? Intuitively,? it?means?that?the?main? information?about?the?spatial?profile?of?
the?focus?spot?resides?in?its?central?lobe,?i.e.?the?tail?of?the?focus?profile?does?not?provide?much?information?about?the?interaction?
between?the?excitation?pattern?and?the?sample.?Interestingly?the?curves?are?similar?in?the?linear?and?nonlinear?cases,?which?can?also?
be?understood?since?the?saturation?occurs?where?the? intensity? is?the?highest,? in?the?central? lobe?part?of?the?beam.? In?our?experi?
mental?measurements,?we?have?focused?on?the?lateral?resolution?improvement.?The?particles?were?immobilized?on?a?glass?surface,?
therefore?no?out?of?focus?light?was?present?and?the?sectioning?influence?was?not?observed.?We?still?used?windows?of?two?Airy?units,?
which?is?enough?to?obtain?a?good?reconstruction?and?would?potentially?lead?to?the?same?sectioning?thickness?than?the?one?obtained?
in?two?photon?microscopy.?In?each?case,?as? it? is?a?post?processing?method,?the?size?can?be?adapted?afterwards?to?match?the?best?
compromise?in?between?sectioning?enhancement?and?resolution?enhancement.?
Sectioning?can?be?obtained?with?not?only?the?adjunction?of?a?pinhole?but?also?with?a?structured?illumination?approach??[146,147].?
This?can?be?visualized?in?the?Fourier?domain?(Figure?4?13?(b)).?The?origin?of?the?lack?of?sectioning?in?conventional?microscope?is?the?
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so?called?missing?cone:?the?cross?section?of?the?conventional?microscope?OTF?presents?an?area?of?missing?frequencies.?Conventional?
SIM?expands?the?OTF?(and?improves?the?resolution)?by?exploiting?the?shift?given?by?sinusoidal?illumination,?but?as?it?uses?a?modula?
tion?at?the?cut?off?frequency,?the?missing?cone?is?not?filled.?However,?by?illuminating?the?sample?with?intermediate?frequencies?the?
missing?cone?can?be?filled?and?samples?can?be?resolved?in?depth.?This?can?be?directly?translated?to?CNS?microscopy,?as?the?focused?
spot? contains?all? the? spatial? frequencies? it?does?not? require?additional?acquisition.?Hence,? it? is?possible? to? include? intermediate?
frequencies?in?the?reconstruction?to?obtain?depth?sectioning?(without?any?kx?components?owing?to?the?digital?nature?of?our?modula?
tion).?However?this?type?of?post?processing?relies?again?on?SNR?considerations?so?will?not?be?applicable?as?deep?as?confocal?[148].??
The? focused?beam?also?has?a?spatial?profile? in? the?axial?dimension,?so?CNS?microscopy?could?be?adapted? in? three?dimensions? to?
obtain?not?only?depth?sectioning?but?also?an?enhancement? in?axial?resolution.?To? improve?the?axial?resolution,?the?beam?position?
has?to?be?moved?axially?relative?to?the?sample,?in?addition?to?the?lateral?scan.?It?means?that?an?entire?three?dimensional?scan?of?the?
beam? is?required?to?reconstruct?a?two?dimensional? image?with?enhanced?axial?resolution?at?the?center?plane?of?the?scanned?vol?
ume.?In?consequence?to?obtain?a?three?dimensional?CNS? image?of?the?sample,?3D?acquisitions?must?be?repeated?for?each?sample?
plane.?In?other?words,?to?make?a?CNS?image?with?3?dimensional?improvement?in?resolution?it?would?require?N2?scans?compared?to?
for?instance?3D?STED?that?would?need?N?scans.?Such?a?3D?CNS?scan?would?be?thus?be?impractical?in?terms?of?acquisition?speed.?
???? ??????????????????????????????????
We?saw?earlier?that?the?digital?temporal?modulation?can?be?used?with?any?excitation?pattern.?So,?one?solution?to?prevent?the?deg?
radation?of?the?SNR?performance? in?CNS?microscopy? is?to?modify?the?excitation?pattern.?Here?we?propose?two?alternative?beams?
(insets?in?Figure?4?14)?that?could?give?better?results?when?fluorescence?saturation?is?used?to?improve?the?resolution?in?CNS?micros?
copy:? first?the?Bessel?beam,?and?second,?the?hexagonal?beam?pattern?obtained?with?the? interference?of?3?plane?waves? ?[100].? In?
Figure?4?14,?the?Fourier?transform?of?the?3?saturated?beams?with?the?same?peak?excitation?intensity?are?represented?with?the?same?
scale.?Both?for?the?Bessel?beam?and?the?hexagonal?pattern,?high?frequencies?far?from?the?center?can?be?distinguished?while?for?the?
focused?spot?it?disappears?around?2?kc.?The?reason?is?illustrated?on?the?curve?in?Figure?4?14?(d),?the?profiles?of?the?OTFs?are?drawn?
together.?It?can?be?seen?that?for?the?Bessel?beam?and?the?3?beam?interference?pattern?the?energy?is?concentrated?into?a?peak?close?
to?the?cut?off?frequency.?In?consequence,?the?harmonics?remain?visible?up?to?3?kc?while?the?Fourier?transform?of?the?focused?spot?
drops?faster.?
?
Figure?4?14?Alternative? illumination?patterns? for?CNS?microscopy.? (a?c)?The?equivalent? (saturated)?excitation?beam? in? the? insets?and? their?corre?
sponding?OTF? in?the?main?picture.?(a)?Conventional?focused? illumination.?(b)?Bessel?beam?(c)?Three?beam? interference?pattern.?Logarithmic?scale:?
black?to?white?50?dB.??(d)?The?section?intensity?profiles?along?the?dashed?lines?in?the?three?OTFs?(linear?scale).?The?colors?are?corresponding.?As?(b)?
and?(c)?concentrates?the?energy?into?a?narrow?frequency?domain,?some?lobes?well?above?the?cut?off?frequency?are?visible?in?the?profile?(d)?as?op?
posed?to?the?standard?focused?spot.?
In?order? to?quantify? the? improvement?brought?by? the?Bessel?beam?and? the?hexagonal?pattern? illuminations? compared?with? the?
focused?spot,?we?perform?the?same?simulation?as? in?Figure?4?12?for?each?pattern.? In?this?case?we?also?used?a?peak? intensity?of?2?
MW/cm2?as?excitation?and?the?results?for?the?second?order?nonlinear?imaging?are?displayed?in?Figure?4?15.?For?the?reconstruction?
with?the?third?harmonics? (second?order?nonlinear)? it?can?be?seen?that?similar?quality? is?obtained?with? the?modified? illuminations?
with?a?sample?10?times? less?bright.? In?consequence,?the?use?of?those?patterns? improve?significantly?the?SNR?performance?of?CNS?
microscopy?and?should?result?in?an?important?improvement?in?resolution.?
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Figure? 4?15? Simulated? data?on?photon?budget? influence?on?point? scanning? third? harmonic?nonlinear? imaging?of? fluorescent? nanoparticles?with?
standard?focus,?Bessel?beam?and?hexagonal?pattern?illuminations.?The?peak?excitation?intensity?is?the?same?for?the?three?type?of?illumination?pat?
terns?(2MW/cm2)?and?the?images?are?reconstructed?with?the?second?order?nonlinear?imaging.?The?numbers?in?the?upper?left?corners?give?the?fluo?
rescence?quantum?yield?respectively?to?the?lower?one.?In?this?case?of?the?second?nonlinear?order?(that?corresponds?to?a?resolution?improvement?by?
a?factor?4),?both?Bessel?beam?and?hexagonal?pattern?illuminations?require?10?times?less?photon?than?standard?focus?illumination?to?achieve?similar?
reconstruction.?
In?order?to?verify?experimentally?the?potential?gain?in?resolution?brought?by?those?alternative?patterns?we?measured?the?saturated?
PSF? by? scanning? a? single? 40? nm? nanodiamonds? and? recording? the? signal?with? a? point? detector? (avalanche? photodiode).? In? the?
scanned?image,?the?influence?of?the?detection?PSF?is?eliminated,?and?we?consider?the?nanodiamond?infinitely?small?so?we?visualize?
directly?the?excitation?PSF.?In?ordered?to?generate?each?of?the?three?patterns?successively,?a?spatial?light?modulator?is?placed?in?the?
excitation?line.?We?measured?the?peak?intensity?through?backscattered?light?from?a?single?80?nm?gold?particle?relatively?to?the?value?
we?estimated?for?the?focused?spot.?We?set?the?maximum?intensity?to?be?the?same?(2MW/cm2),?for?each?pattern.?It?can?be?seen?in?
Figure?4?16?that?in?the?measured?hexagonal?pattern?excitation?OTF,?high?frequencies?at?3kc?are?visible?above?the?background?while?
we?are?not?able?to?detect?them?on?the?saturated?focused?spot?OTF.?It?confirms?that?with?a?modified?pattern?CNS?microscopy?resolu?
tion?can?be?improved.?For?the?Bessel?beam,?the?improvement?is?more?limited?than?expected.?Indeed,?compared?with?the?theoretical?
OTF?profile?we?could?not?detect?the?3kc?component?but?only?the?2kc?one.?It?results?from?the?imperfect?zeros?in?between?the?lobes?in?
the?experimental?Bessel?PSF.?The?residual? light? in?the?dark?rings?of?the?Bessel?profile? leads?to?spread?of?the?energy? in?the?whole?
spectrum?and?creates? smaller?high? frequency?peaks.?We?attributed? the? limited?contrast? in?our?beam? to? the? imperfection? in? the?
radial?polarization?generation?and?to?the?presence?of?astigmatism.?
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Figure?4?16?Experimental?alternative?patterns?for?CNS?microscopy.Each?acquisition?is?a?scanning?image?of?the?illumination?pattern?(recorded?with?a?
nonbleaching? subdiffraction? fluorescent?emitters)?on? the? left?and? its? corresponding?Fourier? transform?on? the? right.? (a)?and? (b)? Linear? scan? (low?
excitation?power,?with?respectively?Bessel?beam?and?hexagonal?pattern?illumination.?No?nonlinear?signal?(above?the?cut?off?frequency)?rise?up?above?
the?noise?floor.?(c)?and?(d)?Nonlinear?scans?(at?2MW/cm2)?for?the?same?excitation?pattern.?In?(c),?in?the?Bessel?beam?OTF,?some?signal?is?present?at?
twice?the?cut?off?frequency,?while?with?the?hexagonal?pattern?some?signal?is?detected?up?to?3?times?the?cut?off?frequency.??
The?aberrations? in? the?experimental?Bessel?beam?prevent?us? from? recording?a? saturated?CNS? image?and?observing?a? larger? im?
provement?in?resolution.?However?the?benefit?of?using?such?a?beam?can?already?be?observed?in?the?linear?case.?Figure?4?17?displays?
a?scanning?image?acquired?with?a?Bessel?beam?excitation?and?post?treated?with?temporal?digital?modulation.?On?the?contrary?to?the?
image?acquired?with?the?standard?focus?spot,?the?resolution?gain?reached?the?theoretical?improvement?2?in?resolution?(to?be?com?
pared?with? the? factor?1.75?obtain?with? the? standard? focus? in?Figure?4?17(b)?and?Figure?4?5).?The?Bessel?beam? concentrates? the?
excitation?light?exactly?into?the?cut?off?frequency,?in?consequence?the?signal?is?strong?enough?to?be?extracted?exactly?at?the?cut?off?
frequency.?Thus,?the?use?of?the?Bessel?beam?allows?us?to?maximize?the?resolution? improvement? in?the? linear?case?(i.e.?to?reach?a?
factor?2?as?in?WF?SIM)?and?it?also?gives?another?experimental?proof?that?any?excitation?beam?shape?can?be?used?with?the?temporal?
modulation.?
?
Figure?4?17?Linear?imaging?of?FNDs?with?bessel?beam? illumination?and?with?an?0.8?NA?objective.(a)?wide?field?image,?(b)?digital?temporal?scanning?
SIM?image?with?standard?illumination?(c)?digital?temporal?scanning?SIM?image?with?bessel?illumination?(d)?Intensity?profiles?along?the?yellow?dashed?
line?for?the?different?cases.?The?signal?from?a?single?subdiffraction?FND?gives?an?estimation?of?the?lateral?resolution?improvement.?The?FWHM?is?500?
nm?in?the?wide?field?image.?The?FWHM?is?295?nm?in?the?post?processed?image?with?the?standard?focus,?it?corresponds?to?a?1.7?times?improvement?
in? lateral?resolution,? in?good?agreement?with?the?1.75?times?measured? in?Figure?4?5.?The?FWHM? is?250?nm? in?the?post?processed? image?with?the?
bessel?beam,?it?corresponds?to?the?optimal?2?times?improvement?in?lateral?resolution?that?can?be?achieved?with?linear?imaging.?Scale?bars?are?1?um.?
We?experimentally?verified?that?a?hexagonal?pattern?conveys?more?energy?in?the?frequencies?close?to?the?cut?off?and?should?lead?to?
a?one?order?of?magnitude?improvement?in?term?of?SNR?performance?compared?to?the?focused?spot.?However,?the?concentration?of?
the?energy?to?a?limited?part?of?the?excitation?spectrum?implies?a?broadening?the?pattern,?and?both?Bessel?and?hexagonal?patterns?
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are?very?large?compared?with?the?focused?spot.?Thus,?by?making?the?excitation?beam?wider?to?improve?the?SNR?performance,?we?
get?closer?to?the?conventional?WF?SIM?implementation?and?we?can?wonder?if?using?it?with?scanning?microscopy?still?makes?sense.?
Indeed,?if?we?take?the?extreme?case?of?the?hexagonal?pattern?obtained?with?3?beam?interference,?as?it?covers?entirely?the?sample?
only?(2×n+1)×3?pictures,?as?in?WF?SIM,?are?needed?in?theory?to?reconstruct?a?nonlinear?image?to?the?nth?order.?So,?recording?all?the?
pictures?as?in?scanning?microscopy?is?a?huge?loss?of?time?in?this?case?and?is?far?from?being?optimal.?
Hence,?the?choice?of?the?more?adapted?pattern? is?really?a?trade?off.?In?one?extreme,?the?hexagonal? illumination?pattern? is?funda?
mentally?a?wide?field?illumination?pattern?with?a?very?limited?deterioration?compared?to?WF?SIM?(the?energy?is?only?spread?in?spe?
cific?spatial?frequencies?in?three?specific?directions).?It?can?be?used?with?the?scanning?technique?we?described?in?this?chapter?and?it?
should? lead?to?resolution?close?to?saturated?WF?SIM.?However,? in?presence?of?out?of?focus?background,?digital?pinhole?should?be?
applied?and?the?part?of?the?pattern?used?limited,?which?would?again?degrade?the?SNR?performance.?In?the?other?extreme,?in?order?
to?retain?the?true?confocal?ability,?scanning?microscopy?should?be?used?with?standard?focused?spot.?However,?this?implies?a?limited?
energy?conveyed?in?the?highest?frequency?and?so?a?limited?resolution?improvement?even?by?harnessing?nonlinear?photoresponse.?
In?conclusion,?changing?the?illumination?pattern?in?SIM?techniques?results?in?a?degradation?of?the?SNR?performance?compared?with?
WF?but? can?bring?other?advantages?especially? sectioning?and?depth?of? imaging.?The? intermediate?patterns?we?described? in? this?
section?can?lead?to?improvements?in?certain?aspects?while?compromising?others.?
????? ?????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????
CNS?microscopy?is?not?restricted?to?one?type?of?nonlinearity.?Indeed,?it?can?be?seen?as?a?way?to?extract?the?high?frequency?compo?
nents?brought? in?the?equivalent?excitation?PSF?by?the?nonlinear?photoresponse.?Several?possible?nonlinear?response?mechanisms?
could?have?been?used?for?resolution?enhancement?(saturation?[28],?blinking??[149],?photoactivation?[54]…).?In?order?to?illustrate?this?
flexibility,?we?performed?experiments?with?another?nonlinearity?that?can?only?be? implemented? in?point?scan?mode?because? it?re?
quires?high?intensity:?stimulated?emission?depletion.?
??????? ? ?????????
To?show?point?scanning?SIM?with?STED?non?linearity,?we?added?a?standard?depletion?beam?with?a?doughnut?shape?that?inhibits?the?
fluorescence?of?the?emitters?around?the?excitation?beam?(Chapter?2).?Comparison?with?the?wide?field?image?(Figure?4?18?(a))?shows?
a?clear?improvement?in?resolution?with?STED?CNS?microscopy.?Indeed,?in?the?STED?CNS?image?(Figure?4?18(c)),?NDs?conformations,?
which?are?invisible?on?the?wide?field?image,?are?resolved.?The?profile?in?Figure?4?18?(d)?indicates?that?the?resolution?is?increased?by?a?
factor?of?about?3?compared?to?wide?field?image.??
?
Figure?4?18?Non?linear?imaging?of?fluorescent?NDs?with?a?1.4NA?objective.?(a)?Wide?field?image,?(b)?STED?image,?(c)?STED?CNS?image.?Scale?bars?are?
500nm?(d)?Intensity?profile?along?a?single?fluorescent?ND?showing?the? improvement? in?resolution.?The?measured?FWHM? is?280?nm?for?wide?field,?
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125?nm?for?STED?and?98?nm?for?STED?scanning?SIM.?(e)?Linear?point?scanning?structured?illumination?image?(the?details?hidden?by?diffraction?limit?in?
(a)?are?resolved?both?with?linear?point?scanning?structured?illumination?and?STED).?
As? in?the?previous?example?with?saturation,?the?gain? in?resolution?with?the?depletion?beam? is?the?result?of?both?the?non?linearity?
and?the?digital?computation.?Similarly,?the?higher?the?power?of?the?beam? inducing?the?nonlinearity,?the?more?spatial?frequencies?
are?carried? in?the?excitation?PSF.?Here?we?set?the?depletion?power,?such?that?the?FWHM?of?the?STED?excitation?PSF? is?about?half?
that?of?the?linear?one.?Post?detection?digital?signal?processing?allows?a?gain?in?resolution?equivalent?to?one?cut?off?frequency?kc?on?
top?of?the?highest?frequency?generated?by?the?illumination?pattern.?Hence,?in?our?case,?the?expected?gain?in?resolution?compared?to?
the?excitation?PSF?cannot?exceed?1.5.?On?the?profile?on?Figure?4?18?(d),?the?measured?PSF?is?98?nm,?which?corresponds?to?a?gain?of?
1.27?times?in?resolution?compared?to?STED,?and?thus?is?in?good?agreement?with?the?expectation.??
Saturation?and?STED? implementations?of?nonlinear?point? scanning?SIM?greatly? improve? the? resolution?compared? to?a?wide? field?
microscope.?However,?a?standalone?STED?microscope?already?provides?a?high?gain?in?resolution?and?only?profits?marginally?from?the?
additional?enhancement?due?to?structured?illumination.?Thus,?the?STED?implementation?of?point?scanning?SIM?is?not?presented?as?a?
competitive?imaging?technique,?but?rather?to?show?the?possibility?for?point?scanning?microscopy?to?be?combined?with?various?types?
of?nonlinearity.?
??????? ? ??????????????????????????????? ??????????
As?the?whole?method?is?based?on?post?processing,?it?is?always?interesting?to?obtain?an?all?optical?verification?of?the?images?obtained?
with? the?method.?As?we?built?a?STED?microscope? to? illustrate? the?possibility? to?apply?CNS? reconstruction?with?different? type?of?
nonlinearity?we? can? compare? the? images?obtained?with? linear?digital?point? scanning? structured? illumination?and?with?STED.?We?
chose?the?depletion?power?to?reach?a?gain?in?resolution?by?a?factor?2?with?the?STED?microscope,?so?that?it?is?easy?to?verify?that?the?
digital?point? scanning? structured? illumination? (Figure?4?18? (e))? is? similar? to? the?STED? image.?The?details?hidden? in? the?wide? field?
image?(Figure?4?18?(a))?and?superresolved?both?with?STED?(Figure?4?18?(b))?and?point?scanning?illumination?technique?(Figure?4?18?
(e))?are?identical.?
????? ????????????
We?have?demonstrated?how?the?resolution?of?a?confocal?microscope?can?be?enhanced?only?by?increasing?the?power?of?the?excita?
tion?laser?and?by?using?an?array?detector?(i.e?camera).?The?beauty?of?the?method?is?that?it?gives?a?theoretical?unlimited?resolution?
without?any?change?on?existing?equipment,?only?by?digitally?post?processing?the?acquired?data.?However,?the?signal?to?noise?ratio?is?
never? infinite?and?experimentally?the?achievable?resolution? is?bound?to?the?fluorophores?brightness.?This? inspires?two?considera?
tions.?First,?it?is?not?a?physical?limit,?and?the?synthesis?of?new?dyes?is?an?active?research?field,?especially?because?the?very?popular?
STED?nanoscopy?requires?high?brightness?and?good?photoresistance?at?a?few?hundred?MW/cm2?power?level.?In?nanodiamonds,?for?
example,?the?vacancy?density?has?been?drastically?improved?over?the?last?few?years?[68]?and?nanocrystals?with?10?times?more?con?
centrated?NV?center?might?be?possible.?At?this?level,?the?predictable?resolution?would?make?CNS?competitive?with?other?superreso?
lution?techniques.?Second,?as?it?was?described,?the?modification?of?the?illumination?pattern?can?bring?an?important?improvement?in?
term?of?SNR?and?result?in?enhanced?resolution.?However,?this?modification?would?come?with?enlargement?of?the?pattern,?i.e.?with?
out?retaining?the?physical?out?of?focus?light?rejection?given?by?a?pinhole.?Finally,?the?trend?in?the?latest?research?in?scanning?nanos?
copy? is? to?use?multi?pixel?detectors? for?either? the?parallelization?[99]?or? the?additional?gain? in? resolution?[108].?Thus? the?perfor?
mance?improvement?could?also?come?from?the?development?of?new?type?of?detector?like?APD?arrays,?like?Airyscan?detectors,?from?
Zeiss.?
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In? the?previous?chapters,?we?explained? that?nonlinear? sample?photoresponse? is?a? fundamental? requirement? for? superresolution?
optical? imaging?methods.?We?presented? three?different? techniques? (STED,?DH?STED? and?CNS)?based?on? saturation?mechanisms?
which?expand? the?excitation?optical? transfer? function?and? resulted? in? superresolved? images.?Unfortunately,? scattering?materials,?
such?as?biological?tissue,?deteriorate?the?focusing?capability?of?an?optical?scanning?imaging?system?as?well?as?the?collection?of?the?
generated?signal?(i.e.?fluorescence),?which?restrict?the?imaging?depth.?Various?techniques?have?recently?been?investigated?to?focus?
light??[150–156]?and?image?[33,34,157]?through?scattering?media,?but?the?depth?limit?remains?a?few?mm?at?best.?An?alternative?to?
these?techniques?is?fiber?based?endoscopy?which?bypasses?completely?the?scatterer?(Figure?5?1).?During?the?period?of?this?PhD,?our?
lab?[35]?and?other?groups?[158–160]?have?identified?multimode?fiber?(MMF)?as?a?potential?candidate?for?ultrathin?endoscopic?imag?
ing.?A?patent?has?been?registered?and?several?people?are?now?working?in?our?lab?to?create?a?commercial?MMF?based?endoscope.?In?
this?chapter,?we?will? show?how?we?can? translate?a?nonlinear? scanning?microscopy? technique? to? improve? the? resolution?and? the?
image?contrast?of?imaging?through?multimode?fiber.?
?
Figure?5?1?One?solution?to?image?deep?into?scattering?materials?(like?biological?tissues).While?microscopy?(a)?is?non?invasive?but?limited?to?a?surface?
laye,?endoscopy? (b)? is? invasive?but?can?access?deep? inside? the?sample.?To? tend? towards?minimally? invasive?endoscopy,?multimode? fiber?provides?
ultrathin?waveguiding?and?high?resolution?imaging.?
???? ??????????????
In?this?section,?we?quickly?review?the?different?types?of?existing?fiber?based?endoscopes?and?explain?the?competitive?advantage?of?
the?MMF?based?one.?We?will?also?detail?the?challenges?that?come?with?the?use?of?MMF?as?an?endoscope?and?explain?our?motiva?
tions?to?combine?superresolution?imaging?technique?with?MMF?imaging.?
Fiber?based?endoscopes?are?typically?constructed?with?fiber?bundles.?Fiber?bundles,?also?called?multicore?fibers,?are?cords?made?of?
a? large?number?of?single?mode?fiber?cores? in?parallel,?embedded? in?a?cladding?material.? In?bundle?endoscopes,?each?single?mode?
waveguide?is?excited?successively?and?a?scanning?image?is?recorded.?It?means?that?each?pixel?of?the?final?image?corresponds?to?the?
position?of?one?core.?However,?to?guarantee?independent?propagation?in?each?core?(avoid? inter?core?coupling),?the?cores?have?to?
be?spaced?by?a?minimal?distance?(Figure?5?2(a)).?No?light?propagates?in?the?inter?core?spacing,?so?in?term?of?information?transmis?
sion?this?space?is?lost.?This?is?the?reason?why?fiber?bundles?are?suboptimal?in?term?of?confinement?of?the?spatial?information.?On?the?
contrary,? in?MMF?the? light?propagates?everywhere? in?the?core?and? is?guided?with?an?external?cladding.? It?means?that?the?overall?
filling?factor?is?much?higher?in?MMF?compared?with?fiber?bundles?(Figure?5?2(a)).?Hence,?the?density?of?transmitted?information?is?
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higher? in?MMF?and?the?resolution?at?the?bundle?output? is?poorer?compared?with?MMF.?The?resolution?can?be? increased?with?an?
additional? imaging?system? ?[161],?but?at? the?cost?of?a? limited? field?of?view? (or?a?bigger?bundle).?Alternatively,? fiber?based?endo?
scopes?consist?of?a?single?mode?fiber,?a? lens,?and?an?actuation?system?to?scan?a?focused?spot.?In?this?case,?the? loss? in?space? is? in?
duced?by?the?actuation?system?that?is?typically?millimetre?size?in?miniaturized?system?[162].??
Thus,?the?interest?of?using?MMF?resides?in?the?fact?that?it?is?optimal?in?term?of?spatial?information?transmission?(see?also?Appendix?
G).?Therefore,?for?a?given?resolution?and?field?of?view,?MMF?endoscope?is?fundamentally?thinner?compared?with?the?existing?tech?
niques.?This? is?obviously?a?desired?feature?to?reduce?the?damage?caused?by?the?endoscope,?especially?when? it? is?used? in?medical?
application.?Once?embedded?into?a?needle,?high?resolution?images?have?been?recorded?with?460??m?large?MMF?endoscope?[163].?
Some?applications? that? take?advantage?of? this?minimal? invasiveness?are?already? investigated? in?our? lab,? like?cochlea?diagnosis?or?
retinal?imaging.?
However,?the?use?of?MMF?as?a?material?for?high?performance?endoscopy?comes?with?some?challenges.?The?resolution?of?the?MMF?
image?is?limited?by?the?relatively?small?numerical?aperture?of?the?fiber?(NA?typically?between?0.2?and?0.5)?[35,164].?The?numerical?
aperture?of?the?multimode?fiber?endoscope?system?can?be? increased?by?using?a?thin? layer?of?scattering?material?[165,166],?but?at?
the?cost?of?critical?loss?in?the?collection?efficiency.?The?NA?of?the?MMF?can?also?be?enhanced?with?dedicated?micro?fabricated?op?
tics?[167]?in?front?of?the?fiber?but?creating?sides?lobes?and?reducing?the?field?of?view.?Thus,?the?first?goal?of?this?project?was?to?use?
nonlinear?sample?photoresponse,?as?in?microscopy,?to?improve?the?resolution?in?MMF?fiber?imaging,?while?keeping?the?thin?diame?
ter?of?the?MMF?waveguide.?
The?second?goal?was?to?provide?depth?sectioning.?Indeed,?to?discriminate?structural?features?in?a?thick?sample,?the?ability?to?reject?
out?of?focus?light?is?also?important:?if?out?of?focus?fluorescence?signal?is?not?filtered?out?during?imaging?it?can?severely?degrade?the?
image?contrast.?Fiber?based?endoscopic?sectioning?has?been?demonstrated?by?using? fiber?bundles?but? is?not?available? in?conven?
tional?scanning? imaging?used?with?MMF.?More?precisely,?sectioning?by?multiphoton? imaging?has?been?obtained?using? fiber?bun?
dles?[168,169].? However,?multi?photon? excitation? is? challenging?with?MMFs? since? the? focusing? of? femtosecond? pulses? through?
MMFs?requires?modal?and?chromatic?dispersion?compensation?as?demonstrated?recently?[170].?Endoscopic?sectioning?can?also?be?
obtained?by?implementing?confocal?filtering.?Confocal?microendoscopy?using?a?fiber?bundle?was?demonstrated?in?1996?[171].?In?the?
case?of?coherent?imaging?through?MMFs,?it?has?recently?been?demonstrated?that?modal?scrambling?can?be?compensated.?A?virtual?
pinhole?was?applied?to?obtain?a?digital?confocal?endoscope?[172].?Nevertheless,?this?method?relies?on?the?coherence?of? light,?and?
thus?cannot?be?used?in?fluorescence?endoscopy.?Hence?the?challenge?was?to?be?able?to?exploit,?in?combination?with?MMF?imaging,?
a?nonlinear?microscopy?also?capable?of?optical?sectioning.??
In?this?chapter,?we?use?saturated?excitation?(SAX)?[173],??a?nonlinear?method?that?both?improves?spatial?resolution?and?introduces?
optical?sectioning.?SAX?is?well?matched?to?MMF?imaging?since?it?involves?a?continuous?wave?laser,?thereby?bypassing?the?problem?of?
modal?and?chromatic?dispersion?existing?with?femtosecond?pulses?used?for?two?photon.?In?the?next?section,?we?will?detail?the?prin?
ciple?of?imaging?through?MMF?by?phase?conjugation?and?the?principle?of?SAX?microscopy.?Afterwards,?we?will?present?the?improved?
images?obtained?by?SAX?imaging?through?multimode?fiber.?Finally,?we?will?characterize?the?performance?and?discuss?the?limitations.?
???? ????????????????? ??????
?????? ????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????
When?propagating? in?scattering?material,?the?optical?wavefront? is?distorted?by?random?multiple?scattering?events.?That’s?why?the?
image?of?an?object?through?the?fog?(composed?of?thousands?of?scattering?droplets)?is?blurred.?On?the?contrary,?at?first?sight,?a?mul?
timode?fiber?looks?like?a?well?define?medium.?It?is?a?cylindrical?waveguide,?with?a?constant?diameter.?The?propagating?light?is?con?
strained? in? the?guiding?core?and?all? the?propagation?solutions?can?be?calculated.? In?a? typical?multimode? fiber,?hundreds? to? thou?
sands?of?modes?are?guided.?In?theory,?when?propagating?through?a?multimode?fiber?the?optical?wavefront?is?decomposed?into?the?
supported?modes?(proportionally?to?the?spatial?overlap?of?each?mode?and?the? incident?wavefront)?and?reaches?the?output?of?the?
fiber?with?the?same?modal?composition?that?it?entered?the?fiber?with.?However,?in?a?real?MMF?each?tiny?material?defect?during?the?
propagation?results?in?a?non?perfect?guiding?condition?and?in?the?jumping?of?the?light?in?between?modes.?This?phenomenon?is?called?
mode?mixing?and? leads?to?a?random?distribution?of?the? light? in?between?the?supported?modes?at?the?output?of?the? fiber? (Figure?
5?2(b)).?Because?of?the?large?number?of?propagation?modes,?the?MMF?effect?resembles?a?lot?to?the?wavefront?distortion?induced?by?
a?random?scattering?material.?So,?a?multimode?fiber? is?guiding?the? light? in?a?way?the? information? is?optimally?confined,?but?to?be?
able?to?use?it?as?an?endoscope?the?modal?mixing?must?be?compensated?for.?
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Figure?5?2?Fiber?waveguides?outlook.??(a)?Filling?factor?in?fiber?bundle?(up)?and?MMF?fiber?(down).?For?typical?value,?the?filling?factor?is?much?higher?
in?MMF.?MMF?(Thorlabs,?0.39NA):?core?diameter?200?m,?core?+?cladding?diameter?225?m,?so?filling?factor?80?%.?Fiber?bundle?(Fujikura?10?350s):?
total?diameter?450?m,?number?core?10000?and?core?diameter?2?m,?so?filling?factor?20?%.?(b)?Modal?mixing?in?multimode?fiber.?A?well?define?wave?
front?enters?the?core?of?the?fiber?and?the?amount?of?energy?coupled?into?each?mode?is?well?defined.?However,?during?the?propagation,?due?to?im?
perfections?in?the?waveguide,?the?light?is?randomly?dispersed?in?the?available?propagation?modes.?The?output?is?a?speckle?of?light?whom?the?grain?
size?is?related?to?the?numerical?aperture?of?the?fiber.?
? ? ??????????????????
The?imaging?method?proposed?by?Papadopoulos?and?all.?[35,165,174]?in?our?group?is?a?scanning?method.?So,?in?order?to?create?an?
image,?an?excitation?focused?spot?of?light?is?generated?at?the?distal?end?of?the?fiber.?We?made?above?the?analogy?between?a?MMF?
and?a?random?scattering?medium.?Several?routes?to?generate?a?focused?spot?through?a?scattering?medium?have?been?developed?in?
the? literature.?A? spot?of? light?can?be?obtained?with?optimization?algorithms.?By? iteratively?changing? the?value?of?each?pixel?of?a?
phase?modulator,?modulating? the? input?wavefront,? the? value? that?maximizes? the? intensity? of? the? output? spot? can? be? deter?
mined?[150].?Another? approach,? is? to? represent? the?medium? as? a? transmission?matrix? and? acquire?enough?different? inputs? and?
corresponding?outputs?in?order?to?gain?the?complete?knowledge?of?the?medium?[152].?Once?the?matrix?representing?the?medium?is?
obtained,?it?is?possible?to?calculate?the?incident?input?wavefront?that?will?result?in?any?desired?output,?including?a?focused?spot?in?
the?desired?position.?The?method?we?will?use,?on?the?contrary?of?the?other?approaches,?is?entirely?optical?and?does?not?require?any?
computation.?This?elegant?way?of?focusing?light?through?multimode?fiber?is?based?on?phase?conjugation?[174,175].?The?principle?of?
phase? conjugation? is? to? transform? the? scattered? field?at? the?output?of? the?medium? so? that? it? can?back?propagate? to? its?original?
unaberrated?state?on?the?input?side.??
In?order?to?explain?the?physical?mechanism?of?phase?conjugation,?we?come?back?to?the?postulate?of?wave?optic.?The?propagation?of?
an?electromagnetic?wave?(complex?field?E)?in?an?inhomogeneous?nonmagnetic?medium?with?a?permittivity??(r)?is?described?by?the?
wave?equation?[42]?(p159):?
?
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?
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Equation?5?1
If? we? consider? a? monochromatic? optical? wave,? with? a? complex? amplitude? A,? a? wave?vector? k? and? an? angular? frequency? ?,
? ? ?????? ???? ? jE ? ?? .?Using?Equation?5?1?leads?to:?
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Where? ? ? ? ? ?T x y? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?is?the?transverse?Laplacian?operator.?Under?paraxial?approximation
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results?in?the?paraxial?wave?equation:?
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Equation?5?3
Now,?Equation?5?3?is?equivalent?to?its?complex?conjugate:??
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Equation?5?4
The?two?parts?of?Equation?5?4?are?equivalent,?so?they?describe?the?same?propagation?problem.?This?means?that?the?original?optical?
wave? ? ? ?????? ???? ? jE ? ?? and?the?so?called?phase?conjugated?wave ? ? ? ?????? ? ??? ? jE ? ?? satisfies?the?same?propagation?problem.?
Thus,?a?wave?that?propagates?in?the?reverse?direction?with?a?complex?amplitude?which?is?everywhere?the?complex?conjugate?of?the?
initial?wave? is?equivalent?to?the?original?wave.?Another?common?description?of?this?phenomenon,? is?known?as?time?reversal.?The?
phase?conjugated?wave?can?be?seen?as?the?original?wave?that?would?turn?back?the?clock?and?would?back?propagate?to?its?original?
state.?
From? the?above?equations,?we?can?conclude? that? the?phase?conjugated?wave? retraces? the?path?of? the? incident? radiation.?This? is?
illustrated?in?Figure?5?3.?When?an?incident?optical?wave?propagates?through?a?disturbing?medium,?the?output?wave?and?is?distorted.?
If?this?wave?is?reflected?by?a?conventional?mirror,?it?is?going?to?be?distorted?again?and?all?the?information?about?the?spatial?profile?of?
the?initial?field?is?lost.?On?the?contrary,?if?the?light?is?reflected?with?a?phase?conjugation?mirror,?the?backpropagating?wave?will?built?
up?in?a?reversed?manner?so?that?the?field?will?be?equal?to?the?complex?conjugate?of?the?initial?field?at?any?point?of?the?propagation.?
As?a?result,?at?the?initial?position,?the?distortion?in?the?exiting?field?will?have?disappeared?and?the?original?wavefront?can?be?recov?
ered.?Hence,?if?we?focus?the?light?at?one?end?of?the?fiber,?the?wave?re?emitted?from?the?other?end?by?a?phase?conjugation?mirror?
will?auto?compensate?the?phase?distortion?and?auto?focus?itself?on?its?initial?source.?This?is?the?beauty?of?the?method,?it?does?not?
need?any?previous?knowledge?about?the?scattering?medium?or?any?computation,?it?returns?the?initial?input?to?the?distal?end?of?the?
fiber.?
The? initial? implementation?of?a?phase?conjugation?was?done?by?holography? ?[176,177]?and? then?dynamically?with? ?(3)?medium?or?
photorefractive?material?[178].?However,?as?we?saw?in?Chapter?3,?we?have?at?our?disposal?spatial?light?modulators?that?are?able?to?
modulate?the?phase?of?a?wavefront?with?a?desired?value?in?each?pixel.?So,?the?practical?implementation?proposed?in?[174]?and?that?
we?will?present?here,?consists?in?separating?the?recording?of?the?complex?field?information?and?the?creation?of?the?phase?conjugated?
wavefront?with?the?SLM.?We?detail?in?the?next?section?how?we?record?the?amplitude?and?phase?profile?at?the?output?of?the?fiber?in?
order?to?apply?phase?conjugation.?
?
Figure?5?3?Principle?of?optical?phase?conjugation,?comparison?of?a?phase?conjugated?mirror?with?a?conventional?mirror.?In?the?first?row,?a?wavefront?
propagates?through?a?scattering?medium?and?gets?distorted.?It?results?in?a?blurred?image.?On?the?left,?the?field?is?reflected?by?a?normal?mirror?it?is?
scattered?again? in?a?random?way?and?the?resulting? image? is?heavily?distorted.?On?the?right,?on?the?contrary,? it? is?reflected?by?a?phase?conjugated?
mirror.?During?the?backpropagation,?it?retraces?the?exact?same?path?in?the?opposite?direction?through?the?scattering?medium.?The?effect?of?scatter?
ing?during?the?forward?propagation?is?cancelled?and?the?original?image?is?recovered.?
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It?must?be?noticed?that?phase?conjugation?as?the?other?possible?approaches?to?generate?a?focused?spot?through?a?multimode?fiber?
requires?the?access?to?the?distal?end?of?the?fiber?(to?generate?the?excitation?in?phase?conjugation?technique?or?get?a?feedback?with?
the?iterative?methods),?i.e.?where?the?sample?is?placed?to?be?imaged.?This?was?a?major?limitation?for?direct?imaging?through?scatter?
ing?media,?but?in?the?case?of?MMF?endoscopy,?as?the?turbid?medium?is?the?fiber?itself,?it?is?not?a?strong?limitation.?It?means?that?the?
fiber?system?must?be?calibrated?before?placing? the?sample? for? the? imaging?step.?We?present? in? the?next?section?how? the?phase?
information?of?the?wave?propagating?after?transmission?through?the?fiber?is?collected.??
? ? ????????????????????????????
?
Figure?5?4?Off?axis?digital?holography?setup?and?principle.(a)?The?output?facet?of?the?MMF?is?imaged?onto?a?CCD?camera?censor.?The?camera?record?
only?the?intensity?of?the?wavefront.?In?order?to?record?the?entire?field?information?necessary?for?phase?conjugation,?it?is?combined?with?a?reference?
beam.?(b)?The?Fourier?transform?of?the?resulting?interference?pattern?is?composed?of?three?parts,?the?DC?part?and?the?±1?diffraction?orders?which?
contain?the?phase? information.?The?separation?of?those?components?due?to?the?off?axis?configuration?allows?for?an?easy?extraction?of?the?object?
phase.?
As?explained?above,?in?order?to?implement?phase?conjugation?through?multimode?fiber,?we?need?to?record?the?complex?field?after?
the?propagation?through?the?MMF.?This?is?done?by?digital?holography.?In?practise,?the?output?facet?of?the?fiber?is?imaged?onto?a?CCD?
camera?(Figure?5?4(a)).?The?interference?pattern?composed?of?the?fiber?output?beam?beating?against?a?reference?beam?(which?has?
not?been?disturbed?by?the?propagation?through?the?MMF)?is?recorded.?The?interference?pattern?onto?the?CCD?can?be?expressed?as:?
? ? ? ? ?I o r r o o r r o? ? ? ? ? ? ? Equation?5?5
Where? r? stands? for? the? reference? field?and?o? the?object? field,? i.e.? the?output?of? the?MMF.?We?work?here? in?off?axis?holography?
mode,?i.e.?the?reference?beam?and?the?fiber?beam?are?combined?with?a?relative?angle??,?using?a?non?polarizing?beam?splitter.?The?
off?axis?angle?results?in?the?separation?of?the?different?terms?of?the?Equation?5?5?in?the?spatial?frequency?domain.?Indeed,?taking?the?
Fourier?Transform?of?the?Equation?5?5,?we?have:?
? ? ?
? ? ? ?? ? ?? ? ?? ? ???? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ?I TF r o r o r o? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ?? ? ? ?
Equation?5?6
Where?we?have?assumed?that?the?reference?is?a?plane?wave?(so?with?a?constant?amplitude)?and?kr?is?the?wave?vector?of?the?refer?
ence?(and?krx,?kry?its?components?projected?in?the?camera?plane).??The?two?first?term?of?the?Equation?5?6?corresponds?to?the?DC?term?
which?contain?only?the?amplitude? information.?The?two? last?terms?are?the?±1?order?diffraction?terms.?They?are?modulated?at?the?
carrier?frequency?(of?the? interference?fringes)?given?by?the?off?axis?angle.?Consequently?they?are?shifted? in?the?Fourier?domain?as?
illustrated? in?Figure?5?4(b).?Thanks?to?this?shift,?the?off?axis?configuration?makes?possible?to?filter?out?the?+1?order? in?the?Fourier?
domain.?By?applying?a?filtering?window?(W)? in?the?frequency?domain?(Figure?5?4(b))?and?taking?the? inverse?Fourier?Transform?we?
can?isolate,?the?field:?
? ? ? ? ? ??? ??? ??? ? ? ?? ? ?? ? ? ??? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ? j x yreconsW I r o E TF W I r o e ?? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ?? ?? ? Equation?5?7
At?this?step,?the?reconstructed?field?amplitude?is?proportional?to?the?object?amplitude?and?the?phase?is?the?phase?of?the?object?in?
addition?to?a?grating?phase?induced?by?the?off?axis?configuration.?In?order?to?apply?phase?conjugation?we?need?to?recover?the?initial?
object?phase.?To?do?so,?we?digitally?apply? the? inverse? transformation? in? the? frequency?domain.?We?shift?back? the?+1?diffraction?
order?in?the?center?of?the?Fourier?domain.??
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The? final?reconstructed? field? is?then?proportional?to? the? initial?object? field,?the?complex?conjugate?to?create?a?phase?conjugation?
mirror?can?be?directly?calculated.?This?digital?shift?procedure? is?analogous? to? the?read?out?step?by? the?reference?beam? in?optical?
holography,?except?that?the?first?diffraction?order?is?already?isolated.?
In?order?to?obtain?a?good?quality?reconstruction,?a?few?practical?criteria?must?be?fulfilled.?We? list?them?briefly?here.?First,?the?nu?
merical?aperture?of? the?4f? imaging?system? (Figure?5?4)? is?chosen?with?a?higher?NA? than? the?MMF? in?order?not? to? lose?any? infor?
mation?about?the?fiber?output?speckle?field?distribution.?The?imaging?system?magnification?and?the?sensor?are?chosen?so?that?the?
entire?fiber?is?imaged?onto?the?sensor?and?the?pixel?size?allows?for?the?sufficient?sampling?of?the?speckle?pattern.?Finally,?the?angle?
of?reference? is?taken?to?be? large?enough?so?that?the?+1?diffraction?order?can?be?completely?separated? in?the?Fourier?domain?and?
small?enough?so?that?the?interference?pattern?is?sampled?correctly?by?the?CCD.?
The?Figure?5?5?shows?the?experimental?implementation?of?the?reconstruction?of?the?fiber?output?field.?The?hologram?resulting?from?
the? interference?of?the?fiber?output?beam?and?the?reference? is?acquired?on?the?camera?(Figure?5?5(a)).?The?fiber?output?beam? is?
blocked?so?that?the?reference?can?be?acquired?(Figure?5?5(b)).?We?create?a?large?beam?so?that?the?reference?is?pretty?constant?over?
the?entire?sensor?(thereby,?we?don’t?have?to?compensate?for?the?reference?profile?in?the?reconstruction).?As?expected?in?Equation?
5?6,?in?the?frequency?domain,?the?hologram?exhibits?three?components?(Figure?5?5(c)).?They?do?not?overlap,?so?the?+1?order?can?be?
digitally?filtered?out?by?directly?cropping?the?Fourier?transform? image?(Figure?5?5(d)).?As?explained?above,?to?compensate?for?the?
effect?of?the?reference,?the?+1?order?is?shifted?in?the?center?of?the?spatial?frequency?domain?(Figure?5?5(e)).?After?an?inverse?Fourier?
transform,?we? recover? the? field?amplitude? (Figure?5?5(f))?and?phase? (Figure?5?5(g))?at? the?output?of? the? fiber.?We?calculated? the?
entire?field?information?in?one?plane,?by?applying?the?complex?conjugate?and?reversing?the?propagation?direction?we?can?implement?
phase?conjugation.?
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Figure?5?5?Reconstruction?of? the?complex? field?at? the?output?of? the? fiber.? (a)?Acquired?hologram?on? the?CCD? (combination?of? reference?and? the?
object,?in?this?case?the?output?fiber?beam).?(b)?The?reference?intensity.?(c)?Fourier?transform?of?the?hologram?with?the?DC?and?±1?order.?The?space?
between?the?diffraction?orders?and?the?DC?component?and?their?positions?are?directly?linked?to?the?angle?between?the?reference?beam?and?the?fiber?
output?beam.?(d)?+1?diffraction?order?filtered?out?(e)?+1?diffraction?order?shifted?in?the?center?of?the?Fourier?domain?(f)?Reconstructed?field?ampli?
tude,?the?speckle?pattern?partially?visible?in?(a)?is?now?entirely?reconstructed.?(g)?Reconstructed?phase.?All?the?information?about?the?complex?field?is?
extracted.?
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Figure?5?6?Optical? setup? for? focus?generation? through? fiber?by?phase? conjugation.?The?procedure? requires? successive? two? steps,? the? calibration?
(learning? step,? red?arrows)?and? the?phase?conjugation? step? (projection? step,?purple?arrows).?First? step:?Light? is? focused?on? the? fiber? facet?by?an?
objective? (OBJ1)? the? speckled?output? interferes?with? the? reference?and? the? resulting? interference?pattern? is?digitally? recorded?onto? the? camera?
sensor?(CCD1).?Second?step:?The?complex?conjugate?of?the?reconstructed?phase?of?the?hologram?is?assigned?on?the?Spatial?Light?Modulator?(SLM),?
which?then?modulates?the?high?power?arm?of?the?reference?beam.?The?phase?conjugate?beam?propagates?backwards?recreating?a?focused?spot?in?
the?initial?position.?This?focused?beam?is?used?to?excite?the?sample.?(Other?acronyms:?WP:?wave?plate,?PBS:?Polarizing?Beam?Splitter,?BS:?50/50?Beam?
Splitter,?BS1:?90/10?Beam?Splitter).?
In?the?previous?section,?we?detailed?how?the?phase?of?the?field?at?the?fiber?output?is?recorded?by?digital?holography?and?how?the?
phase?conjugation? field? is?calculated.?To?be?able? to?back?propagate? the?phase?conjugated? field?we? install? the?SLM? in?a?different?
location?but?in?the?same?imaging?plane?than?the?camera?(Figure?5?6).?Thus,?we?can?use?the?SLM?just?as?a?phase?conjugation?mirror.?
In?order?to?generate?a?focused?excitation?through?the?MMF?the?sequence?is?as?follow.?First,?in?a?learning?step?(red?arrow?in?Figure?
5?6),?we?excite?the?fiber?with?a?focused?beam?from?the?sample?side?on?the?distal?end?(right?handed?red?dashed?rectangle?in?Figure?
5?6).?This?allows?for?the?learning?of?the?propagation?information?through?the?fiber.?We?record?the?off?axis?hologram?and?calculate?
the?phase? from?the?recorded?hologram? (left?handed?red?dashed?rectangle? in?Figure?5?6).? In?a?second?step,?we?project?the?phase?
conjugated?field?pattern?on?the?SLM?(purple?dashed?rectangle).?We? let?the?phase?conjugated?field?to?back?propagate?through?the?
multimode?fiber?and?recreate?a?focus?spot?in?the?position?of?the?original?excitation.??
?
Figure?5?7?Focused?excitation?through?multimode?fiber?by?phase?conjugation.(a)?Excitation?focus,?imaged?by?reflection?on?the?fiber?facet.?(white?light?
is?propagated?through?the?fiber?so?that?the?edge?is?visible)?(b)?Output?speckle?after?the?propagation?of?the?excitation?focus?through?the?fiber.?(c)?The?
phase?projected?on?the?SLM?to?create?the?phase?conjugated?spot.?(d)?Phase?conjugated?spot?at?the?output?of?the?fiber,?in?the?exact?same?position?as?
the?excitation?spot?(the?camera?spot?is?strongly?saturated?so?that?the?background?is?visible).?
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The?Figure?5?7?(a)?and?(d)?shows?the?images?of?the?distal?end?of?the?fiber?(CCD?2?in?Figure?5?6)?recorded?at?the?different?steps.?It?can?
be?observed? that?after?phase?conjugation?an? intense? focus? is?generated?at? the?exact?same? location? than? the?excitation?beam.? In?
order?to?evaluate?the?quality?of?the?phase?conjugated?focus,?we?measure?the?enhancement?defined?as?the?ratio?of?the?peak?intensi?
ty?to?the?average?residual?speckle?background? intensity.?We?obtain?typical?enhancement?of?1000?that? is?compatible?with?fluores?
cence?scanning?microscopy.?To?be?efficient?the?digital?phase?conjugation?read?out?necessitates?a?very?precise?alignment?of?the?SLM.?
Indeed,?the?SLM?must?act?as?a?phase?conjugated?mirror.?It?means?that,?laterally,?the?position?of?each?pixel?of?the?SLM?must?corre?
spond?to?the?camera?pixel?used?to?record?the?hologram.?It?also?means?that?the?angle?of?the?SLM?must?be?chosen?so?that?it?reverts?
exactly?the?phase?conjugated?beam?to?the?opposite?direction?of?the?original?field.?The?details?about?the?alignment?procedure?are?
given?in?Appendix?E.?
? ? ?????????????? ??????
?
Figure?5?8?Influence?of?the?excitation?focus?position?on?the?phase?conjugated?spot.(a)?Excitation?focus?in?two?different?positions?(image?by?reflection?
on?CCD?2?in?Figure?5?6).?One?focus?is?positioned?close?to?the?center?of?the?fiber,?the?other?close?to?the?edge.?(b)?The?corresponding?output?speckle?
after?propagation? through? the? fiber? ((image?on?CCD?1? in?Figure?5?6).?The? speckle? resulting? from? the?more? central?excitation?exhibits? less?dense?
variations,?indicating?that?less?propagation?modes?are?involved?in?its?creation.?(c)?Phase?conjugation?focus?enhancement?in?function?of?the?position.?
The?closer?to?the?edge?is?the?focus,?the?more?modes?participate?to?its?formation,?better?is?the?enhancement.?
We?are?now?able?to?generate?a?focused?spot?at?the?distal?end?of?the?fiber?by?phase?conjugation?with?a?good?contrast?and?stability.?
The?spot?position?corresponds? to? the?position?of? the? learning? focus?during? the?acquisition?of? the?hologram.?So?by? recording? the?
hologram,?corresponding?to?each?raster?scan?position,?we?can?generate?a?scanning?excitation?spot?at?the?end?of?the?fiber?[35].?We?
have?seen?that?whatever?is?the?excitation?input,?the?propagation?in?the?MMF?generates?a?random?sum?of?many?modes?and?results?
in?a?speckle?pattern.?However,?the?output?field?is?not?exactly?random.?If?the?excitation?beam?is?focused?at?a?radial?distance?r?of?the?
fiber?center,?the?intensity?distribution?of?the?output?speckle?tends?to?peak?at?the?same?radius?r?(Figure?5?8?(a)?and?(b)).?It?influences?
the?contrast?of?the?generated?phase?conjugated?focus.?The?comparison?of?the?output?speckles?obtained?with?the?different?excita?
tion?positions?suggest?that?more?modes?are?involved?as?the?excitation?moves?away?from?the?center.??
The?Figure?5?8?(c)?shows?the?spot?enhancement?as?the?excitation?spot?is?moved?over?the?end?of?the?fiber.?It?can?be?observed?that?
the?quality?of? the?contrast? is?slightly?dependent?on? the?position?of? the? fiber.?As? the?external?part?of? the?MMF? involves?a?higher?
number?of?mode,?the?phase?conjugated?focus?contrast?tends?to?be?better?far?from?the?center.?As?the?method?we?present? in?this?
chapter?necessitates?a?constant?excitation? intensity,?we?decided?to?bypass?the?problem?(and?the?possible?need?for?a? laser?power?
compensation)?by?generating?a?unique?focused?spot?and?scanning?the?sample.??
The?excitation?focus?is?generated?at?the?end?of?the?MMF,?by?scanning?the?sample?and?collecting?the?fluorescence?back?through?the?
MMF?we?recreate?high?resolution? lensless?fiber?endoscope? imaging?as?previously?demonstrated?[35].?Before?harnessing?saturated?
excitation?modulation?to?imaging?through?MMF,?we?present?in?Figure?5?9?linear?fluorescent?scanning?images?of?fluorescent?beads?
through?multimode?fiber.??
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Figure?5?9?Linear? fluorescence?scanning? imaging?through?multimode? fiber.?The?multimode? fiber?used?was?0.39?NA.?The?samples?are?made?of?red?
fluorescent?beads?excited?at?532nm.??Scale?bars?are?5um.?(a)?and?(b)?The?sample?is?composed?of?two?layers?of?beads?of?different?sizes?(5?m,?2?m?
and?1?m).?To?make?the?sample,?some?beads?are?dried?on?a?glass?slide,?covered?by?a?30?m?thick?PDMS?layer,?then?a?second?layer?of?beads?is?dried?on?
the?PDMS.?The?absence?of?optical?sectioning?with?MMF?imaging?by?phase?conjugation?results?in?out?of?focus?signal.?(c)?and?(d)?The?sample?is?com?
posed?of?1??m?beads.?The?variation? in?shape? in?the?cluster? in? image?(d)? indicates?that?the?beads?are?close?to?be?resolved,?but?they?are?not?really?
separated.?
In?Figure?5?9,?the?images?of?different?samples?shows?the?properties?of?scanning?imaging?through?MMF.?It?illustrates?the?limitation?of?
the?method?that?we?mentioned?in?the?introduction?and?that?we?want?to?improve?by?using?saturated?excitation.?The?first?sample?is?
composed?of?two?planes?(spaced?by?30??m)?of?fluorescent?beads?of?different?sizes?(1,?2?and?5??m).?We?can?distinguish?in?Figure?5?9?
(a)?and?(b)?the?multiple?beads?with?different?sizes?and?brightness.?However,?in?the?absence?of?optical?sectioning?the?signal?from?the?
out?of?focus?layer?is?also?recorded?and?degrades?the?images.?The?second?sample?is?composed?of?1?m?beads?dried?on?a?glass?slide.?In?
Figure?5?9? (c),?the?beads?spaced?a?few?microns?apart?are?resolved.? In?Figure?5?9? (d),?the?structure?of?the?cluster?of?beads?can?be?
distinguished?but?the?individual?spheres?are?not?resolved.?It?indicates?a?resolution?slightly?above?one?micron?(below?1??m?has?been?
demonstrated?with?higher?NA?fiber?[35]).?For?endoscopic?imaging?it?is?very?high?resolution??[162],?it?could?lead?to?image?many?cellu?
lar?structure,?but? it?still?needs?to?be? improved?to?reach?typical?microscope?resolution.? ?After?defining?the?exact?resolution?we?can?
obtain?in?MMF?imaging,?in?the?next?section,?we?will?detail?the?non?linear?method?that?we?used?to?improve?the?resolution?and?elimi?
nate?out?of?focus?signal.?
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Figure?5?10?Numerical?aperture?of?MMF?and? resolution?of? imaging? through?MMF.(a)?A?multimode? fiber? is?a?cylindrical?waveguide.?The? rays? that?
reach?the?core?cladding?interface?with?an?angle?superior?to?the?critical?angle?are?subject?to?total?internal?reflection?and?propagate?through?the?fiber.?
This?guiding?condition?defines?the?maximal?incident?angle?of?the?rays?that?can?be?coupled?into?the?fiber.?This?angle?is?called?acceptance?angle??a?and?
relates?to?the?NA?of?the?fiber.?(b)?Equivalently,??a?is?also?the?maximum?angle?of?the?rays?that?are?present?at?the?fiber?output.?As?in?microscopy,?the?
maximum?angle?that?can?composed?the?focus?leads?to?a?minimal?spot?size?of???? ???????.?The?acceptance?angle?defines?an?area?represented?in?with?
green?stripes?where?the?maximum?resolution?can?be?reached.???
As?in?microscopy,?the?resolution?in?scanning?imaging?through?MMF?is?fixed?by?diffraction?and?limited?by?the?numerical?aperture?of?
the?fiber.?The?NA?is?linked?to?the?refractive?indices?of?the?core?and?the?cladding?of?the?MMF.?This?relation?is?illustrated?on?a?geomet?
rical?optic?point?of?view? in?Figure?5?10.?All?the?rays?that?reach?the?cladding?with?an?angle? larger?than?the?critical?angle?are?totally?
reflected?and?remain?guided? into?the?fiber,?while?all?the?rays?below?the?critical?angle? leak?out?and?are?not?guided.?Thus,? it?can?be?
shown?(Appendix?F)?that?the?maximum?angle?at?the?output?of?the?fiber?i.e.?the?numerical?aperture?of?the?fiber?is:?
? ?
core claddingNA n n? ? ? Equation?5?9
In?consequence,? the?sharper? focus? that?we?will?be?able? to?generate?at? the?output?of? the? fiber?will?be?composed?with? the?higher?
angle?rays?and?as?for?a?microscope?(Equation?2?3)?the?imaging?resolution?at?the?fiber?output?will?be:?
??? ? ? ????FWHM
NA NA
? ?? ? ? ? Equation?5?10
The?numerical?aperture?is?fixed?by?the?materials?that?compose?the?fiber,?but?another?parameter?that?is?going?to?influence?the?imag?
ing?capacity?is?the?fiber?diameter.?As?the?fiber?core?gets?larger,?the?number?of?modes?that?can?propagate?in?the?fiber?increases?and?
can?be?shown?to?be?about?[42]:?
? ?
? ?
?
? ? ?a N A aN
r
??
? ??? ? ?? ?
?
Equation?5?11
The? number? of?mode? increases? proportionally? to? the? ratio? of? the? fiber? core? area? divided? by? the? diffraction? limited? spot? area?
(Equation?5?11).?It?means?that?the?density?of?mode?is?increasing?accordingly?with?the?fiber?size?so?that?we?will?be?able?to?generate?
the?sharpest?focused?spot?over?the?entire?core?output?facet.?In?simple?words,?by?increasing?the?fiber?diameter?we?increase?our?field?
of?view?and?keep?the?resolution?imposed?by?the?NA.??
An?intuitive?explanation?to?understand?that?the?maximal?resolution?is?related?to?the?fiber?materials?while?the?field?of?view?is?related?
to?the?core?diameter?is?to?consider?the?limit?of?a?very?small?core.?If?the?core?is?small?enough,?only?one?mode?is?supported:?we?have?a?
single?mode?fiber.?By?reducing?the?core?size?of?a?single?mode?fiber,?the?minimal?possible?size?of?the?fundamental?mode?that?can?be?
reached?corresponds?to?the?resolution? limit? imposed?by?the?NA?of?the?fiber?(Appendix?G).?The?single?mode?fiber?situation?can?be?
seen?as?the?limit?where?a?single?spot?can?be?generated?at?the?output?of?the?fiber?in?a?single?position.?At?the?other?limit,?by?increasing?
the?fiber?size?enough?so?that?the?fiber?output?field?is?speckled,?we?can?generate,?by?phase?conjugation,?all?over?the?fiber?core?area?a?
focused?spot?which?is?of?the?size?of?the?speckle?grain?(that?is?known?to?be?[179],?? ????r
NA
?? ?? ?).??
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Thus?the?resolution?at?the?output?of?the? fiber? is?given?by?Equation?5?9?and?Equation?5?10.?However,? in?general,? it? is?desirable?to?
image?with?a?certain?distance?respectively?to?the?fiber?facet.?By?simple?geometrical?optics?consideration,?it?can?be?observed?that?the?
maximal?focusing?angle?imposed?by?numerical?aperture?defines?a?conic?volume?in?front?of?the?fiber?where?the?maximum?resolution?
can?be?reached.?This?is?illustrated?in?the?right?panel?of?Figure?5?10.?A?focus?is?created?at?a?certain?distance?of?the?fiber?facet?in?the?
plane?represented?with?a?black?dashed? line.? If?the? focus? is? inside?the?striped?cone,?all?the?rays?with?highest?angles?can?reach?the?
focus.?On?the?contrary,?if?the?spot?is?positioned?outside?the?stripped?cone,?the?angle?content?of?the?focus?is?lower?and?the?resolution?
deteriorates.?So,?as?we?increase?the?imaging?distance,?we?reduce?the?available?field?of?view?with?maximal?resolution.?For?instance?
for?a?typical?fiber?with?0.39?NA?and?200??m?diameter?the?field?of?view?with?maximum?imaging?resolution?is?128??m?large?at?100??m?
and?42??m?large?at?200??m.?Outside?this?volume?for?the?same?reason?the?collection?efficiency?is?also?deteriorated??[174].?In?all?the?
experiments?we?present?in?this?chapter,?we?made?sure?to?remain?in?the?area?of?optimal?resolution.????
?????? ????????????????????? ??????????
We?have?shown?in?the?previous?section?how?to?generate?a?focused?spot?at?a?chosen?position?of?the?distal?end?of?the?MMF.?By?scan?
ning?this?spot?along?the?fiber?facet?and?recording?the?fluorescent?signal,?diffraction? limited? images?has?been?acquired.?The?typical?
resolution?with?a?multimode? fiber? is?of? the?order?of?one?micron? (Figure?5?9),? ideal? to? resolve?cellular? structures?but?still? limited?
compared?with?the?resolution?of?typical?confocal?microscope.?However,?when?the?fluorescence?signal?is?collected?back?through?the?
MMF,?the?spatial?information?about?the?fluorescence?field?is?lost?because?of?modal?dispersion?of?incoherent?light?(Figure?5?11?(a)).?
The?only?information?available?in?every?scanning?position?is?the?total?fluorescence?intensity.??
This?absence?of?spatial?information?about?the?reemitted?field?prevents?us?from?applying?the?majority?of?the?microscopy?techniques?
we?have?detailed?in?the?previous?chapters.?At?first,?the?depth?discrimination?methods?we?used?previously,?i.e.?confocal?filtering?or?
double?helix?filtering?are?based?on?the?spatial?imaging?of?the?fluorescence?signal?and?are?consequently?forbidden.?Also,?for?the?same?
reason,? techniques? based? on? structured? illumination? like? CNS? are? forbidden.?On? the? contrary,? STED?microscopy? is? theoretically?
compatible?with?imaging?through?MMF?by?phase?conjugation.?Indeed,?phase?conjugation?allows?for?the?reconstruction?of?the?exci?
tation?field,?independently?of?its?shape.?So?it?is?possible,?as?illustrated?in?Figure?5?11?(b)?to?generate?a?donut?shaped?beam?through?
MMF?by?phase? conjugation.?However,? the?quality?of? the?donut? central? zero? is? a? critical?parameter? for? successful? STED? imaging?
(Figure?2?12)?and?even?if?we?could?reach?the?required?contrast?(Figure?5?11?(c)),?the?stability?of?the?phase?conjugated?setup?was?not?
sufficient?to?maintain?it?in?our?first?tries.?In?addition,?the?use?of?a?second?wavelength?in?the?digital?phase?conjugation?setup?necessi?
tates?a?second?SLM?and?greatly?complicates?the?implementation.?And,?above?all,?conventional?STED?would?have?allow?to? improve?
the?lateral?resolution?but?does?not?provide?optical?sectioning.?The?possible?application?of?this?ultrathin?endoscope?is?to?image?into?
biological?samples.?Thence,?to?improve?resolution?and?also?obtain?out?of?focus?light?filtering?we?used?another?microscopy?method,?
first?proposed?in?2007?[173],?named?saturable?excitation?(SAX)?microscopy.?The?principle?of?SAX?microscopy?is?closely?related?to?CNS?
microscopy.?It?also?takes?advantage?of?the?nonlinearity?brought?by?the?absorption?fluorescence?saturation?phenomenon?to?improve?
the?resolution.?The?major?difference?is?that?the?higher?frequencies?extraction?is?done?in?the?temporal?domain?and?not?in?the?spatial?
domain.??
?
Figure?5?11?Influence?of?light?coherence?and?generation?of?a?phase?conjugated?vortex?beam.?Fiber?output?after?propagation?through?the?MMF.?(a)?
Monochromatic?coherent?light:?the?different?modes?at?the?output?are?coherent?and?interfere?to?form?a?speckle?pattern?as?described?in?the?section?
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5.2.1.?(b)?Large?spectrum?fluorescence?light,?the?fiber?output?is?constant?due?to?the?incoherent?summation?of?the?different?modes:?the?spatial?infor?
mation?about?the?fluorescence?field?emitted?by?the?sample?is?lost.??(c)?Donut?shaped?beam?through?multimode?fiber?by?phase?conjugation.?To?show?
the?fiber?background,?the?image?is?artificially?saturated,?and?the?donut?beam?image?is?presented?without?post?treatment?in?the?red?dotted?squared?
inset.?(d)?The? intensity?profile?of?the?phase?conjugated?donut.?We?saw? in?section?2.4.3?that?the?quality?of?the?central?zero? is?critical?for?the?signal?
strength?in?STED?imaging.?The?peak?to?“zero”?ratio?intensity?measured?here?is??=0.008.?To?achieve?this?contrast?we?accounted?for?polarization?effect?
and?used?an?optimization?algorithm,?(not?shown?here).?
? ????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
We?saw?in?the?previous?chapter?that?at?high?excitation?power?the?fluorescence?signal?emitted?is?not?proportional?to?the?excitation.?
Briefly,?at?high?excitation?intensity,?the?flux?of?incident?photon?on?the?fluorescent?molecule?is?such?that?after?one?photon?has?been?
absorbed,?the?next?ones?are?more?likely?not?to?be?absorbed?because?the?molecule?did?not?relax?back?to?its?ground?state:?this?phe?
nomenon? is?known?as?saturable?absorption.?It?results? in?the?saturation?of?the?emitted?fluorescence?signal?when?the?excitation? in?
tensity? increases.?The?theoretical?curve?characteristic?of?the?fluorescence?saturation? is?calculated? in?detail? in?Appendix?H?and?the?
experimental?measurement?with?nanodiamonds?containing?NV?centers?has?been?presented?in?Figure?4?6.?This?fluorescence?intensi?
ty?(Ifluo)?can?be?expressed?in?function?of?the?excitation?intensity?(Iexc)?as:?
?
abs exc
fluo
abs exc
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I
?
??? ? ?
Equation?5?12
Where??abs?is?the?absorption?cross?section?and???the?fluorescence?lifetime.?Equivalently?it?can?be?written?with?a?and?b?constant?as:?
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Equation?5?13
The?saturated?signal? is?a?non?polynomial? transition,?meaning? that? it?can?be?approximated?by?a?Taylor?expansion?with?an? infinite?
number?of?term?(Equation?5?13),?so?it?has?the?potential?for?theoretical?infinite?gain?in?resolution?(section?2.2).?In?CNS?microscopy?or?
in?SIM?the?non?linear?signal?is?extracted?by?analyzing?the?change?in?the?spatial?shape?of?the?reemitted?signal?compared?to?the?exci?
tation?pattern.? In?SAX?microscopy,?the? idea? is?to?extract?the?nonlinear? fluorescence?response? in?the?temporal?domain.?To?under?
stand? the?principle?of? the?method,? let’s? imagine? that?on?each? scanning?position?we? record? the?dependence?of? the? fluorescence?
signal?on?the?excitation?intensity?(Figure?5?12).?During?the?scan,?for?a?given?position,?the?fluorophores?localized?at?the?center?of?the?
excitation?focus?will?exhibit?more?saturation?than?the?one?on?the?edge?(Figure?5?12?(a)).?As?the?saturation?is?more?pronounced,?the?
curve?will?deviate?from?a? line?to?an?edge,?and?higher?orders?will?become?non?negligible? in?the?Taylor?expansion?(Figure?5?12?(b)).?
Thus,?by?a?simple?polynomial?fit?of?the?saturated?curve?it?is?possible?to?isolate?the?contributions?proportional?to?increasing?powers?
of? the?excitation? intensity,? leading? to? improved? resolution? (Figure?5?12? (c)).?This? idea?has?been?proposed?and?demonstrated?by?
Enderlein?and?all.? in?2009? ?[180],?but? the? lack?of?accuracy?under?noisy?environment?of? the?high?order?evaluation?by?curve? fitting?
limits?the?application?of?the?method.??
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Figure?5?12?Underlying?principle?of?SAX?microscopy.(a)?The?excitation? is?a?diffraction? limited?focus,?so?for?one?scanning?position,?depending?on? its?
localization?compared?to?the?center?of?the?excitation?focus?a?fluorophore?is?not?excited?with?the?same?intensity.?(b)?When?the?excitation?intensity?is?
increased,? the? fluorophore? localized? in? the? center?experiences?a?higher?maximum? intensity:? the? saturation?happens?mostly? in? the? center?of? the?
focus.?The? level?of?saturation?can?be?evaluate?by?a?polynomial?fit?on?the?fluorescence?dependence?on?the?excitation? intensity.?(c)?Resulting?point?
spread?function,?by?scanning?the?beam?and?collecting?for?each?scanning?position?the?first,?second?and?third?order?of?the?expansion.?As?the?saturated?
signal?depends?nonlinearly?on?the?excitation?intensity,?by?recording?high?orders?the?effective?PSF?is?sharpened.??
Instead,?SAX?microscopy? is?based?on?time?modulated? incident? light?and?harmonic?demodulation?[173,181].? Indeed,?the?excitation?
intensity?is?modulated?sinusoidally?in?time:?
?????? ??? ?? ???? ???excI I ?? ? ? Equation?5?14?
?
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Figure?5?13?Principle?of?SAX?microscopy.(a)?Excitation?focus.?As?in?Figure?5?13,?the?saturation?occurs?mainly?in?the?center?of?the?excitation?focus.?(b)?
Fluorescence?response?curve?from?fluorophores?excited?with?different?intensity?level.?The?excitation?intensity?is?modulated?sinusoidally?in?time?at?a?
fundamental?frequency.?The?fluorescence?saturation?modifies?the?shape?of?the?fluorescence?emitted?signal.?(c)?Demodulation?of?the?fluorescence?
response?and?resulting?PSFs.?The?demodulation?at?the?harmonics?of?the?fundamental?frequency?leads?to?the?extraction?of?the?nonlinear?saturated?
components,?proportional?to?the?powers?of?the?excitation?intensity?(as?the?curve?fitting?in?the?Figure?5?13?but?in?a?much?more?accurate?way,?since?
the?noise? is?spread?over? the?entire? frequency?spectrum? it?nearly?does?not?affect?the?narrow?band?harmonic?signals).?Extracting? in?each?scanning?
position?the?harmonic?signals?results?in?a?narrower?PSFs.?(as?in?the?Figure?5?13,?detecting?higher?harmonics?results?in?isolating?contributions?propor?
tional?to?increasing?powers?of?the?excitation?intensity).?
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Again,?the?saturation?is?more?pronounced?where?the?intensity?is?maximum?i.e.?in?the?center?of?the?excitation?focus?(Figure?5?13?(a)).?
It?modifies?the?sinusoidal?temporal?profile?and?creates?components?at?the?harmonics?of?the?modulation?frequency?(Figure?5?13?(b)?
and?(c)).?The?demodulated?response?is?calculated?by?taking?the?Fourier?transform?of?the?fluorescence?temporal?response.?The?de?
modulation?brings?out? the?nonlinear? component:? each?harmonic?of? the?modulation? frequency? corresponds? to? the? contribution?
proportional?to?a?power?of?the?excitation?frequency?(Figure?5?14)?and?leads?to?an?improvement?of?the?resolution?[173,181,182].??
?
Figure?5?14?Calculated?demodulated?fluorescence?intensity?response.?The?excitation?light?modulation?frequency?is?fm?and?the?frequency?response?is?
demodulated?at?the?harmonics?of?the?incident?light?frequency.?The?sample?for?the?calculation?(Appendix?H)?was?a?NV?center.??
The?Figure?5?14?shows? the?calculated?demodulated? fluorescence? intensity?response,? for?a? two? level? fluorophore?with? the?photo?
physical?properties?of?a?NV?center?(detailed?calculation?in?Appendix?H).?The?first?harmonic?(at?the?modulation?frequency)?demodu?
lated?response?corresponds?to?the?linear?response?which?is?proportional?to?the?excitation?intensity.?The?other?harmonics?response?
correspond?to?the?nonlinear?response.?The?Figure?5?14?is?drawn?with?logarithmic?scale,?so?that?the?power?dependency?can?be?easily?
visualized.?As?expected?the?nth?harmonic?demodulated?signal?is?proportional?the?nth?power?of?the?excitation.?Thus,?the?highest?har?
monic?that?can?be?recorded?will?give?the?highest?resolution?enhancement.?However,?two?things?must?be?noticed?on?this?curve.?First,?
at?high?power?the?nonlinear?harmonic?demodulated?responses?also?saturate,?which?means?that?the?maximum?intensity?of?the?mod?
ulation?(Imax)?must?be?carefully?chosen.?If?Imax?is?taken?too?high?for?the?chosen?demodulation?frequency?it?will?result?in?a?broadening?
of? the?PSF?because?of?saturation.?Second,? the?nonlinear?demodulated?harmonic?signals?are?weak?compared? to? the? fundamental?
signal?and?get?weaker?for?the?higher?harmonics.?That’s?why?using?modulated?saturated?excitation?with?harmonic?demodulation? is?
practically?very?important?for?a?successful?detection?of?the?nonlinear?signal.?Indeed,?this?detection?method?is?equivalent?to?lock?in?
amplification.?The?noise? tends? to?be?spread?over?a?wider?spectrum? than? the?weak?narrow?band?signal.?So?after? integration?over?
several?periods,? the?narrow?band?harmonic?becomes?visible? in? the? frequency?domain.?Thus,? the? signal? that?was?buried? into? the?
noise?with?a?single?characterization?curve,?like?in?Figure?5?13?can?now?be?recovered.?
For? the?experiment?we?will?use?about?50?kW/cm2? intensity? to?collect? the? second?harmonic?and?about?200?kW/cm2? for? the? third?
harmonic.?As?shown? in?Figure?5?14,? the?second?harmonic?signal? is?about?one?order? lower? than? the?DC?component?and? the? third?
harmonic?signal?is?about?2?orders?of?magnitude?lower?than?the?DC?component.??
? ? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
In?this?section?we?calculate?the?theoretical?enhancement?in?resolution?in?scanning?imaging?with?saturable?excitation.?We?emphasize?
the?difference?with?confocal?and? two?photon?microscopy? in? term?of?resolution?gain.?As?explained?above,? the? fluorescence?signal?
obtained?by?demodulation?at?the?nth?harmonic?frequency?is?proportional?to?the?nth?power?of?the?excitation?intensity?(at?the?condi?
tion?that?the?illumination?intensity?is?low?enough?in?order?to?not?saturate?the?nth?harmonic).?So?the?equivalent?point?spread?function?
is:??
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? ?? ? ? ? ? ?n nexcfiber, SAXPSF r z PSF r z? ? ? Equation?5?15
Hence,? if?we?approximate?the?focused?beam?with?a?Gaussian,?the?nth?harmonic?enhances?the?resolution?by?a?factor?of??n.?Figure?
5?15?(a),?shows?the?lateral?intensity?profile?of?the?PSFs?for?different?harmonics?demodulation.?Since?the?resolution?enhancement?is?
related?to?the?nonlinear?photoresponse,?as?in?multi?photon?microscopy?the?resolution?is?also?improved?in?the?axial?direction.?It?can?
be?observed?in?Figure?5?15?(c),?that?the?equivalent?excitation?PSF?size?is?reduced?both?in?lateral?and?in?axial?direction.?The?numerical?
approximation?of?the?three?dimensional?PSF?presented? in?Figure?5?15,?has?been?done?using?Lomel? functions,?as?proposed? in?[41]?
p488.?The?axial?profile?has?a?slightly?different?shape?compared?with?the? lateral?profile?(Appendix?A),?but? it?can?still?be?reasonably?
approximated?with?a?Gaussian?curve,?meaning?that?the?axial?resolution? improvement? is?also?close?to?a?factor??n?with?the?nth?har?
monic?(Figure?5?15).?
?
Figure?5?15?Theoretical?resolution? improvement? in?SAX?microscopy?for?a?0.39NA?and?532nm?excitation? light.The? linear?3D?PSF?shape? is?calculated?
following? the?numerical?approximation?proposed? in?[41]?p488.?The? second?harmonic?and? third?harmonic?demodulation?PSFs?are?deduced?using?
Equation?5?14?(c)?The?excitation?PSF?of?a?scanning?microscope?in?the?(x,z)?plane?with?z?the?propagation?axis?at?different?demodulation?frequencies.?
The? fm?demodulation? is? the? linear?PSF?and? the?2fm?and?3fm?are? the?PSF?with? second?harmonic?and? third?harmonic?demodulation.? (a)?The? lateral?
profile?(x?direction)?along?the?white?dotted?line?axis.?(b)?The?axial?profile?(z?direction)?along?the?white?dotted?line?axis.?
SAX?microscopy?have?some?advantages?compared?to?multiphoton?microscopy.?For?instance?it?does?not?require?any?specific?sample,?
as? it? is?the?case?with?second?harmonic?generation?and? it?does?neither?require?expensive?femtosecond?pulsed? laser.?But?the?main?
advantage?is?in?term?of?resolution.?All?the?harmonics?are?detected?at?the?same?light?wavelength?as?the?excitation?beam.?In?contrast,?
in?two?photon?microscopy?the?excitation?wavelength? is?usually?about?twice?as? long?as?the?one?used?for?single?photon?absorption,?
therefore?reducing?the?gain?in?resolution?induced?by?the?nonlinearity.?Figure?5?16?(a)?shows?effective?excitation?point?spread?func?
tion?with?diamonds?containing?NV?centers,?with?the?two?imaging?methods:?two?photon?and?SAX.?The?two?photon?luminescence?of?
NV?centers?has?been?shown? to?be?optimally?excited?at?835?nm?[183]?and?one?photon? fluorescence?absorption?peaks?at?532?nm.?
Because?of?this? large?difference? in?the?excitation?wavelength,?despite?the?resolution?gain?due?to?the?nonlinearity?the?two?photon?
PSF?is?larger?compared?with?the?conventional?PSF?and?even?more?so?compared?with?the?SAX?with?second?harmonic?demodulation.??
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?
Figure?5?16?Comparison?of? the?PSF?with?different? imaging?method?with?a?0.39NA?microscope? for?NV? centers? imaging.? (a)?Lateral?profiles?of? the?
excitation?PSFs?with:?two?photon?excitation?at?835nm,?one?photon?excitation?at?532nm?and?second?harmonic?SAX?demodulation?with?532nm?excita?
tion.?(b)?Lateral?profile?of?the?excitation?PSFs?with:?conventional? linear?scanning?microscopy?(fm),?SAX?2nd?harmonic?scanning?microscopy?or? linear?
confocal?(red?dots)?and?SAX?3rd?harmonic?scanning?microscopy?or?SAX?2nd?harmonic?confocal.?
After?comparing?the?resolution?performance?of?SAX?with?two?photon?imaging,?we?now?make?the?comparison?with?confocal?imaging.?
The?effective?point?spread?in?scanning?microscopy?is?given?by?the?multiplication?of?the?illumination?and?the?detection?point?spread?
functions.?In?the?case?of?a?confocal?microscope?the?PSF?can?be?written?as:?
? ????conf excPSF PSF PSF D? ? ? Equation?5?16?
with?D?the?aperture?function?of?the?pinhole?and?the?Point?Spread?Functions?of?the?confocal?microscope?(PSFconf),?of?the?excitation?
(PSFexc)?and?of?the?detection?(PSFdet).?The?ideal?confocal?case?corresponds?to?D?being?a?delta?function,?so?the?equivalent?PSF?is?(if?we?
neglect?the?Stokes?shift):?
? ??? ? ? ? ? ?c o n f e x cP S F r z P S F r z? Equation?5?17
As?opposed?to?confocal?microscopy,?as?we?underlined?in?the?introduction?of?section?5.2.2,?the?imaging?through?the?fiber?is?a?purely?
scanning? image.?All? the? fluorescence?collected? is? integrated?on? the?point?detector? (with?a?constant?collection?efficiency),?as? if?D?
would?be?infinitely?large:?
? ? ? ? ? ?fiber excPSF r z PSF r z? ? Equation?5?18
If?we?consider?the?range?of?intensity?where?the?second?harmonic?demodulated?signal?is?proportional?to?excitation?intensity?squared?
(Equation?5?15),?we?have:?
? ???? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?mf ib e r f e x c c o n fP S F r z P S F r z P S F r z? ? Equation?5?19
In?other?words,?as? illustrated? in?Figure?5?16?(b),?the?theoretical?gain? in?resolution?obtained?with?the?demodulation?of?the?2nd?har?
monic?saturated?excitation?signal?is?the?same?than?in?confocal?microscopy?with?an?infinitely?small?pinhole.?It?means?that?SAX?confo?
cal?microscopy?resolution?is?higher?than?MMF?imaging?resolution.?However,?it?also?means?that?MMF?imaging?benefit?proportionally?
more? from?the?saturated?excitation?demodulation,?since?the?resolution?enhancement? factor?of?SAX?2nd?harmonic?compared?with?
the?linear?imaging?will?be??2?1.4?for?the?MMF?while?it?will?be??3/?2?1.2?for?confocal?imaging.?
? ? ???????????? ????????????????????????????
Conventional?scanning?fluorescence? imaging?through?MMF?has?no?optical?sectioning?capability?which?can?cause?dramatic?blurring?
of?the?signal?when?imaging?thick?sample.?That’s?why?confocal?microscopy?and?two?photon?microscopy?are?popular?methods,?com?
pared? to?wide? field?microscope? for?deep? imaging.?SAX?microscopy? in?a?similar?way? than? two?photon?microscopy? (the?saturation?
signal? is?created?only? in? the?vicinity?of? the? focus)? takes?benefit?of? the?non?linear? fluorescence?signal? response? to?provide?optical?
sectioning?[184].?
To?understand?optical?sectioning?[43],?we?can?calculate?the?signal?emitted?(Ithin,layer)?as?a?fluorescent?plane?is?scanned?axially?through?
the?excitation?PSF?(PSFexc):??
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? ?
? ? ? ? ?thin layer excrI z PSF r z dr
?
?? ? ? Equation?5?20
Figure?5?17?(a)?shows?Ithin,layer?curves?for?different?imaging?cases.?In?the?linear?case?(fm?curve?in?Figure?5?17),?because?of?energy?con?
servation,?the?signal? is?constant?as?a?function?of?the?axial?position,? illustrating?the?absence?of?sectioning.? In?contrast?to?the? linear?
case,?the?integrated?intensity?of?the?SAX?demodulated?signal?exhibits?a?peak?in?the?focal?plane?(SAX?2fm?curve?in?Figure?5?17).?This?is?
the?origin?of?optical?sectioning?capability?with?SAX?(which?is?mathematically?strictly?equivalent?to?two?photon),?it?proves?that?only?
the?fluorophores?in?the?neighborhood?of?the?focus?are?observed.?The?sharper?response?of?the?SAX?curve?compared?with?the?two?
photon?one?(dashed?curve? in?Figure?5?17?(a))?shows?a?better?sectioning?performance? in?2nd?harmonic?SAX?because?of?the?shorter?
excitation?wavelength.?
A?very? thin?and?homogeneous? fluorescent? layer? is?complicated? to?create,? so? the?practical?optical?characterization?measurement?
consists?in?recording?the?fluorescence?intensity?as?the?excitation?focus?enters?into?a?thick?layer?of?fluorophores?(Iedge):?
?
?
?
? ? ? ? ?
z z
edge exc
z r
I z PSF r z dr dz
?
? ??
? ?? ? ?? ?? ? ?
Equation?5?21
Figure?5?17?(b)?displays?the?calculated?edge?response?(Iedge)?for?the?same?imaging?situation?considered?for?the?plane.?In?the?first?case?
(fm?curve),?the?fluorescence?response? is? linear?to?the?excitation.?Assuming?an? infinitely?thick?dye? layer,?the?edge?response? is?con?
stant.?The?2fm?and?the?dashed?curves?represent?the?edge?responses?for?SAX?and?two?photon?microscopy?respectively.?In?both?cases?
the?signal?rises?up?when?the?focus?enters?the?edge,?illustrating?that?SAX?and?two?photon?microscopy?can?perform?sectioning.?Again,?
the?better?performance?in?SAX?microscopy?is?given?by?the?shorter?excitation?wavelength.?
?
Figure?5?17?Theoretical?sectioning?performance?of?SAX?and?two?photon?microscopy.(a)?Fluorescence?signal?as?a?perfect?planar?thin?object?is?scanned?
axially.?Linear?case?(blue)?shows?the?absence?of?sectioning?while?the?2nd?(red)?and?3rd?(green)?harmonic?SAX?signal?indicate?depth?discrimination.?(b)?
Edge? responses? for?a?0.39?NA? scanning? imaging? system,?with?no?optical? sectioning?ability? (fm),?with? two?photon? fluorescence? response? (dashed?
curve)?and?saturated?fluorescence?excitation?(2fm).?
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?
Figure?5?18?1?Schematic?of?the?SAX?through?MMF?imaging?setup.We?carried?out?minimal?modification?on?the?phase?conjugation?setup?presented?in?
Figure?5?6.?To?record?a?fluorescence?image,?the?sample?is?scanned?with?a?piezoelectric?stage?and?the?light?is?collected?back?through?the?fiber,?isolat?
ed?with?a?dichroic?mirror?(DM)?and?detected?with?an?avalanche?photodiode?(APD).?The?beam?is?modulated?in?time?with?an?acousto?optic?modulator?
(AOM)?and?for?each?scanning?position?a?time?trace?of?the?fluorescence?signal?is?recorded?and?then?post?treated?to?isolate?harmonics.??
One?of?the?advantage?of?the?method?is?that? its?implementation?(Figure?5?18)?requires?minimal?changes?to?the?setup?presented?in?
Figure?5?6.?An?acousto?optic?modulator?is?added?right?after?the?laser?to?modulate?the?beam?and?the?SAX?microscopy?principle?can?
be?directly?harnessed?to?imaging?through?MMF.?The?focused?spot?produced?through?the?MMF?is?obtained?by?digital?phase?conjuga?
tion?of?the?field?recorded?previously?on?the?opposite?side?with?the?off?axis?holographic?setup.?The?sample?is?scanned?to?produce?a?
fluorescence? image.?The? light? is?modulated?sinusoidally? in? time.?As?explained?above,?at? low?excitation? level,? the? fluorescence?re?
sponse?depends?linearly?on?the?excitation.?When?the?excitation?intensity?increases,?the?fluorescence?response?saturates?and?modi?
fies?the?temporal?response?of?the?fluorophores.?This?leads?to?the?formation?of?harmonics?of?the?carrier?frequency?that?are?extracted?
to?get?resolution?enhancement.??
In?the?experiment,?the?beam?was?sinusoidally?modulated?in?time?at???=?2?kHz?with?an?acousto?optic?modulator?(AOM).?The?AOM?is?
placed?at?the?very?beginning?of?the?setup?so?that?the?induced?Doppler?shift?does?not?affect?the?hologram?acquisition.?To?detect?the?
saturated?contribution,?it?is?critical?that?the?excitation?modulation?is?a?perfect?sinusoid?in?order?not?to?induce?any?signal?at?the?har?
monics? frequency.?To?do?so,?we?calibrated? the?acousto?optic?modulator?response?and?drove? it?with?a?radio? frequency?generator?
able?to?envelop?the?80?MHz?sound?wave?with?an?arbitrary?kHz?modulation?(AFG?3102C,?Tektronix).?A?substantial? intensity?(about?
100?kW/cm2)? is?necessary?to?obtain?fluorescence?saturation,?so?a?high?power?source?(Verdi?V10,?Coherent)? is?used?and?the? losses?
are?minimized.?Two?(90/10)?beam?splitters?are?used?to?maximize?the?light?sent?onto?the?SLM?which?is?used?to?excite?the?fluorescent?
sample?during?the?scan.?As?we?discussed?already? in?section?,?the?possibility?of?digitally?scanning?the?beam?by?using?a?set?of?saved?
patterns?has?been?demonstrated?elsewhere??[35].?In?the?experiment?we?present?here,?we?keep?a?single?phase?conjugated?excitation?
spot?and?we? scan? the? sample?with?a?piezoelectric? stage.? For?each? scanning?position,? the? temporal? response? is? recorded?during?
20?ms?with?an?APD?and?a?fast?acquisition?card?that?samples?the?signal?at?100?kHz.?The?time?trace?for?each?scanning?position?is?saved?
on?the?computer?and?the?demodulation?for?each?pixel?is?made?off?line?on?a?computer?(by?simply?taking?the?Fourier?transform,?and?
recording?the?value?at?the?harmonics?frequencies).??
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We?use? fluorescent?nanodiamonds? (120?nm?diameter)?as? imaging?probe.? In?order? to?characterize? the? improvement? in?resolution?
given?by?this?technique?we?recorded?the?PSF?by?scanning?a?single?nanodiamond?into?the?focused?spot?produced?by?the?fiber?with?
different?excitation?intensities.?
?
Figure?5?19?Point?spread?function?narrowing?with?saturated?excitation?endoscopy.The?PSF?is?measured?by?making?a?fluorescent?scanning?image?of?a?
single?nanodiamond?(with?a?diameter?much?smaller?than?the?diffraction? limit?of?the?imaging?system).?Scale?bars?are?1?m.? ?(a)?Linear? image? in?the?
focal?plane?obtained?by?demodulation?at?the?modulation?frequency.?(b)?Image?with?second?harmonic?demodulation?(c)?Image?with?third?harmonic?
demodulation.?(d)?The? intensity?profiles?along?the? images?(a),?(b)?and?(c).?The?effective?point?spread?function?FWHM,?decreases?as?we?use?higher?
harmonics? for?demodulation.?The?gain? in? resolution? is?measured? to?be?about?1.6? times? for? the? third?harmonic?demodulation?compared?with? the?
fundamental?frequency.?Each?point?on?the?plot?is?the?average?over?5?measurements?obtained?with?different?nanodiamonds,?the?error?bars?repre?
sent?±? the?standard?deviation.? (e)?The?nanodiamond? is?also?scanned? in? the?axial?dimension?and? the?axial? intensity?profile?are?plotted.?The?same?
resolution?improvement?factor?is?obtained?in?the?three?dimensions.?
It?can?be?observed?in?Figure?5?19?that?both?the?lateral?and?axial?FWHM?decrease?with?higher?harmonics?demodulation.?We?meas?
ured?the?linear?lateral?FWHM?to?be?850?nm?(the?diffraction?limit?is?700nm?for?a?0.39?NA?fiber).?From?the?profiles?in?Figure?5?19?(d)?
and?3(e),?the?gain?both?in?lateral?and?axial?resolution?is?estimated?to?be?about?1.6?with?the?third?harmonic?demodulation,?close?to?
the?theoretical??3?expectation?(Figure?5?15).?The?images?and?the?plots?in?Figure?5?19?are?normalized.?The?higher?harmonic?frequen?
cy?components?have?a?signal?intensity?one?to?two?orders?of?magnitude?lower?than?the?fundamental?frequency?component?(Figure?
5?14)?and?the?background?that?appears?in?Figure?5?19?(c)?is?due?to?shot?noise.?
? ???????????????? ????????????????????
In?Figure?5?20?and?Figure?5?21,?we?illustrate?the?gain?in?resolving?power?due?to?SAX?by?imaging?clusters?of?nanodiamonds?immobi?
lized?on?a?glass?slide.??
The? Figure?5?20? illustrates? the? resolution?enhancement? that? can?be?obtained?with? the? second?harmonic?demodulation?and? the?
evolution?of?the?different?signal? levels.?In?Figure?5?20,?the?demodulated?signal? is?shown?at?the?fundamental?frequency?and?at?the?
second?and?third?harmonics.?At?low?power,?only?the?linear?signal?demodulated?at?the?fundamental?frequency?is?detected,?a?diffrac?
tion?limited?image?is?obtained?in?Figure?5?20?(a).?Only?noise?is?present?in?the?Figure?5?20?(b)?and?(c),?it?indicates?that?the?excitation?
modulation?is?close?enough?to?a?perfect?sinus?in?order?not?to?create?harmonics.?With?an?excitation?intensity?of?60?kW/cm2?the?sec?
ond?harmonic?signal?can?be?extracted?and?a?few?points?must?be?noticed.?First,?the?saturation?of?the?fluorescence?is?visible?on?the?
fundamental?demodulation?image?Figure?5?20?(d).?The?deformation?of?the?PSF?deteriorates?the?resolution,?that’s?why?saturation?is?
usually?avoided?in?fluorescence?microscopy.?Second,?as?expected,?the?resolution?of?the?second?harmonic?SAX?demodulated?image?
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Figure?5?20?(e)?is?improved?compared?with?linear?imaging?Figure?5?20?(a).?The?improvement?can?be?clearly?observed?on?the?details?
pointed?with?arrows.?Third,?the?noise?floor?has?increased?proportionally?less?compared?to?the?fundamental?signal,?it?indicates?that?
by?increasing?more?the?power?the?third?harmonic?should?be?detected.?And,?finally?since?we?don’t?detect?any?signal?with?the?third?
harmonic?demodulation?we?probably?do?not?saturate?the?second?harmonic,?so?the?excitation?power?is?optimal?for?second?harmonic?
demodulation.?
?
Figure?5?20?Peak? intensity? influence? in?SAX?endoscopic? imaging.?Fluorescence? images?with?modulation?and?demodulation?at?the?fundamental?fre?
quency?((a)?and?(b)),?the?second?harmonic?((b)?and?(e))?and?the?third?harmonic?((c)?and?(f)).?In?the?first?row,?the?excitation?intensity?is?low?(2?kW/cm2)?
the?fluorescence?response?linear?and?the?image?resolution?limited?by?diffraction.?Only?a?signal?at?the?fundamental?frequency?is?detected?in?(a).?The?
second?row?the?excitation?is?higher?(60?kW/cm2).?At?the?fundamental?frequency?the?image?(d)?is?distorted?because?of?saturation.?The?second?har?
monic?demodulated?signal?image?(e)?has?an?improved?resolution.?At?this?level?of?saturation,?the?third?harmonic?signal?is?still?buried?into?noise?(f).??
In?Figure?5?21,? the? fluorescent?nanodiamonds?were?observed?at?200?kW/cm2?and?by?extracting? the? third?harmonic? component.?
Comparison?of? the? image? formed?at? low? light?power?at? the? fundamental? frequency?with? the?SAX? image,?confirms? the?significant?
improvement?of?the?spatial?resolution?in?SAX?microscopy.?Some?details?(arrows?in?Figure?5?21)?of?the?nanocrystals?assembly,?invisi?
ble?with?linear?imaging?are?resolved?in?the?demodulated?image.?The?resolution?for?the?third?harmonic?is?about?500?nm?and?it?opens?
the?path?for?micro?structure?observation?with?MMFs.?
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Figure?5?21?Fluorescence? images?of?nanodiamonds? immobilized?on?a?glass? slide.?Scale?bars?1?m.? (a)?and? (c)?Linear? image.? (b)?and? (d)?Saturated?
excitation?image.?The?excitation?intensities?for?those?experiments?were?about?2?kW/cm2?for?the?linear?images?and?200?kW/cm2?for?the?SAX?images.?
The?arrows?points?the?details?where?the?resolution?improvement?is?clearly?visible.?
?????? ? ?????????????????????
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Figure?5?22?Characterization?of?the?sectioning?performance:?edge?response?of?a?Rhodamine?6G?dye?solution.Edge?response?from?a?Rhodamine?6G?
solution,?for?linear?excitation?with?demodulation?at?the?excitation?frequency?(blue?points),?for?saturated?excitation?with?demodulation?at?the?second?
harmonic?(green?points)?and?the?theoretical?edge?response?curve?(red),?equivalently?for?a?linear?detection?with?infinitely?small?pinhole?or?for?second?
harmonic?SAX?demodulation.?The?integration?time?was?200?ms?per?point.?
As?we?detailed? in? the? section?5.2.2.3,?SAX?can?also?achieve? suppression?of?out?of?focus? light? in?a? similar?manner?as? two?photon?
fluorescence?microscopy?and? this? is? in?particular? importance? in?our? fiber?endoscope? system? since?on? the?contrary? to? free? space?
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imaging?we?cannot?implement?confocal?filtering.?In?order?to?confirm?the?depth?discrimination?capacity?and?characterize?the?section?
ing?performance?of?our?SAX?fiber?endoscope?system?we?measured?the?axial?edge?response.?The?fluorescence?signal?collected?from?a?
thick?dye? layer?(Rhodamine?6G)?while? it? is?scanned?along?the?optical?axis? is?shown? in?Figure?5?22.?The? linear?response?(blue?plot)?
shows?the?absence?of?sectioning?in?the?system?but?the?demodulated?signal?(green?plot)?at?the?second?harmonic?exhibits?the?edge?
transition?when?the?focus?is?entering?the?dye?layer.?As?predicted?in?the?section?5.2.2.3,?the?slope?of?the?measured?transition?with?
second?harmonic?demodulation?(green?plot)? is?similar?to?the?one?given? in?a?confocal?microscope?with?a?0.39?NA?objective?and?an?
infinitely?small?pinhole?(red?plot).?However,?the?out?of?focus?light?rejection?mechanism?takes?place?in?the?digital?domain?and,?as?we?
will?discuss?in?the?next?section,?is?bound?to?the?available?SNR.?For?this?reason,?with?a?thick?Rhodamine?sample,?we?were?only?able?to?
extract?the?second?harmonic?signal.?
In?order?to?demonstrate?that?the?image?contrast?can?be?improved?thanks?to?depth?discrimination?induced?by?our?method,?we?made?
a? sample?composed?of? two? layers?of?nanodiamonds? separated?by?30? ?m.?When?one?of? the? two?planes? is?on? focus,?background?
fluorescence?light?is?generated?by?the?out?of?focus?layer?(however?the?out?of?focus?fluorophores?are?not?saturated).??Thereby,?it?can?
be?observed?in?Figure?5?23?(a)?and?(c)?that?the?out?of?focus?signal?can?deteriorate?the?linear?images.?While?in?Figure?5?23?(b)?and?(d)?
the?background?light?is?filtered?out?in?the?second?harmonic?demodulated?signal?and?the?contrast?of?the?image?is?greatly?improved.?
As?with?the?edge?response?measurement,?only?the?second?harmonic?demodulation?could?be?recorded.??
?
Figure?5?23?Improvement?of?image?contrast?by?optical?sectioning.?(a)?and?(c)?Fluorescent?image?through?MMF?of?fluorescent?diamonds:?the?image?is?
blurred?by?out?of?focus?signal?coming?from?a?cluster?of?nanodiamonds?placed?30??m?deeper.?(b)?and?(d)?Saturated?excitation?image?through?MMF:?
second?harmonic?demodulation?rejects?out?of?focus?signal?and?improves?significantly?the?contrast.?
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Figure?5?24?Experimentally?measured?relationship?between?demodulated?fluorescence?signal?intensity?and?excitation?intensity?for?two?types?of?dye?
(fluorescent?nanodiamonds?with?NV?centers?and?Rhodamine?6G).The?blue?points?correspond?to?the?fluorescence?signal?with?demodulation?at?the?
fundamental?frequency.?The?red?dots?to?the?second?harmonic?and?the?green?ones?to?the?third.?The?dashed?lines?show?the?gradients?of?slopes?at?the?
beginning?of? the?curve?are? respectively?1,?2?and?3? (in? logarithmic?scale),? illustrating? the?nonlinear? fluorescence? response? that? results? in?a?gain? in?
resolution.?The?noise? level? is?taken?as?the?average?of?the?signal? in?all?the?frequencies?but?the?harmonics?and?represented?by?the?yellow?curve.?Its?
slope?of?0.5?is?characteristic?of?Poisson?noise?(shot?noise).?
We?have?demonstrated?that?saturated?excitation? in?MMF?scanning?fluorescence?microscopy?can? lead?to?resolution? increase? in?all?
three?dimensions.?We?measured?an?improvement?in?resolution?by?a?factor?of?1.6,?which?is?close?to?the?theoretical?factor?of?resolu?
tion?gain?of?1.73.?The?available? improvement? in?resolution?can? in?principle?be? improved? indefinitely?by?using?higher?harmonics?of?
the?modulation?frequency,?but?the?improvement?is?practically?restricted?by?the?available?signal?to?noise?ratio.?We?discuss?here?what?
would?be?needed?to?improve?further?the?resolution,?i.e.?to?use?higher?demodulation?frequencies.?
We?present?in?Figure?5?24?the?experimental?measurement?of?the?nonlinear?response?of?a?single?120?nm?nanodiamond?containing?
about?1000?nitrogen?vacancies.?As?presented?on?the?theoretical?curve?(Figure?5?14),?the?intensity?of?the?nth?harmonic?demodulation?
harmonic?increases?in?proportion?with?the?excitation?intensity?to?the?power?n?(dashed?lines?in?Figure?5?24).?The?noise?floor?is?meas?
ured?as?the?average?value?over?all?the?frequencies?apart?from?the?modulation?frequencies?and?its?harmonics.?The?slope?of?the?noise?
signal?(yellow?curve?in?Figure?5?24),?is?proportional?to?the?square?root?of?the?excitation?intensity.?This?indicates?that?shot?noise?from?
the?detector?was?the?main?source?of?noise?during?nonlinear?fluorescence?signals?demodulation?extraction.?In?traditional?fluorescent?
sample,? the?photobleaching? is? the?absolute? limitation?on? the?available?resolution.?The?modulation? frequency?and? the?dwell? time?
must? then?be?optimize? to?provide? sufficient? fluorescence? saturation?without? strong?photobleaching?[185].?However,? the? case?of?
nonbleaching?nanodiamonds?greatly?simplifies?the?discussion.?Since?NDs?do?not?bleach,?they?give?potentially?an?infinite?number?of?
photon.?As?the?demodulated?signal?increases?proportionally?to?the?number?of?photon?faster?than?the?shot?noise?limit,?after?a?long?
enough?integration?time?the?high?order?signals?can?in?theory?be?recorded.?In?other?word?by?increasing?the?integration?time?it?pushes?
back?the?limit?of?detection.?This?is?illustrated?in?Figure?5?25.?By?increasing?the?acquisition?time?to?200?ms?(and?the?excitation?intensi?
ty)?the?4th?harmonic?can?be?detected.?
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Figure?5?25?Detection?of?high?saturation?demodulated?orders.?Fourier?transform?of?the?fluorescence?response?of?a?single?nanodiamond?to?a?modu?
lated?excitation?for?different?maximal?excitation?intensities.?With?a?long?collection?time?(200ms),?the?available?SNR?allows?for?the?detection?of?the?
fourth?harmonic.?(For?this?characterization?measurement,?the?excitation?focus?was?not?obtained?with?phase?conjugation?spot,?the?teaching?beam?
focused?with?a?0.4NA?objective?was?used?to?excite?the?fluorescence.)?
However,?even? if? it? is? in? theory?possible? to? improve? further? the? resolution?by? increasing? the? integration? time?on?each?pixel,? the?
practical?interest?is?limited?since?it?increases?dramatically?the?imaging?time.?Moreover,?the?excitation?intensity?level?of?signal?used?
to?detect?the?4th?harmonic?combined?with?long?immobilization?during?the?acquisition?on?each?pixel?comes?along?with?the?question?
of?thermal?damage?in?the?case?of?biological?sample.?
?We?also?demonstrated? that?besides? the? resolution? improvement,? the?advantage?of? saturated?excitation? imaging?method? is? the?
ability?to?remove?out?of?focus?light.?However,?this?property?suffers?from?its?inability?to?physically?reject?out?of?focus?light?before?it?
reaches?the?detector.?As?opposed?to?two?photon?absorption,?saturated?excitation?creates?fluorescence?signal?throughout?the?entire?
thickness.?Then,?as?opposed?to?confocal,?the?out?of?focus?light?rejection?is?obtained?by?isolating?digitally?the?signal?of?interest?(i.e.?by?
demodulation?of?the?harmonics?generated?by?the?saturation).?Thus,?in?the?presence?of?out?of?focus?light,?the?level?of?the?high?har?
monics?compared?to?the?fundamental?frequency?signal?is?reduced.?The?stronger?the?out?of?focus?signal?is,?the?more?severe?the?SNR?
conditions?are?for?extracting?the?harmonics?signals.?The?same?discussion?as? in?the?previous?paragraph?can?apply,?whatever? is?the?
background?signal?strength?it?is? in?theory?possible?to?recover?the?demodulated?harmonics?by?increasing?the?dwell?time.?However,?
with?a?reasonable?dwell?time?of?20?ms?the?available?SNR?allowed?for?background?rejection?only?with?the?second?harmonic? in?the?
result?section.?
???? ???????????
By?combining?nonlinear?sample?photoresponse?and?digital?phase?conjugation,?we?created?a?fiber?based?endoscope?capable?of?very?
high? lateral?resolution.?We?used?saturated?excitation,?as? in?CNS?microscopy,?but?with?time?modulated? illumination?and?harmonic?
demodulation?of? the?photoresponse.?With? this?purely? time?domain? implementation,?we?were?able? to?convert?MMF?based?endo?
scopes?to?SAX?usage?without?major?modification.??
With?this?method?we?have?demonstrated?and?improvement?in?resolution?in?both?the?lateral?and?the?axial?direction.?We?reached?a?
lateral?resolution?of?0.5??m,?which?is?to?our?knowledge?the?best?performance?for?a?lensless?fiber?based?endoscope?without?custom?
designed? fibers.?The? improved? resolution,?compatible?with?any? type?of? fluorophore,?highly?enhances? the? imaging?possibilities?of?
MMF?fiber?based?endoscopes.??
Moreover,?in?this?chapter,?we?have?demonstrated?optical?sectioning?in?MMF?endoscopic?imaging?in?SAX?mode.?We?have?shown?that?
the?theoretical?sectioning?and?resolution?performance?is?superior?to?two?photon?and?confocal?imaging?(for?a?practical?pinhole?size).?
Dramatic?improvement?of?the?image?contrast?in?thick?samples?has?been?demonstrated?with?the?SAX?mode.?Despite?this?theoretical?
advantage?and?the?use?of?CW?laser,?current?development?of?a?commercial?version?of?the?MMF?endoscope?is?focused?on?two?photon?
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excitation.?Indeed,?as?SAX?microscopy?performance?is?bound?to?the?available?SNR,?it?makes?its?application?clearly?dependent?on?the?
specificity?of?the?sample,?especially?the?quantity?of?the?out?of?focus?signal.?
In? those?experiments?we?have?used?nonbleaching?nanodiamond?probes.?Even? if?we?believe? that?nanocrystals?have?a?promising?
future?as?biolabels,?fluorescent?antibodies?with?organic?dyes?remain?the?most?popular?probes.?Consequently,?it?is?a?legitimate?ques?
tion?to?ask?whether?our?method?could?be?used?with?conventional?staining?subject?to?bleaching.?With?SAX?microscope?systems,?high?
excitation?intensity?has?been?shown?to?be?compatible?with?the?imaging?of?various?biological?samples??[184,186].?However,?the?max?
imum?NA?of?the?available?MMF?on?the?market?is?around?0.5.?It?means?that?the?collection?efficiency,?which?scales?as?NA2,?is?about?
one?order?of?magnitude?lower?in?a?MMF?compared?with?the?microscope?systems?(implying?lower?SNR).?For?endoscopic?imaging?with?
conventional? labeling? it? is?a?reasonable?hope?to?be?able?to?extract?one?harmonic?below?what?has?been?demonstrated? in?the?SAX?
microscopy?literature.?Thus,?we?can?estimate?that?SAX?MMF?endoscopic?imaging?with?organic?staining?is?realistic?only?using?second?
harmonic?demodulation.?
In?the?work?we?presented?here,?we?have?bypassed?two?obstacles?by?moving?the?sample:?the?power?variation?of?the?scanning?spot?
among? the? fiber? surface?and? the? limited? scanning? speed.?The?phase? conjugation?has?been? shown? to?be? stable?over? time?[163].?
Therefore,? in?a?real?endoscope?based?on?phase?conjugation? through?a?MMF,? it?should?be?possible? to?compensate? for? the?power?
variation?for?each?scanning?position.?As?for?the?scanning?speed,?it?is?limited?by?the?phase?modulating?element.?To?achieve?millisec?
ond?dwell? time,? typical? in? scanning?microscopy,?digital?micro?mirror?device? can?be?used? instead?of?a? SLM.?However,? the?binary?
phase?encoding?results?in?lower?enhancement?of?the?phase?conjugated?focus?and?different?solutions?are?currently?explored?in?our?
lab.?The?other?limitation?that?must?be?mentioned?is?that?the?speckle?pattern?depends?on?the?geometrical?configuration?of?the?fiber.?
Thus,?each?time?the?fiber?is?moved?a?new?calibration?must?be?acquired,?requiring?a?rigid?guide?such?as?a?needle?or?a?dynamic?bend?
ing?compensation?mechanism?[187].?
In?conclusion,?we?suggest?a?non?linear? imaging?configuration? for?MMF? fiber?endoscopy?with?saturated?modulated?excitation?and?
harmonic?demodulation.?We?have?demonstrated?that?this?system?provides?a?1.6?times? improvement? in?resolution?and?allows?for?
the?rejection?of?out?of?focus?of?light?in?the?limit?of?a?sufficient?SNR.?
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In?this?thesis?we?used?nanodiamonds?crystals?to?demonstrate?various?methods?to?improve?the?resolution?of?scanning?microscopy.??
We?identified?NVN?defects?as?a?potential?luminescence?source?for?STED?microscopy?with?a?novel?emission?color?(compared?with?the?
widely?reviewed?NV?centers).?We?studied?the? luminescent?properties?of?NVN?color?centers? in?diamond?and?found?that?their? long?
lifetime?and?high?photostability?lead?to?efficient?and?repeatable?fluorescence?quenching?by?stimulated?emission.??We?demonstrated?
superresolved?imaging?with?70?nm?resolution?(the?size?of?the?particle)?using?a?continuous?STED?microscope?with?590?nm?depletion.?
Considering?that?the?measured?depletion?characteristics?were?nearly?equivalent?to?the?value?reported?for?the?NV?defect,?we?expect?
that?those?particles?could?be?used?for?very?high?resolution?with?a?high?peak?intensity?pulsed?STED?setup.?We?investigated?the?use?of?
green?nanodiamonds? for?cellular? labelling.?Here?we?obtained?mixed? results.?On?one?hand,?green?NDs?are?very?promising?as?bio?
labels.?Indeed,?we?did?not?characterize?the?phototoxicity?rigorously?but?visual?observations?seem?to?indicate?that?they?are?not?toxic?
for?in?vitro?experiments?(in?good?agreement?with?previous?report,?on?a?time?scale?of?few?hours).?They?are?also?perfectly?photosta?
ble,?even?under?high?power?depletion?beam? illumination?which? is?the?major?advantage?compared?with?traditional? fluorescent? la?
bels.?On?the?other?hand,?the?long?life?time?and?the?limited?number?of?defects?result?in?a?limited?brightness.?It?is?not?a?problem?with?
well? controlled?environments?with?no? surrounding?autofluorescence?however? in?a? cell?medium? the?brightness? clearly? limits? the?
available? SNR? and? the? image?quality.? Several? studies?has?been?published? about? the? increase?of? the?density?of?NV? vacancies? in?
nanodiamonds.?For?green?NDs?to?become?a?widely?used?marker?in?the?future,?similar?work?should?succeed?in?improving?(during?the?
GNDs?synthesis)?the?conversion?of?the?available?vacancies?and?nitrogen?atoms?into?NVN?color?centers.??
After?identifying?nanodiamonds?as?the?ideal?fluorescent?label?for?superresolution,?we?associated?existing?methods?to?create?a?novel?
superresolution?technique?with?useful?properties.?Indeed,?by?combining?STED?lateral?resolution?improvement?and?DH?axial?localiza?
tion?used?in?3D?PALM,?we?have?demonstrated?isotropic?three?dimensional?imaging?of?nanodiamonds?with?a?localization?of?20?nm?in?
all?three?dimensions.?Since?the?method?does?not?reduce?the?axial?resolution,?it?does?not?compete?with?3D?superresolution?for?the?
imaging?of?very?dense?3D?samples.?However,?for?the?frequent?case?of?a?laterally?dense?and?axially?sparse?sample,?like?fluorophores?
immobilized?on?a?rough?surface?or?a?protein?cluster?on?a?well?defined?interface,?DH?STED? is?more?efficient?than?the?existing?tech?
niques.?Indeed,?DH?STED?three?dimensional?images?have?been?obtained?after?a?single?lateral?scan?acquisition.?However,?the?acquisi?
tion?speed?of?the?method?remains?limited?by?the?camera?sensor?frame?rate,?so?the?significance?of?the?technique?relies?on?advances?
in?sensor?arrays?(especially?CMOS?and?APD?array)?and?on?the?possibility?of?large?parallelization.?In?our?home?built?setup?we?demon?
strated?three?dimensional?imaging?of?nanodiamonds?and?of?fluorescent?beads?filled?with?organic?dye.??
After?taking?advantage?of?camera?detection?in?scanning?microscopy?to?improve?the?image?in?the?axial?dimension,?we?investigated?its?
potential? for? lateral? improvement.?Several?publications?had?already? shown? that? the? resolution?of?a? scanning?microscope? can?be?
enhanced?with?a?pixelated?detector.?We?built?a?scanning?microscope?equipped?with?a?camera?detector?capable?of?recording?a?com?
plete?dataset?with?a?2D? image?for?each?scanning?position.?Thanks?to?this? implementation,?we?reproduced?all?the?published?point?
scanning? SIM?methods?with?digital?post? treatment.?We?have? shown? theoretically?and?demonstrated?experimentally? that?all? the?
proposed?methods?result?in?the?same?resolution?enhancement.?For?the?same?reason?that?SIM?allows?only?for?doubling?the?resolu?
tion,?those?methods?are?fundamentally?limited?to?a?resolution?enhancement?of?a?factor?of?2.?We?have?demonstrated?that?as?for?SIM?
this?limit?can?be?overcome?by?the?use?of?fluorescence?absorption?saturation.?Saturation?was?an?intelligent?way?to?exploit?the?lack?of?
photobleaching?of?NDs?since?it?requires?no?modification?other?than?increasing?the?laser?intensity.?We?found?that?the?unique?combi?
nation?of?digital?and?temporal?modulation?allow?the?enhancement?of?the?resolution?above?a?factor?2?and?we?demonstrated?gain?in?
resolution?by?a? factor?of?2.6.?We?also? found? that? the? shape? (and? the?corresponding? spectrum)?of? the?excitation? focus? results? in?
degradation?of? the?SNR?of?high? frequencies?which?prevents? the?extraction?of?high?spatial? frequencies? that?would? lead? to? further?
resolution?enhancement.?In?order?to?reach?better?resolution?as?demonstrated?with?saturated?SIM?different?excitation?patterns?with?
higher?transfer?function?were?investigated.?In?that?perspective?we?proposed?the?use?of?Bessel?beam?and?Hexagonal?pattern,?how?
ever?as?the?generation?of?those?patterns?would?not?be?possible?on?standard?microscope?the?advantage?of?the?method?compared?
with?SIM?was?then?less?obvious.?
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To?resolve?fluorescent?structures?deep?into?a?material?we?applied?a?superresolution?microscopy?principle?to?MMF?fiber?endoscopic?
imaging.?MMFs?transmit?the?information?in?a?nearly?optimal?way,?so?those?endoscopes?are?as?thin?as?possible?(and?so?as?minimally?
invasive?as?it?can?be).?As?for?free?space?microscopy,?MMF?imaging?resolution?is?limited?by?diffraction?and?a?nonlinear?fluorescence?
photoresponse?has?been?used?to?enhance?the?resolution.?As?for?CNS?microscopy,?we?used?fluorescence?saturation.?Harnessing?the?
principle?of?SAX?microscopy?to?endoscopic?imaging?through?MMF?by?phase?conjugation,?we?have?demonstrated?minimally?invasive?
imaging?with?0.5?m? resolution.?We?also?demonstrated? the?optical? sectioning?effect?as?another?benefit?of? SAX? imaging? through?
multimode?fiber.?It?allowed?us?to?improve?significantly?the?contrast?when?imaging?a?sample?composed?of?several?layers?of?nanodi?
amonds.?However,?SAX?rejects?out?of?focus?light?in?the?digital?domain,?so?the?application?of?this?method?is?bound?to?the?available?
SNR?i.e.?to?the?level?of?out?of?focus?signal?to?eliminate.???
???? ????????????????????
The?next?step?with?the?microscopy?methods?presented?in?this?thesis?would?be?to?test?them?with?biological?samples.?We?discuss?here?
briefly?the?future?developments?it?implies.?
Despite? its? implementation? simplicity,?CNS?microscopy? is?not? competitive? in? term?of? resolution?performance.?As?we?described,?
modifications?of?the?excitation?pattern?could?lead?to?resolution?enhancement,?but?at?the?cost?of?worsening?its?advantage?compared?
with?SIM.?Many?studies?have?been?published?both?with?nonlinear?SIM?for?high?resolution?and?parallelized?linear?point?scanning?SIM?
for?fast?and?high?SNR?imaging.?We?are?not?convinced?there?is?enough?room?between?those?techniques?for?significant?improvement?
and?we?do?not?plan?future?investigation?on?the?subject.??
Dual?color?STED?imaging?of?nanodiamonds?still?needs?to?be?demonstrated.?Building?a?two?color?STED?microscope?with?two?depletion?
lasers?is?an?important?investment,?however?we?will?soon?have?the?opportunity?of?testing?a?Leica?prototype?with?590?nm?and?775?nm?
depletion?lines.?We?have?acquired?dual?color?diamonds?containing?the?two?types?of?defect?(green?and?red),?we?want?to?investigate?
whether?two?types?of?vacancy?can?be?resolved?into?a?nanocrystals.?Then,?we?could?envisage?a?long?term?superresolution?colocaliza?
tion?study?with? red?and?green?FNDs.?However,?red?FNDs?are?now?commercially?available?with?bio?functionalized?surface?but?not?
green?FNDs,?so?for?the?moment?it?would?require?modification?of?the?surface?chemistry?by?ourselves.?
DH?STED?could?be?used?for?example?for?cell?membrane?topography,?but?the?frame?rate?must?be?accelerated.?We?recently?acquired?
a?scientific?C?MOS?camera?(Andor?Neo?5.5)?with?low?noise?and?fast?acquisition?rate?and?which?makes?such?an?experience?feasible.??
Our?current?research?concerns?the?MMF.?As?we?pointed?out,?the?optical?sectioning?provided?by?SAX?microscopy? is? limited?by?the?
SNR,?therefore?two?photon?absorption?is?used?today.?However,?two?photon?is?not?the?ideal?solution,?chromatic?dispersion?of?femto?
second?pulses?implies?using?short?fibers?or?fiber?bundle?and?limits?the?resolution.?We?are?now?working?on?the?adaptation?of?another?
microscopy? technique? to?obtain? sectioning?with?CW? laser? illumination.? Indeed,? it?has?been? shown? that? large? imaging?depth?and?
sectioning?can?be?obtained?with?linear?temporal?modulation?[188]?and?is?compatible?with?SAX?microscopy?[189].?
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We?gave?in?the?main?text?the?analytical?expression?for?intensity?distribution?at?the?focus?of?an?objective?lens?[41,190]:?
?
? ??
? ?? ??????? ?????????????????????????
? ? ? ??? ?? ?????? ?? ? ????? ????JI I r NA r x y NA? ?? ?? ??
? ?? ? ? ? ? ?? ?? ?
? Equation?App?1?
?
And?its?corresponding?axial?profile?expression?can?also?be?expressed?as:?
? ?
? ?? ??????? ?????????????
???? ? ??????? ?? ? ? ??????? ? ?? ?? ?
u NAI u I z
u n
u u ??
? ?? ? ?? ?? ?
? Equation?App?2??
The?detailed?derivation?for?those?expression?is?given?in?Chapter?8?of?[41]?and?it?requires?several?approximations.?First,?the?deriva?
tion?uses?paraxial?approximation?i.e.?assumes?ray?with?small?angles?to?the?optical?axis?i.e.?sin?????.??
Second,?it?also?uses?Debye?approximation,?which?is?valid?for?point?close?to?the?optical?axis?and?for?Fresnel?number?much?larger?than?
unity?(
?
? ? ????? ?? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????a
f
? ?? ? ? ).?
The?Debye?approximation? is?valid? for? large?angle?but?not? the?paraxial?approximation.? In? consequence,? the?analytical?expression?
Equation?App?1?and?Equation?App?2,?has?been?shown?to?give?very?accurate?estimation?only?for?NA?below?0.7?[191].?Above?this?val?
ue,?more?accurate?method? like? full? scalar? theory?calculation?yield? to? significantly?different?PSF? size?estimation.?For? instance? the?
lateral?PSF?FWHM?for?a?high?NA=1.3,?oil?immersion?(n=1.518)?microscope?objective?is?found?to?be?0.39??with?the?classical?approxi?
mation?and?0.34??with?full?diffraction?theory?calculation?(Chapter?B.??[190]).?
One?more?approximation?used?to?derive?Equation?App?1?and?Equation?App?2?is?that?the?field?amplitude?is?constant?over?the?aper?
ture?which?experimentally?is?never?exactly?the?case.?Indeed,?laser?beams?have?generally?a?Gaussian?intensity?profile.?
Finally,?all?those?calculations?are?from?scalar?diffraction?theory,?meaning?that?the?effects?of?polarization?are?not?taken?into?account.?
For?high?NA?objectives? this?has?a? strong? influence?on? the? final? focal?distribution?[191].?For? instance,? incident? linear?polarization?
results? in?broader?orthogonal?component?and? incident? radial?polarization? results? in? sharper? longitudinal? focus? in?high?NA?objec?
tives?[192].??
Nevertheless,? those?basic? formula?provide? first?order?practical? approximations? for? the? resolution?of?microscopes? and? are?often?
sufficient?for?qualitative?description.?In?the?thesis,?we?used?high?NA?objective?only?for?STED?microscopy?(the?consequence?of?focus?
ing?vortex?beam?with?high?NA?are?described? in?[71]?and?discussed? in?the?main?text?section?2.4.3).?For?the?other?experiments,?this?
description?was?in?reasonable?agreement?with?our?experimental?measurements.?
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Fluorescence?saturation? is?used? in?Chapter?3,?Chapter?4?and?Chapter?5? in?order?to?enhance?the?resolution?of?the? imaging?system.?
We? derive? here? in? detail? the? fluorescence? response? of? a? typical? fluorophore? under? high? excitation? for? CW? and? pulsed? excita?
tion?[193,194].?
We?consider?a? two?state?model?of?a? fluorescent?molecule? (Figure_app?1(a)),?with?a?ground?state?S0?and?an?excited?state?S1? (we?
neglect?other?transitions? like?the? formation?of?Triplet?state).?Under? laser? illumination?the?molecule?absorbs?some?photons?and? is?
promoted? from? the?ground?state? to? the?excited?state?with?an?excitation? rate?kex.? It?can?also? relax? from? the?excited?state? to? the?
ground?state?by?emitting?fluorescence.?The?fluorescence?rate?is?noted?kf?(kf?is?equal?to?the?inverse?of?the?fluorescence?lifetime??? ?
?
??).?
?
Figure_app?1?(a)?Two?level?Jablonski?diagram?with?kex?the?excitation?rate?and?kf?the?fluorescence?rate.?(b)?Simplified?model?of?the?train?of?pulse,?we?
consider?a?square?wave?function?with?Tp?the?pulse?width?and?Trep?the?wave?period.?
Thus,?the?kinetic?of?S0?and?S1?formation?can?be?written:??
?
?
?
? ?
ex f
ex f
dS
k k S
dt
dS k S k S
dt
? ? ?
? ?
?
Equation?App?3?
?
Where?S0?and?S1?stand?for?the?probability?of?finding?the?molecule?in?the?respective?states.?We?assume?the?total?fluorophores?popu?
lation?remains?constant?and?we?consider?only?the?transition?between?the?two?states,?therefore?the?sum?of?the?both?populations?is?
constant?and?the?probability?to?find?the?molecule?in?one?of?the?both?state?is?1.?In?consequence,?we?can?write:?
? ?? ? ??ex fdS k S k Sdt ? ? ? ? ?
Equation?App?4?
?
The?solution?of?this?differential?equation?is:?
? ?? ?? ? ? ? ex fk k tf
f ex
k
S t e
k k
? ? ?? ?? ?
Equation?App?5?
?
CW?illumination:?
Under?continuous? illumination?with? intensity? Iexc,?the?excitation?rate? is?constant? ex abs exck I?? (where??abs? is?the?molecule?absorp?
tion?cross?section)?and?the?previous?equation?can?reach?its?steady?state?solution:?
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? ? ??f ex
f ex ex f
k k
S S S
k k k k
? ? ? ? ?? ? ?
Equation?App?6?
?
The?fluorescence?intensity?is?proportional?to?the?number?of?excited?fluorophore?and?is?equal?to:?
?fl f fI k S?? ? ? ? Equation?App?7?
?
With??f?the?fluorescence?quantum?yield,?which? is?different?for?each?the?fluorophores.?Here,?we?consider?a?perfect?emitter?with?a?
quantum?yield?equal?to?1?therefore?the?fluorescence?signal?is?equal?to:?
? ?
f ex f abs exc abs exc
fl f
ex f f abs exc abs exc
k k k I I
I k S
k k k I I
? ?
? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ?? ? ? ?
Equation?App?8?
?
This?is?the?Equation?5?12?in?the?main?text.?
As? an? example?we? show? in? the? Figure_app? 2? the? saturation? characteristic? curve? of? a? Nitrogen? Vacancy? into? diamond? crystal.?
((?=10?ns,??abs=1?10?16?cm2))?and?Texas?Red?(?=4.2?ns,??abs=5?10?16?cm2).?
?
Figure_app?2?Fluorescence?signal?intensity?(a.u)?in?function?of?the?excitation?intensity?(W/cm2).?Red?curve:?NDs,?Blue?curve:?Texas?red.?
The?model?is?in?good?agreement?with?the?experimental?curve?shown?in?the?main?text?in?Figure?4?6?(a).?
Pulsed?excitation:?
In?the?case?of?pulse?excitation?the?pulse?width?is?comparable?with?typical?fluorescence?decay?time,?so?the?transient?regime?has?an?
important?role.?In?consequence?we?derive?again?the?saturation?curve?but?taking?into?account?the?influence?of?the?pulse?width.?We?
approximate?the?pulsed?excitation?by?a?periodic?train?of?square?pulses?(Figure_app?1?(b)).?Therefore,?we?assume?a?constant?approx?
imation?rate?kex?during?the?pulse?duration?(Tp)?and?a?constant?fluorescence?rate?kf.?The?repetition?period?is?noted?Trep.?
So?during?the?pulse?excitation?(0?t?Tp),?we?have?the?same?initial?equation?described?above:?
? ?? ??? ? ? ? ex fk k tfpulse
f ex
k
S t e
k k
? ? ?? ?? ?
Equation?App?9?
?
And,?after?the?pulse,?kex=0,?so?for?(Tp?t?Trep),?we?have:?
? ? ? ?? ? ??? ? ? ? fk tf relaxdS k S S t edt ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? Equation?App?10??
In?order?to?determine?the?coefficients???and???we?assume?that?the?interpluse?time?is?long?enough?to?let?the?molecule?entirely?relax.?
Hence?we?have?the?bounder?conditions:?
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?? ??
?? ??
??? ? ?
? ? ? ?
pulse relax rep
pulse p relax p
S S T
S T S T
?
? ?
Equation?App?11?
?
The?solution?of?those?equation?is:?
? ?
? ?
? ?
? ?
? ?
? ?
? ?
? ?
?
? ?
f p f rep
ex f p f p f rep
f p f rep ex f p
ex f p f p f rep
k T k T
ex
k k T k T k T
ex f
k T k T k k T
ex
k k T k T k T
ex f
e e k
e e k k
e e k
e e k k
?
?
? ? ?
? ? ?
? ? ?
?
? ?
? ?? ? ? ?
?
?
Equation?App?12?
?
The? fluorescence? intensity? is?proportional? to? the?number?of?excited? fluorophore,? so?we?calculate? the?average?probability?of? the?
fluorophore?to?be?in?the?excited?state?during?the?laser?cycle:??
? ??
? ?? ? ??repT
rep
S S t dt
T
? ?? ? Equation?App?13??
Which?leads?to?the?fluorescence?intensity?(with?a?quantum?yield?equal?to?1):?
? ?? ?? ? ?
?
? ? ? ?
? ? ?
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
? ? ?? ?
f p ex p f p rep ex f p f rep f pk T k T k T T k k T k T k T
ex ex f ex f p ex ex ex ex f ex f p
kex Tp kf Trep
e
fl
x f e
f
r p
f
e e k k k k k T k e k e k e k k k k T
e k k T
I k S?
? ? ? ?
?
? ? ? ? ? ? ?
?? ? ? ??
?
?
?
Equa?
tion?App?
14?
?
This?is?the?Equation?2?19?in?the?main?text.?
In?the?Figure_app?3?we?show?the?saturation?curve?for?Atto?647N?(?=4.1?ns,??abs=3.1?10?16cm2)?excited?with?a?laser?with?a?repetition?
rate?of?40MHz?and?different?pulse?widths:?
?
Figure_app?3?Fluorescence?signal? intensity?(a.u)? in?function?of?the?average?excitation? intensity?(W/cm2).?????????? ? ????? ? ??? ? ???? ??? .?Pulse?width:?
100ps,?1ns,?5ns,?10ns,?CW.?
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We?introduced?the?Double?Helix?wavefront?in?Chapter?3,?through?the?concept?of?rotating?beam?that?we?decomposed?in?the?Gauss?
Laguerre?modes.?We?give?here?the?complete?expression?of?the?Gauss?Laguerre?solutions?to?the?paraxial?equation:??
? ?
? ?
? ? ?? ? ??
?
? ?? ?? ? ?? ?? ?
?? ?
? ?? ?? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ? ???
? ? ?????? ?? ?
? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ??????? ????????????????????????????????????????
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Equation?App?15?
?
The?notations?follows?the?one?in?[114].?
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In?order?to?derive?the?analytical?expression?that?describes?the?Stimulated?Emission?Depletion?process?with?pulsed?laser,?we?consider?
a?three?level?model??[58]?(Figure_app?4).?As?for?Appendix?B,?the?fluorophore?ground?state?is?noted?S0?and?the?excited?state?S1.?From?
the?excited?state?S1,?the?fluorophore?can?transit?to?S0?either?via?spontaneous?decay?with?a?rate?kf?either?be?sent?to?a?higher?vibra?
tional?level?S0*?via?stimulated?emission.?The?subsequent?vibrational?transition?occurs?with?a?rate?kvib.??
?
Figure_app?4?(a)? Jablonski?diagram? illustrating?the?transition? involved? in?STED?microscopy.?kexc?and?ksted?are?the?absorption?rate?for?the?excitation?
beam?and?the?depletion?beam?respectively,?kf? is?the?spontaneous?fluorescence?emission?rate,?kvib? is?the?a?rate?of?the?non?radiative?transition?be?
tween?vibrational?sub?level.?(b)?The?pulse?train?is?composed?of?two?lasers?with?repetition?rate?1/Trep,?the?excitation?laser?is?assumed?to?have?infinitely?
short?pulse?and?the?depletion?laser?has?a?pulse?width??STED.??
Here,?we?consider?an?instantaneous?excitation?pulse?followed?with?a?depletion?pulse?lasting?for??STED?and?a?pulse?intensity?Isted.?The?
lasers?have?a?repetition?rate1/Trep.?During?the?depletion?pulse,?the?corresponding?population?rate?equations?are?(the?equations?take?
also?into?account?the?undesired?excitation?from?S0*?to?S1?by?the?depletion?beam?itself?that?is?not?represented?in?Figure_app?4):?
For?0?t??STED,?
??
? ? ?f STED STED
S k S k S k S
t
? ? ? ? ?? ?
Equation?App?16?
?
?
?
? ??
? ? ?vib STED STED
S
k S k S k S
t
? ? ? ? ?? ?
Equation?App?17?
?
Where?S0*?and?S1?stand?for?the?probability?of?finding?the?molecules?in?the?respective?states.?Because? vib STEDk k?? the?equilibrium?
of?the?S0*?population?is?quasi?immediate:?
? ? ?
? ? ? ? ?? STEDvib STED STED
STED vib
kk S k S k S S S
k k
? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?
Equation?App?18?
?
Injecting?Equation?App?18?into?Equation?App?16,?we?obtain:?
?
? ?
STED vib
f
STED vib
k kS k S S
t k k
? ? ? ?? ? ?
Equation?App?19?
?
We?assume?that?the?excitation?promotes?all?the?fluorophores?to?the?excited?state,?therefore ?? ??? ?STEDtS ?? ? .?The?solution? is?then?
written:?
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? ? ?
Equation?App?20?
?
After?the?depletion?pulse?the?molecules?spontaneously?relax?( ?STEDk ? )?and?the?Equation?App?16?becomes:?
For??STED?t?Trep,?
?
? ??
STED vib
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fSTED vib
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Equation?App?21?
?
As? in?Appendix?B,? the? fluorescence? intensity? is?proportional? to? the?number?of?excited? fluorophore,? so?we? calculate? the?average?
probability?of?the?fluorophore?to?be?in?the?excited?state?during?the?laser?cycle:?
? ?? ?? ??? ? ? ?? ? ? ??STED repSTEDTrepS S t dt S t dtT ? ?? ?? ? ? Equation?App?22??
And?the?corresponding?fluorescence?intensity?is:?
? ? ??? ?
?
?? ? ? ??? ?? ? ?
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Equation?App?23?
?
In?order?to?quantify?the?depletion?efficiency,?we?want?to?calculate?the?suppression?factor?(?)?(i.e.?the?fraction?of?fluorescence?which?
is?not?depleted).???is?given?by?the?ratio? ? ? ? ???fl STED flI I? where? ?? ?flI is?the?fluorescence?intensity?in?the?absence?of?depletion?
beam.?
For?the?undisturbed?molecule,?we?have:?
? ???? ? f p
r
k Tf
f
ep
lI T
e
? ?? ? ? Equation?App?24??
Therefore?the?suppression?factor?is:?
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Equation?App?25?
?
This?analytical?expression?describes?the?STED?dynamics.?The?interesting?point?is?then?to?find?the?optimal?use?of?the?available?power.??
The?average?power?of?the?laser?is?equal?to:?
? ?and? ?(with? ?the?STED?cross?section)STED STEDSTED STED peak STED STED STED STED STED
rep rep
P P I k I
T T
? ? ? ?? ? ? ? Equation?App?26??
Hence,? for?a? constant? laser? repetition? rate? the?average?power? scales? linearly?with? STED STEDk ? ?which? represents? the?number?of?
potential?STED?de?excitation?during?one?cycle.?Therefore,?to?estimate?the?depletion?process?efficiency?we?draw?the?spontaneous?
emission?probability? in?function?of?the? laser?pulse?width?for?a?constant? STED STEDk ? value.?It?can?be?observed? in?Figure_app?5?that?
sp? curve?goes?through?a?minimum,?meaning?that?there?is?an?optimal?pulse?width?in?term?of?depletion?efficiency.?
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Figure_app? 5? Fluorescence? depletion? efficiency? dependence? on? the? depletion? width? for? a? constant? depletion? average? power
??STED STEDk ? ? ? ? ?? ?vibk ps? ? ? ?? ?fk ns? ? ? ??? ?repT MHz? .?
This?curve?is?identical?to?the?blue?curve?of?Figure?3?18?in?the?main?text?and?the?physical?interpretation?is?done?3.4.1.?
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Digital?phase?conjugation?requires?a?very?precise?alignment? in?order?to?perform?the?exact?back?propagation?that?recomposes?the?
excitation? focus.?First? the?modulation?device? (SLM)?and? the? recording?device?must?be?pixel?matched? to?apply? the?correct?phase?
modulation.?Second?the?SLM?angle?must?be?tuned?so?that?the?light?is?sent?into?the?fiber?exactly?in?the?opposite?direction?it?escaped?
during?the?propagation?step.?This?appendix?details?the?alignment?procedure?used?to?achieve?digital?phase?conjugation.?
For?the?translational?alignment,?both?the?camera?and?the?SLM?are?centered?onto?the?beam?to?match?their?lateral?position?(for?the?
SLM?a?ring?pattern?is?projected?and?aligned?on?the?edges?of?the?beam).?For?the?angle?alignment,?the?key?is?to?align?the?beam?splitter?
previously?very?carefully? to?be?exactly?at?45°?of? the?optical?axis.?Then,? the?alignment? is?straight? forward:? the?recorded?hologram?
recorded?and?the?phase?conjugated?pattern?projected?on?the?SLM?share?the?same?grating?phase?pattern?induced?by?the?angle?be?
tween?the?optical?axis?and?the?reference?(angle???in?Figure_app?6).??
?
Figure_app?6?Hologram?acquisition:?the?carrier?frequency?of?the?hologram?is?given?by?the?angle?between?the?reference?and?the?optical?axis.?
Therefore,?the?field?reflected?on?the?SLM?with?the?phase?conjugated?pattern?is?deflected?by?the?angle??.?In?consequence,?in?order?to?
find?the?correct?angle,?the?SLM?should?be?titled?so?that?it?is?perpendicular?to?the?incoming?reference?Figure_app?7.?It?can?be?done?
easily?by?assigning?a?constant?phase?on? the?SLM?and?with? typical? iris?alignment.?Then? the?phase?conjugation?pattern? is?assigned?
onto?the?SLM.?This?procedure?has?been?developed?by?Y.?Papadopoulos?and?is?described?in?more?details?in?[163].??
?
Figure_app?7?SLM?alignment:?the?SLM?surface?should?be?perpendicular?to?the?incident?reference?beam?so?that?it?acts?as?a?phase?conjugation?mirror.?
In?our?SAX?setup,?in?order?to?minimize?the?losses?we?used?two?90/10?beam?splitters?and?avoided?the?double?pass?in?the?central?BS.?
In?order?to?perform?the?angle?alignment?we?used?the?above?procedure?as?an?intermediate?step?and?then?aligned?the?beam?reflected?
on?the?second?SLM?with?the?one?reflected?on?the?first?one?(Figure_app?8).??
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Figure_app?8?Alignment?of?the?high?power?optical?line?with?the?help?of?the?first?SLM.?
Finally?the?z?position?of?the?SLM?is?optimized?manually?to?maximize?the?strength?of?the?phase?conjugated?focus?spot.?
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The?numerical?aperture?of?the?fiber? is?determined?by?the?maximum?angle?a?ray?can?enter?and?propagate? into?the?fiber?(so?called?
acceptance?angle??a).?
???air aNA n ?? ? Equation?App?27?
?
Where?nair?is?the?external?refractive?index.?We?show?here,?how?the?numerical?aperture?relates?to?the?core?and?cladding?refractive?
indices.?
?
Figure_app?9?The?rays?propagate?through?reach?the?core?cladding?interface?with?an?angle?superior?to?the?critical?angle.?
From?Figure_app?9,?at?the?interface?between?the?core?(ncore)?and?the?cladding?(nclad)?we?have?(Snell’s?law):?
???core c cladn n? ? ? Equation?App?28?
?
Where??c?is?the?critical?angle.?At?the?interface?air?core?we?have:?
??? ???air a core in n? ?? ? Equation?App?29?
?
Then,??i?and??c?being?the?two?acute?angles?of?a?right?triangle,?we?have:?
?
??? ??? ??? ?clad cladi c i
core core
n n
n n
? ? ?? ? ? ? ? ?
Equation?App?30?
?
??Assuming?nair=1?and?using?Equation?App?30?in?Equation?App?29,?we?have:?
?
??? ? clada core
core
nNA n
n
? ? ?? ? ? ? ?? ?
?
Equation?App?31?
?
Therefore,?we?have?the?well?known?formulae?of?the?numerical?aperture?of?a?multimode?fiber:?
core cladNA n n? ? ? Equation?App?32??
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We?make?here?the?parallel?between?the?number?of?modes?in?a?multimode?fiber?and?the?minimal?mode?size?of?a?single?mode?fiber?to?
illustrate?both?the?fact?that?resolution?is?only?a?matter?of?material?indices?and?the?fact?that?the?information?that?is?transmitted?into?
the?MMF?is?optimally?constrained.?We?present?here?the?derivation?for?the?both.?
Confinement?in?single?mode?fiber:?mode?radius?dependence?on?the?core?size.?
For?single?mode?(step?index)?the?mode?radius? is?well?estimated?by?the?empirical?Marcus?formulae?(p73?of? ?[195]?and?original?pa?
per?[196]):?
? ? ?
????? ?????????w
a V V
? ? ?
?
Equation?App?33?
?
Where?a?is?the?core?radius,?w?the?mode?radius?and?V?is?the?V?parameter?defined?as:?
? ?? ?
core cladV a NA a n n
? ?
? ?? ? ? ? ? ?
Equation?App?34?
?
The?dependency?of?the?mode?radius?in?function?of?the?core?size?is?shown?in?Figure_app?10?(a),?for?constant?numerical?aperture?(i.e.?
for?constant?core?and?cladding?refractive?indices).?For?large?core,?the?mode?radius?decreases?with?the?core?radius.?However,?this?is?
not? true? for?small?cores.?When? the?core?gets? too?small,? the?mode?deviates? from? its?approximate?Gaussian?shape?and? the?mode?
radius? increases.?This?corresponds?to?the? limit?of?confinement.?We?can?observe?that?the?core?size?for?the?minimum?mode?radius,?
follows?the?rule?0.3?/NA,?which?corresponds?roughly?to?a?mode?size?at?the?usual?resolution?limit?0.5*lamb/NA.?
?
Figure_app?10?Minimal?mode?size?in?single?mode?fiber.?(a)?Mode?FWHM?for?constant?NA?in?function?of?the?core?size?(blue?curve?NA=0.1,?green?curve?
NA=0.2,?red?curve?NA=0.4).?The?curves?exhibit?minima?that?corresponds?to?the?minimal?mode?size?achievable?with?a?contrast?of?refractive?index.?(b)?
The?core?size?for?the?minimal?mode?in?function?of?NA?(blue?dots),?it?follows?the?black?curve?0.3?/NA.?
Confinement?in?MMF:?Number?of?mode?dependence?on?the?core?size.?
As?the?diameter?of?a?step?index?fiber?is?increased,?the?more?modes?can?propagate?into?the?MMF?and?it?can?be?shown?that?the?num?
ber?of?guided?mode?(N)?is?well?approximated?by?p338?[42]:?
?
?
?VN ?? ?
Equation?App?35?
?
The?modes?are?defined?by?Bessel?functions?and?the?higher?order?modes?are?less?confined?in?space.?However?to?make?the?parallel?
with?the?single?mode?fiber?in?term?of?information?confinement,?we?can?calculate?the?average?core?space?used?for?a?mode?to?propa?
gate?as?the?core?area?divided?by?the?number?of?mode:?
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a a
N NAV
? ?? ?? ? ? ?? ?? ?
Equation?App?36?
?
Therefore,?the?average?mode?“core?size”?as:?
?
??? ???a
N NA
??
?
Equation?App?37?
?
Hence?for?large?number?of?mode,?the?average?“core?size”?used?for?each?mode?to?propagate?is?again?roughly?equal?to?the?classical?
limit?of?resolution?indicating?that?the?information?is?optimally?confined?when?propagating?in?MMF.?This?optimal?confinement?results?
in?the?same?resolution?limit?that?with?free?space?objectives.?
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We?saw?in?the?Appendix?B?that?in?the?case?of?continuous?excitation?the?fluorescence,?for?a?two?level?Jablonski?diagram?system?the?
fluorescence?intensity?can?be?expressed?as:?
?
exc
fluo
exc
a II
b I
?? ? ? ?
Equation?App?38?
?
So?it?can?be?approximate?as:?
? ? ? ? ? ???fluo exc exc exc excI a I ab I ab I ab I? ? ? ? ? ? ?? ? Equation?App?39?
?
If?we?consider?a?modulation:?
?????? ??? ?? ???? ???excI I ?? ? ? Equation?App?40?
?
We?have:?
??? ??? ??? ???
? ? ? ?
??? ??? ??? ???
??? ??? ?? ? ???????? ???? ?? ? ????????
????? ?? ? ???????? ?????? ?? ? ???????? ???
fluoI a ab
ab ab
? ? ?
? ? ? ? ?
? ? Equation?App?41??
Which?can?be?expanded?into:?
? ? ? ? ?
??? ??? ??? ???
? ? ? ? ?
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? ? ? ? ?
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Equation?App?42?
?
Hence,?the?terms?that?multiply?every?cosines?at?the?harmonics?frequencies?can?be?isolated?by?demodulation?and?used?for?SAX?mi?
croscopy.?The?demodulated?coefficients?are?drawn?in?Figure_app?11?(identical?to?the?Figure?5?14?in?the?main?text).?
?
Figure_app?11?SAX?demodulated?coefficient?in?function?of?the?excitation?intensity.?The?fourth?first?harmonics?are?represented,?blue?curve?is?demod?
ulation?at?the?fundamental?frequency?fm,?red?is?2?fm,?green?is?fm?and?turquoise?is?4?fm.?
What?must?be?understood? is? that? the?coefficient? that?can?be?used?depends?on? the? level?of?saturation.? Indeed,?as? the?saturation?
increases?more?terms?become?non?negligible,?only?the?last?term?of?the?expression?that?scales?with?a?single?power?of?the?excitation?
intensity?can?be?used.?Therefore,?experimentally?the?maximum?power?the?maximum?intensity?must?be?chosen?carefully,?to?obtain?
the?maximum?signal?at?the?targeted?order?while?keeping?the?single?power?dependency.?
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